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Abstract 

Advancements in high-throughput technologies and high-performance computing have enabled 

the discovery of tens of thousands of genetic associations for complex traits and diseases. 

However, these associations explain only part of the heritability, defined as the portion of the trait 

variability that is accounted for by genetic factors. The overarching goal of my dissertation is to 

investigate the missing heritability in order to improve our understanding of the underlying 

genomic factors. First, we tested the hypothesis that many of the associated markers for complex 

traits are non-causal but are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with causal variants. We identified 27 

potentially functional variants in LD with previously associated markers for drug response 

outcomes, which could account in part for the missing heritability of pharmacogenomic traits. 

Next, we examined the main effects of genetic variations as well as interaction effects with 

environmental exposures in determining risk of complex diseases. In our study of childhood 

asthma, we computed the genetic risk score (GRS) by integrating the weighed effects of multiple 

genetic variants and determined that early-life modifiable exposures interact with genetic risk to 

determine respiratory outcomes. Finally, we applied a weighted network model and machine 

learning algorithm to investigate biological networks associated with chemotherapy response 

among ovarian cancer patients and identified potentially regulatory variants (expression 

quantitative loci: eQTL) associated with gene expression. In summary, my thesis work 

demonstrates that the missing heritability of complex traits may be explained in part by accounting 

for polygenic effects, gene-gene interactions, gene-environment interactions, linkage 

disequilibrium, and integrative analysis of 'omics datasets.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Human genetic traits are often categorized as monogenic or complex.1 Monogenic traits are 

derived by a variation in a single genetic locus and have a distinctive inheritance pattern, such as 

mendelian or mitochondrial inheritance.2 Examples of monogenic traits include cystic fibrosis, 

sickle-cell anemia, albinism, Huntington’s disease, and hemophilia.3 In contrast, complex traits are 

polygenic in nature, where the underlying cause often lies within the intricate interplay between 

multiple genetic and environmental effects. Examples of complex traits include height4, diabetes5, 

cancer6, asthma7, and altered drug response.8 

 

While monogenic traits shaped the basis of conventional genetics research, it has become 

clear that the majority of human diseases and traits are multifactorial, influenced by numerous 

genetic and environmental factors.9 Since complex traits cannot be elucidated by the genetic 

segregation of a single locus, and often predispose us to the trait rather than directly cause the trait, 

it is often difficult for scientists to study and understand the underlying mechanisms.10 This has 

brought the need for a measure to quantitatively describe the proportion of genetic accountability 

in studying complex traits. Heritability is a term used in genetics to describe the proportion of trait 

variation explained by genetic factors. For example, numerous twin and family-based studies have 

reported that approximately 80% of the variation in height can be explained by genetics.11 However, 

variance in height estimated using all associated single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) from the 

largest genome-wide association study (GWAS) only explained 16% of the heritability.12 This gap 

in heritability is known as the “missing heritability problem”.  
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The overarching goal of my dissertation is to investigate the missing heritability of complex 

traits using advanced bioinformatics approaches. Whereas conventional analysis approaches test 

the contribution of a single gene to a trait independently of other genes,13 recent advancements in 

high-performance computing technology, coinciding with the development of novel analytical 

algorithms, provided the necessary resources to model the interactions among genes within 

biological systems underlying complex traits.14 In this dissertation, we employed various 

bioinformatics approaches to study the missing heritability in a number of well-known complex 

traits.  

 

In the first manuscript, we test the hypothesis that many genetic associations for complex 

traits are non-causal but are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with unidentified causal variants.15 We 

report potentially causal variants in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with genomic markers previously 

associated with drug response outcomes. These identified variants could account in part for the 

missing heritability of complex pharmacogenomic traits and improve accuracy of genetic testing. 

In the second manuscript, we examined the polygenic effects of multiple genetic variations as well 

as interactions with environmental exposures in determining the risk of complex diseases in our 

study of childhood asthma. We computed the genetic risk score (GRS) by integrating the weighed 

effects of multiple genetic variants and determined that early-life modifiable exposures such as 

breastfeeding interact with genetic risk to determine respiratory outcomes. Findings from this work 

identified a period during early infancy when the risk of developing respiratory diseases including 

asthma could be assessed using genetic screening. Furthermore, we report modifiable risk factors 

in early life, which could be targets of early life interventions for prevention of life-long respiratory 

diseases. Finally, we applied a weighted network model and a machine-learning algorithm to 
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investigate gene networks associated with chemotherapy response among ovarian cancer 

patients.16 This work implicated both known and novel genes and biological networks that 

determine sensitivity to chemotherapy in cancer patients. 

 

Given our limited insight of genetic influences in complex traits despite the discovery of 

thousands of associated variants, the hunt for missing heritability presents a valuable and 

promising path towards future discoveries. A substantial portion of variance in disease 

susceptibility is known to arise from individual genetic differences.17 A better understanding of 

the underlying genomic factors could aid in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of complex 

diseases.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

2.1 Introduction to complex trait inheritance 

 

A phenotypic trait is an observable and quantifiable characteristic of an organism.18 The primary 

objective of genetics research is to discover the hereditary mechanisms underlying a phenotypic 

trait.19 The pattern that traits are passed down from a parental generation to offspring is known as 

trait inheritance.20 Studies of trait inheritance began with the classical discovery made by Gregor 

Mendel in 1865.21 Mendel proposed the three principles of genetic inheritance that demonstrated 

characteristics of trait transmission within a pedigree.21 Mendel stated that diploid organisms 

possess a pair of alleles for any particular trait, each of which are randomly inherited from their 

parents (law of segregation), separate genes for separate traits are inherited independently from 

each other (law of independent assortment), and that in heterozygotes, the allele that is expressed 

is referred to as dominant and the other is referred to as recessive (law of dominance). This 

discovery is often referred to as Mendel’s law of inheritance and have shaped the fundamental 

concepts of classical genomics.22 

  

Heritability is a measure of the variation observed in a phenotypic trait that is accounted 

for by genetic factors.23 The use of twin studies allowed scientists to estimate the heritability of 

human traits by comparing phenotypic similarities between monozygotic and dizygotic twins.24 

Twin studies reported that some of the highly heritable human traits, such as height, could not be 

explained using Mendel’s laws of inheritance.25 These are known as complex traits, exhibiting 

non-Mendelian inheritance behaviors and cannot be explained by a single genetic locus.26 
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Understanding the polygenic and multifactorial nature of complex traits is the primary objective 

of current genetics research.27 

 

2.2 Conventional analytical methods 

 

2.2.1 Family-based linkage analysis 

 

In the assessment of monogenic traits, genetic linkage analysis was successfully applied to identify 

chromosomal segments that segregate with the disease phenotype within a multi-generational 

family.28 The assumption behind this approach is that, due to the meiotic recombination process, 

markers showing linked segregation with the trait will lie in nearby loci.29 The statistical estimate 

of whether two loci are likely to lie near each other on a chromosome is measured as the logarithm 

of odds (LOD) score.30 A number of remarkable findings from linkage analysis in human 

populations were introduced in the late 20th century. An example of this is the localization of a 

chromosomal region correlated with Huntington’s disease reported by Gusella et al. in 1983.31 

Following this discovery, a genetic linkage map of the human genome was created by analyzing 

patterns of inheritance in 21 three-generational families32, allowing more linkage analysis to be 

applied in human traits.  

 

Despite the fact that linkage analysis is a powerful method for mapping disease genes33, 

one of the shortfalls of this approach is that it is difficult to be applied in studying complex 

diseases.6 The performance of linkage analysis have been reported to be suboptimal in studying 

complex human traits such as diabetes34 and breast cancer.35 One reason for this limitation is that 

a genetically predisposed individual may not develop the disease (i.e. healthy life style, epigenetic 
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modification) or the symptoms could vary due to incomplete penetrance, heterogeneity or 

multifactorial etiology (i.e. gene-gene or gene-environment interactions).36 In addition, multi-

generational pedigrees are difficult to ascertain, especially for late-onset diseases.37 As a result, 

family-based linkage analysis has had limited success for mapping complex traits.37 Instead, 

population-based association analysis, which attempts to identify relationships between genetic 

variations and a trait by comparing allele frequencies among unrelated individuals, has gained in 

popularity.38,39 

 

 

2.2.2 Population-based association studies targeting a single locus 

 

In earlier studies, many association tests were carried out focused on candidate genes, where a 

subset of genetic loci are pre-selected based on a priori knowledge of the underlying biological 

mechanisms of disease.39,40 This approach tests whether the frequency of an allele within a 

candidate locus is associated with the trait of interest.40 Candidate gene studies were favored in the 

earlier genomics era, since high-throughput genotyping platform were limited at the time and 

targeted studies yielded greater statistical power than studies that tested multiple variants in large 

regions of the genome.41 However, one limitation of the candidate gene study is that, since the 

analysis relies heavily on prior knowledge, the accuracy of the test is strongly dependent on the 

capacity of selecting the right subset of candidate loci.42 Another critique that candidate gene 

analysis encounters is the low rate of replication arising from selection bias.43 For example, a study 

that performed candidate-gene analysis using 18 highly replicated depression-associated loci from 

10 peer-reviewed manuscripts found that their association signals were not stronger compared to 

those from non-candidate genes.44 
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The Human Genome Project, a 13-year-long international scientific research collaboration, 

determined the first complete set of genes and base pair sequences building up the human DNA in 

2003.45 Consequently, the International HapMap Project was initiated to describe the patterns of 

human genetic variation known as haplotypes.46 Haploblocks identified from this project allowed 

researchers to focus on the subset of genetic variations, known as tagging SNPs, that would 

describe common patterns of human genetic variation.47 In 2008, another global research initiative 

known as 1000 Genomes Project began to establish a detailed catalogue of human genetic 

variations through whole genome sequencing of thousands of individuals.48 The advent of draft 

DNA sequences coincided with the advancement and reduction in cost of sequencing technologies, 

allowing the development of biobanks and repositories of large-scale human genetics data.49 This 

has initiated the era of genome-wide search for sequence variations as well as gene expression 

profiling.  

 

2.2.2.1 Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 

 

A genome-wide association study (GWAS) is a population-based observational study that 

identifies genetic variations associated with a phenotype.50 Analysis is often done using common 

SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAF) greater than 1-5%, since analyses often lack the 

statistical power to test markers with very low MAF (rare variants).51 GWAS runs a comparison 

analysis of each sequence variation across the entire genome.50 This is in contrast to candidate loci 

studies, which only test a small set of pre-selected genes or variants of interest. If the prevalence 

of an allele in a genetic variant occurs in higher frequency in a sub-population exhibiting the study 

trait (i.e. cases), the variant is said to mark a region of the human genome that is associated with 

the trait. A number of analytical models are used in GWAS to identify associated variants.52 Some 
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of the conventional methods for analyzing binary traits in case-control studies include the chi-

squared test, the Fisher’s exact test, or the logistic regression model which measures the ratio of 

the odds for examining the allele in cases to the odds of observing the allele in controls.53 In the 

analysis of quantitative traits, likelihood-ratio tests, Wald tests, or linear regression models are 

often used to yield beta values which demonstrate the association between a unit change of the 

trait and the allele.53  

 

The ability to identify novel signals without having to rely on prior knowledge is a clear 

advantage that GWAS has over candidate gene analysis. However, one critical limitation of 

GWAS is that the high number of association tests yield a multiple testing problem requiring large 

population size for tests. The multiple testing problem occurs when numerous statistical inferences 

are made simultaneously. A new confidence threshold needs to be defined to compensate for these 

additional comparisons.54 To account for this, the genome-wide significance p-value threshold of 

p < 5x10-8 is often imposed.55 This threshold is derived by adjusting a nominal alpha (p < 0.05) 

using Bonferroni correction for all LD-independent common variants across the human genome.56  

 

2.2.2.2 Differential gene expression (DGE) analysis 

 

The genome is the collection of nucleotides found in the nucleus and mitochondria of the cell. The 

primary product of the genome is the transcriptome, which is the encoded molecules of RNA 

derived from a phenomenon known as gene expression. Differential gene expression (DGE) 

analysis aims to identify the association between the quantity of messenger RNA (mRNA), a 

category of RNA that serve as temporary copy of the DNA, at a point in time with a target trait. 

57,58 DGE analysis identifies genes whose relative activity or rate of transcription is associated with 
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the study trait using modified t-tests with Bayesian estimation or regression models.59 In addition, 

genes whose expression do not vary across the population are often excluded with a process known 

as non-specific filtering to evade multiple comparisons problem, since they are less informative 

and statistically unlikely to be associated with the study trait.60 Similar to GWAS, DGE analysis 

uses an adjusted p-value threshold to control for multiple testing problems. The new threshold is 

often derived using the false discovery rate (FDR) correction method, which modifies the p-value 

threshold based on the total number of genes tested.61 

 

2.2.3 Multi-locus targeted association studies 

 

One of the limitations of single-locus analysis (i.e. GWAS, DGE) is that it indicates an association 

between each genetic marker and the target trait. This approach erroneously assumes that each 

variant or gene functions in isolation and is therefore limited at capturing the polygenic effect or 

gene-gene interaction effect. To account for this limitation, an increasing number of studies are 

beginning to highlight the importance of the interactions among genes as well as polygenic effects 

of multiple loci in examining the missing heritability of complex traits.62,63,64 To better account for 

this limitation, a number of analytical methodologies have been developed to test the aggregated 

effect of multiple variants on a trait.   

   

2.2.3.1 Haplotype association analysis 

 

A haplotype is a cluster of alleles on the same chromosome that are inherited together from a single 

parent.46 Individuals each possess two haplotypes, which represent the maternal and paternal 

chromosomes.65 Alleles in a haplotype are said to be linked and are passed on together, since 
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markers that exist in close proximity often do not undergo crossover or recombination during 

meiosis.65 We take advantage of this unique characteristic of haplotypes for the imputation of 

genetics data, where a few alleles in a haplotype are used to infer missing genetic variants on the 

same chromosome.66 This also allows researchers to test the association between a combination of 

alleles in a haplotype and the study trait.67,68  Haplotype analysis is often carried out in two steps. 

First, the frequency of haplotypes is measured in the study population, and a score is computed for 

each haplotype using an additive, dominant or recessive model.68 Statistical tests, such as 

generalized regression models, are then applied to determine the association strength and 

significance between the haplotype score and the study trait.68 Haplotype analysis has shown 

promising findings in studies of complex traits, since each haplotype comprises of evolutionary 

information as well as LD patterns within genomic regions that single-locus targeting SNP analysis 

fails to capture.69 

 

2.2.3.2 Burden test & kernel association test 

Another well-established method for collapsing genetic information into a single score is the 

burden test.70,71 This approach groups the effect of SNPs in a set region (i.e. gene) by taking the 

sum of minor allele counts for each variant in the region. This model was initially designed and 

developed with the goal of studying rare genetic variations. Single-locus targeted techniques for 

analyzing rare variations have been limited in power, due to the infrequent and inconsistent 

occurrences of rare alleles observed in study population.72 By collapsing the allelic information of 

a large region, researchers were able to effectively solve this issue. Furthermore, users have the 

option to apply minor allele frequency (MAF) as a weight for each variant to establish a contrast 

between rare and common genetic variations. Many different variations of this approach have been 
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published, however, a common limitation is the decrease in accuracy when a large number of 

variants tested are non-causal, or when both risk and protective variants are present.73 To account 

for this limitation, SNP-set (Sequence) Kernel Association Test (SKAT) was developed.74 In 

SKAT, the effect of variants within a region is collapsed by summing the squares of the score 

statistics. Basu and Pan (2011) demonstrated that SKAT outperforms burden tests when a high 

number of non-causal variants exist or when a large portion of variants are modifying risk in 

opposite directions.75 However, a limitation of this approach is that the calculation of scores in 

large regions (i.e. chromosomal regions) is computationally expensive. Furthermore, when most 

variants tested are causal and pose effects to the same direction, burden tests could outperform 

kernel-based association methods. 

 

2.2.4 Interactions among genes 

 

Conventional approaches for studying genetic variations (e.g., GWAS) test SNP-trait associations 

independently with assumption that individual SNPs or genes function in isolation.50 This 

assumption may be true for Mendelian traits, but it fails to capture gene-gene interactions 

underlying polygenic traits.76 A number of methods have been developed to consider such 

interactions.77,78 

 

2.2.4.1 Interaction between genetic variants (Epistasis) 

Epistatic interaction is a phenomenon where the effect of one genetic locus is dependent on one or 

more additional loci in determining the trait.79 Given a continuous trait, epistasis can be estimated 

using a linear regression model such as: 
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Y = β0 + β1gA + β2gB + β3gAgB 

where Y denotes the target trait, gA and gB are allele counts of SNP A and B, and β1gA & β2gB 

each tests for the additive effect of the two variants A and B.80 The interaction effect, or epistasis, 

is captured in the β3 coefficient, and its significance in the target trait is used to test the presence 

of epistasis. If the trait is binary, a logistic regression model will be used to fit the model such as81:  

ln (P(Y = case)/P(Y = control)) = β0 + β1gA + β2gB + β3gAgB 

One of the greatest challenges in the analysis of epistasis, however, is the issue of 

computational complexity.64,82 Given the enormous number of SNPs in the genome, testing all 

SNP-SNP interaction pairs would require a highly elongated processing time. In order to better 

cope with the computational burden, common practices in epistasis are either limiting the number 

of testing variants to those who were found to be significant in metanalyses of previous GWAS,83,84 

or utilizing a high-performance Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) for parallelization of 

calculations.85 

 

2.2.4.2 Interactions among genes 

 

In addition to analyzing interactions among genetic variations, studies have attempted to model 

interaction between genes.86 One well established method is to map the interactions among 

encoded proteins with the help of protein interactome databases.87 Protein-protein interaction 

analysis provides valuable evidence in better understanding the system-level biological processes 

and interaction between genes.88  
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In the beginning of the era when protein interactome databases were first introduced, the 

majority of reported signals were derived from experimentally validated protein interactions.89 

This was often evaluated using protein microarray studies and co-immunoprecipitation analysis.90 

Examples of databases reporting experimentally validated protein-protein interaction signals are 

the Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP)91, Biological General Repository for Interaction 

Datasets (BioGRID)92, Molecular Interactions Database (MINT)93, and the Human Protein 

Reference Database (HPRD).94 A major strength of  such databases is the reliability of the results, 

given that all reported signals have been experimentally validated. For this reason, however, a 

critical drawback exists in that the number of interactions reported are limited to only those that 

have been validated in prior experiments.  

 

With the introduction of more advanced bioinformatics tools, an increasing number of 

studies have focused on computationally predicting protein-protein interactions.95–98 Examples of 

well-established methodologies include inferences to known protein structures, also known as 

homology modeling99, phylogenetic profiling, which tests if potentially interacting protein 

sequences are conserved in multiple species100, or using supervised learning algorithms to predict 

the likelihood of interaction while using experimentally validated datasets as a training set.101 

Some databases that use computational prediction methods include the Search Tool for the 

Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING)102 and Human Protein–Protein Interaction 

Prediction Database (PIPs).103  
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2.3 Missing heritability problem 

 

Despite the significant advancements in analytical methods, such as association, aggregation and 

interaction analysis, identified variants explain only a limited portion of the heritability for 

complex traits and diseases.104 Missing heritability hinders our understanding of disease etiology, 

and poses a great obstacle in the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of complex traits.105 In the 

absence of proper understanding of how genetic markers, environmental exposures, and their 

interactions systemically contribute to the development of complex traits, the accuracy for 

diagnosis and testing will be significantly constrained. Similarly, missing information in our 

understanding of trait pathology will make the identification of appropriate therapeutic targets 

extremely challenging, impeding the discovery of novel therapeutic options and early 

intervention.106  

 

2.4 Novel approaches to date 

 

In an effort to overcome the imitation of conventional analytical approaches, a number of novel 

bioinformatics methods has been introduced. For example, LD and variant annotation analysis 

allow for prioritization of highly deleterious variants using results from GWAS, which often fail 

to identify causal signals embedded in LD blocks.107–110 In addition, interaction models that take 

gene-gene62,111–113 and gene-environment interactions114–116 into consideration have gained in 

popularity. Lastly, increasing number of studies have begun incorporating holistic approaches in 

studying the biological system, often known as systems biology, by integrating biological signals 

from multiple types of omics datasets.117 
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2.4.1.1 Prioritization of causal variants using LD and annotation analysis 

 

Although GWAS have identified numerous variants associated with complex traits, 

disproportionately few of these findings have been validated to be causal.118,119 One of the 

challenges of GWAS is the identification of causal variations among variants displaying identical 

strength of association owing to linkage disequilibrium (LD).120 Genetic loci are determined to be 

in LD if the frequency of association among their alleles are higher than what is expected by chance 

alone. Failure in distinguishing the causal biomarker limits our understanding of the trait 

mechanism and impacts the accuracy of genetic screening procedures, as LD patterns vary with 

population structure (i.e. by ethnicity). 

 

Variant annotation is the procedure of assigning functional information to genetic 

variants.121 This is often performed based on the available information on sequence references for 

human genomes and proteins. The information that can be linked to a variant includes 

chromosomal coordinates, strand, nearby gene symbols, reported phenotypic associations, and the 

predicted impact of the variant. The computationally predicted impact of the variant is a valuable 

resource in prioritizing functional variants in a pool of variants tagging the effect in LD. For this 

reason, an increasing number of GWAS are reporting a list of potentially causative variants 

predicted from annotation analysis within a significantly associated LD blocks.122  

 

Prior to prediction, annotation tools typically divide the variants into protein-coding 

variants (i.e. exonic, splice sites) and non-coding variants (i.e. intronic, intergenic).123 This is 

because methodologies used in annotating the two categories differ significantly from each other. 
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Impact prediction for variants that encode protein often tries to assess the magnitude of influence 

the variant may pose on the resulting protein structure. Predictions are often made using machine-

learning algorithms (i.e. probabilistic classifiers), utilizing the information on structural 

parameters and contacts of the protein124, sequence homology and the physical properties of amino 

acids125, or by aggregating scores from a number of well-known annotation tools.126,127 On the 

other hand, predictions for non-coding variants focus on the potential regulatory effects the variant 

may pose. One approach is examining whether the non-coding variants are found in known 

promoters, enhancers, or transcription factor binding sites (TFBS).128 Similarly, variants which are 

known to regulate the expression of nearby genes are examined from well-established 

experimental databases.129  

 

2.4.1.2 Genetic or polygenic risk score analysis 

 

One of the limitations of single-locus association analysis (e.g., GWAS) is that each genetic 

variation is tested independently for association with a trait, and potentially causal loci that confer 

little increase in disease risk alone are lost in multiple testing correction.130 Aggregative analysis, 

such as burden tests or SKAT have attempted to solve this issue by combining the effect of multiple 

variants in a set region.74 However, these approaches have been limited in that the relative 

importance of the variants, often described as weight in aggregation analysis, is either not 

accounted for or estimated by factors such as minor allele frequency, which do not improve the 

accuracy of the analysis in evaluating common SNPs.74  

 

Genetic risk score (GRS), also referred to as polygenic risk score (PRS), is a measure used 

in estimating the likelihood of developing a trait based on one’s genetic profile.131 GRS is 
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computed from the sum of all known risk alleles, weighted by the associated effect size derived 

from metanalysis.132,133 Findings from recent studies suggest that genetic risk scores yield much 

greater predictive performance compared to individual variants identified from conventional 

GWAS analysis. For example, Escott-Price et al (2017) reported that the weighted GRS computed 

for Alzheimer’s disease was able to reach up to 90% of the theoretical maximum accuracy in 

predicting Alzheimer’s disease compared to using the entire genetic profile without utilizing any 

weights.134 

 

The computation of the GRS requires two independent datasets: a base and a target 

dataset.131 The base dataset refers to the summary statistics obtained from a large, published 

GWAS for the trait of interest. The target dataset refers to the study population for which the GRS 

will be computed. Both datasets will undergo quality control and adjusted for LD, and only the set 

of SNPs that exist in both datasets will be retained for the computation of GRS.131 Sample overlap 

between base and target dataset can yield significant inflation of the association signal, and 

therefore must be avoided.135 GRS is computed using the following summation model: 

GRS = (β1 * SNP1) + (β2 * SNP2) + … (β0 * SNPn) 

where βn is the associated effect size of SNPs obtained from the base dataset, and SNPn is the 

additive allelic score of the SNP.  

 

Selection standards for variants to be included in GRS computation follows two well-

established methods. The first method includes all variants but utilizes a statistical shrinkage 

technique, such as least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) or ridge regression, to 

effectively shrink insignificant signals.136 The second method limits the inclusion of SNPs by 
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posing p-value thresholds in the base dataset. The threshold yielding the GRS with the highest 

predictive measure is chosen.136 

 

 The strength of genetic risk score analysis comes from the fact that scores are derived from 

the weighted effect of multiple variations, whose association signals have already been validated 

from prior GWAS.137 Developed scores can be utilized in predicting one’s relative risk of 

developing a certain trait based on one’s genetic profile, and have a promising potential in 

explaining missing polygenic signals in the heritability of complex traits.138 

 

2.4.1.3 Gene-environment interaction analysis 

 

Advancements in our understanding of complex traits have demonstrated that both genetic and 

environmental factors can modulate the susceptibility to complex traits. Gene-environment 

interaction can be defined as a modified effect of the environmental exposure on a trait, when the 

modulation is caused by the differences in individuals’ genetic profiles.139 For instance, rather than 

directly inheriting the risk of developing a trait, a sensitivity to an environmental exposure may be 

inherited, which then can affect the probability of developing the trait. One well-known example 

of gene-environment interaction is demonstrated in skin cancer, where the risk of ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation in cancer is modulated by skin pigmentation.140 

 

 Interaction between genetic and environmental factors can calculated by estimating the β 

coefficients in a generalized regression model:  

Y = β0 + β1G + β2E + β3G × E 
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where G and E each represent the genetic and environmental variables predicting the trait of 

interest Y. In a regression model, an interaction is represented as the cross-product of two or more 

independent variables. In this example, two-way interaction between gene and environment (GxE) 

is represented with the regression coefficient β3. The presence of an interaction can be analyzed 

by examining the significance of the interaction term using analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

 

2.4.1.4 Gene co-expression network analysis 

 

A number of novel approaches have been developed to study the effect of interactions among 

genetic markers, such as epistatic interaction analysis or network modelling of protein-protein 

interaction. However, one common drawback is that they both fail to examine the interactions 

among genes at the transcript level. The Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network Analysis 

(WGCNA) method is an innovative approach that integrates network theory with transcriptomics 

data to construct an undirected graph model of gene-gene interactions. Since genes that are co-

expressed have higher chances of being functionally linked141, co-expression networks have been 

utilized in numerous studies analyzing complex phenotypes.142  

 

The steps in conducting WGCNA can be summarized into four stages:  

1. Construction of a similarity matrix 

Co-expression calculated among n number of genes can be represented as an n x n gene  

co-expression similarity matrix143:  

 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗) 
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where Sij represents the measure of co-expression between a pair of genes i and j, and xi and xj 

denotes the gene expression of gene i and j among study samples.  

 

2. Transformation of similarity matrix to an adjacency matrix 

Many of the gene-gene interaction signals found in the co-expression similarity matrix will reflect 

false-positive signals, owing to the large number of tests performed in pairwise gene-gene 

correlation computation.144 This becomes a problem when gene-gene interactions are quantified 

using an un-weighted network, where connections between genes are dichotomously quantified 

(i.e. interacting vs not interacting) using a hard threshold. Choosing an inadequate threshold can 

result in great loss of information or cause excessive noise in the model due to the high number of 

false-positive signals. The continuous nature of the interaction can be preserved by using a soft 

threshold.145 In soft-thresholding approach, the similarity matrix will be transformed into an 

adjacency matrix where all genes are connected with varying connection strength (weight). In this 

process, the matrix will also be raised to the power of β, where β represents a soft-thresholding 

parameter. The assumption is that raising the correlation matrix to a power will enrich the 

differences between weak and strong signals, allowing gene interactions to be better quantified.142 

The adjacency matrix aij can be represented as following:  

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = |𝑆𝑖𝑗|𝛽 

Here, β is estimated by fitting the distribution of co-expression to a scale-free topology graph.146 

A scale-free network is a network whose degree distribution follows a power law. To decide the 

correct value for β, WGCNA will use the scale free topology criterion described in Zhang and 

Horvath (2005).144 Studies have shown that scale-free graphs serve as a more powerful null model 

for biological networks than random graphs.147,148,149 This is because biological networks are not 
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based on random distribution by design, but are biased in that the majority of nodes only have a 

few links in them while few hub nodes dominate most of the connections. The best value for β can 

be estimated by plotting the increment of β on scale free topology model fit (r2), which will show 

how well the distribution fits the scale-free assumption (power law).142 Conventionally, the value 

of β is considered as an adequate choice if the distribution fits the scale-free topology by 80 - 

90%.142 

 

3. Transformation of adjacency matrix to a Topological Overlap Measure (TOM) matrix 

Another tuning step that WGCNA will execute to reduce noise and type I/II errors is transforming 

the adjacency matrix to a TOM matrix150, which can be represented by:   

𝑇𝑂𝑀𝑖𝑗 =
∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑢𝑎𝑢𝑗 +𝑢 𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑘𝑖 , 𝑘𝑗) + 1 − 𝑎𝑖𝑗
 

where ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑢𝑎𝑢𝑗𝑢  denotes the set of direct neighboring genes in co-expression with gene i and gene 

j, 𝑎𝑖𝑗  is the adjacency between gene i and gene j , and k is the connectivity. This means that 

alongside the interaction effect between each gene pair, TOM takes into consideration the number 

of genes which are co-expressed with the pair and compares this number by the total number of 

connections the pair of genes have. This will give TOM a measure between [0 1], where a higher 

value indicates that two genes have a strong co-expression linkage, as well as a common gene set 

which are co-expressed between them. Since the strength of co-expression between a pair of genes 

is reinforced by the common neighbors shared by them, TOM will yield a much more robust 

measure of gene connectivity than using just correlation measure, producing a biologically 

meaningful network.151 
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4. Clustering of highly interacting genes into modules 

WGCNA will use an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm152 to group highly interacting 

genes into modules. This is an unsupervised learning method, where elements are clustered without 

a priori defined classes or training data.153 Hierarchical clustering works in the following steps: 

1) All elements in the dataset are treated as a single-element cluster 

2) Two clusters with highest similarity are joined together to form a larger cluster 

3) A tree of clusters is built by iterating Step 2) until all elements are merged and become a member 

of a single large cluster. 

4) The tree (dendrogram) is cut at an optimal height to decide the number of modules 

One of the weaknesses of hierarchical clustering is that determining an optimal height to perform 

a tree-cut becomes a very challenging problem in large datasets. Fortunately, an R package named 

DynamicTreeCut, which was developed as part of the WGCNA package, can aid with this 

process.154 Unlike the conventional static-tree cut approach, where a tree is cut at a constant height 

across the dendrogram, the DynamicTreeCut algorithm takes height and shape parameters of the 

tree into consideration and cuts the tree in a dynamic manner, maximizing specificity for module 

detection.155 

 

WGCNA provides a comprehensive set of functions which can be utilized to conduct a genome-

wide gene-gene interaction network analysis.142 This methodology can be applied to various areas 

of transcriptomics, epigenomics, or even proteomics and can be used in detecting biological 

pathways underlying complex traits that were not captured using conventional approaches of 

univariate analysis.156 
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2.4.1.5 Integration of multiple ‘omics datasets 

 

Despite the success of GWAS, one puzzling outcome has been the discovery that the majority of 

the identified loci are non-coding variants found within intronic or intergenic regions of the 

genome.157 One hypothesis for this phenomenon is that the associated non-coding variants may be 

associated with complex traits through regulatory mechanisms.158 In the hopes of testing this 

hypothesis, studies have combined the classical genetic association analysis with quantitative trait 

locus (QTL) mapping techniques to examine the relationship between genetic variations and gene 

expression.159   

 

Genetic loci that can explain the variation in gene expression levels are called expression 

quantitative trait loci (eQTL).160,161 This term can be further categorized as cis-eQTL or trans-

eQTL based on the distance between the loci and the gene it affects.162 Specifically, if the variation 

is located within 5000 bp of the gene it regulates, it is classified as a cis-acting eQTL. Alternatively, 

if the variation is located further than 5000 bp from the gene it regulates or is located on a different 

chromosome, it is classified as a trans-acting eQTL. Analysis of eQTL mapping is carried out by 

testing the relationship between variation in expression and genetic polymorphisms.163 This is 

often accomplished using a generalized linear regression model, which tests the association 

between the additive effect of SNPs and gene expression.164  

 

This approach allows an integrative analysis of two different omics data, genomics and 

transcriptomics, which in turn can yield an enhanced understanding of complex traits by 

uncovering the interplay of biomolecules between different layers of omics data.165,166 This 
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approach of analyzing the relationship between two different omics layers, DNA and RNA, could 

enable the discovery of heritability signals that were hidden in between layers of biological 

information. 

 

2.5 Hypothesis 

In this dissertation, we hypothesize that the explanation for missing heritability may in part lie 

within areas of omics that are not readily detectable by standard analytical methods. We will test 

this hypothesis by employing novel bioinformatics approaches discussed in section 2.4 to study 

three well established examples of complex traits. In chapter 3, we discuss how prioritization of 

causal variants using LD can enhance our understanding of pharmacogenomics and may explain 

part of the missing signals that were not detected using traditional GWAS. In chapter 4, we discuss 

how we can utilize polygenic effect of multiple variants and its interaction with environmental 

factors to explain the missing heritability in childhood asthma. In chapter 5, we demonstrate the 

utility of gene-gene interaction analysis and omics integration method in explaining signals that 

conventional single-gene or single-omics studies fail to capture.  
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Chapter 3: Whole genome sequencing identifies high-impact variants in well-

known pharmacogenomic genes 

 

Abstract 

 

More than 1,100 genetic loci have been correlated with drug response outcomes but 

disproportionately few have been translated into clinical practice. One explanation for the low rate 

of clinical implementation is that the majority of associated variants may be in linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) with the causal variants, which are often elusive. This study aims to identify 

and characterize likely causal variants within well-established pharmacogenomic genes using 

next-generation sequencing data from the 1000 Genomes Project. We identified 69,319 genetic 

variations within 160 pharmacogenomic genes, of which 8,207 variants are in strong LD (r2 > 0.8) 

with known pharmacogenomic variants. Of the latter, 8 are coding or structural variants predicted 

to have high-impact, with 19 additional missense variants that are predicted to have moderate-

impact. In conclusion, we identified putatively functional variants within known 

pharmacogenomics loci that could account for the association signals and represent the missing 

causative variants underlying drug response phenotypes. 
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Introduction 

 

The current paradigm of drug therapy follows a “trial-and-error” approach where patients are 

prescribed a drug at a standardized dose with the expectation that alternative therapies or doses 

will be given during a return clinical visit(s).167 Not surprisingly, this is inefficient and potentially 

hazardous for patients who require urgent care or are susceptible to adverse events, which may 

result in prolonged suffering and fatalities.168 A better understanding of the modulators of drug 

response will improve and hopefully replace our current trial-and-error approach of drug therapy 

with more precise methods that are based on scientific knowledge.169 

 

To date, more than 1,100 genetic loci have been correlated with drug response phenotypes 

(The Pharmacogenomics Knowledgebase (PharmGKB): www.pharmgkb.org)170 but only a small 

fraction of these genomic findings have been implemented into clinical practice. In 2009, 

PharmGKB partnered with the Pharmacognomics Research Network (PGRN) to establish the 

Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC)).171–173 The goal of CPIC is to 

provide specific guidelines that instruct clinicians on how to use or interpret a patient’s genetic test 

results to determine the optimal drug and dosage to each patient.173 As of June 2017, there are 36 

drug-gene pairs with CPIC guidelines published, although there are 127 well-established 

pharmacogenomic genes identified as CPIC genes and 64 additional genes labeled as Very 

Important Pharmacogenes (VIP) by the PharmGKB curators, which totals to 160 unique genes. 

 

An example of a CPIC guideline is one that instructs physicians on how to interpret 

genomic information from clinical assays to determine a therapeutic dosage for warfarin, a 
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commonly used drug for the prevention of thrombosis.174 Warfarin is known to have a narrow 

therapeutic index and wide effect variances among patients. For example, a conventional dose of 

warfarin may not be an effective anticoagulant in some patients or induce adverse events  

(e.g. excessive bleeding) in others.175 Thus, it is often difficult to achieve and maintain a targeted 

effect by administering conventional doses. Recent advancement in pharmacogenomics helped to 

facilitate genetic tests of two genes that can be used to predict a patients’ sensitivity to the drug 

prior to administration. Specifically, the therapeutic dosage of warfarin may be calculated based 

on one’s genotypes at these loci, which has resulted in a significant improvement in drug 

safety.175,176 

 

Despite the successful translation of a small fraction of pharmacogenomics findings into 

clinical practice, the rate of clinical implementation has been slow.173 One explanation is that the 

majority of pharmacogenomics loci are correlated with drug response but do not represent the 

actual, causal variants themselves.177–179 We hypothesize that the majority of known 

pharmacogenomics loci are genetic markers that tag causal variants, which have yet to be identified 

and are likely to be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the associated markers. The use of 

associated variants instead of the causal variants in clinical tests is limiting in that it may not 

reliably predict drug response.180  

 

The primary objective of this study is to identify potentially causal variants in well-

established pharmacogenomics-associated genes, which may account for the reported association 

signals. Specifically, we used whole genome sequencing data from the 1000 Genomes 

Project181,182 to derive all genetic variations identified within the 160 unique CPIC and VIP 
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pharmacogenomics genes. Next, we tested the LD with known pharmacogenomic variants, and 

determined the predicted function of these LD variants using annotation databases and clinical 

outcome databases. Our results include a catalog of potentially functional variants that are in LD 

with well-established pharmacogenomics variants and could represent the causative mutations 

within these loci.  
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Methods 

 

Pharmacogenomic genes 

We selected 160 unique pharmacogenomics associated loci, containing 127 CPIC genes (June 5th, 

2017 release) and 64 VIP genes (May 1st, 2017 release) from the PharmGKB database. Then, we 

identified the genomic coordinates of each gene from the GRCh37/hg19 assembly of the human 

reference genome using the University of Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser.183 Next, genomic 

coordinates were padded with 5000 bp both 5’ and 3’ of each gene to include potential regulatory 

regions. All variants that appear in at least 1% of the 1000 Genomes Project Phase I population 

(Feb. 2009 release) were extracted.  

 

Functional annotations 

After reviewing many annotation tools (including annoVar, VEP, Polyphen/SIFT, CADD), we 

decided that SnpEff best meets our needs as it allows a great degree of compatibility with various 

input formats, offers high flexibility in search settings, can annotate a full exome set in seconds, 

provides up-to-date transcript databases, and has the ability to be integrated with other tools. 

SnPEff (version 4.2, build 2015-12-05) was used with the GRCh37.75 assembly to predict the 

effects of identified variants. For variants with multiple annotations (e.g. variant affects multiple 

genes or have varying effects depending on the transcript), only the most severe consequence was 

selected and used to represent each variant in tables to ease the comparison of impacts among 

variants. To standardize terminology used for assessing sequence changes, SNPEff uses sequence 

ontology (http://www.sequenceontology.org/) definitions to describe functional annotations. 
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Linkage disequilibrium analysis 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the well-established pharmacogenomics variants (1,151 

variants annotated by PharmGKB retrieved on June 16th, 2017, that are found within 160 PGx loci 

and 1000 Genomes project phase 1 dataset) and identified variants from the 1000 Genomes Project 

phase 1 dataset using Plink (version 1.09).53 Distance window for the LD analysis were set to 1Mb 

and an r2 threshold of > 0.8. 

 

SNPs associated with regulation and phenotypes 

For each variant identified to be in LD with an established pharmacogenomic variant, we used 

RegulomeDB184 to evaluate and score those that have the potential to cause regulatory changes, 

such as eQTL, regions of DNAase hypersensitivity, binding sites of transcription factors and 

proteins. RegulomeDB uses GEO185, the ENCODE129 project, and various published literatures to 

assess these information. In addition to that, we used SNPedia186, a database of over 90,000 SNPs 

and associated peer-reviewed scientific publications, to identify variants that are previously 

associated with phenotypes. (Figure 3.1) 
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Figure 3.1 Overview of the experimental design.  

Flow of work outlined in methods section of the manuscript, which highlights the selection of 160 

genes from the Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Database (PharmGKB), identification of variants 

from the 1000 Genome Project Data, and subsequent steps for annotation and test LD among 

variants. 
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Results 

 

Selection of pharmacogenomics loci and annotation of variants  

We selected 127 CPIC genes and 64 VIP genes (total of 160 unique loci) from PharmGKB, which 

we deemed as “well-established” pharmacogenomics loci (Appendix A - Supplemental data 1). 

Next, we identified 887,980 variants within these loci using next generation sequencing data from 

the 1000 Genomes Project Phase I, of which 69,319 were variants with minor allele frequencies  

> 1% (Appendix A - Supplemental data 2). Annotation analysis using SnpEff127 (genetic variant 

annotation and effect prediction toolbox) revealed that 65,333 (94%) of these variants were single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 1,404 (2%) were insertions, and 2,582 (4%) were deletions. As 

shown in Figure 3.2, the majority of these occur within intronic regions (~75%), with the 

remainder located 3’ or downstream (~11%), 5’ or upstream (~9%), and exonic (~2%). Of the 

coding variants, approximately half of these variants are missense (~49%), or synonymous 

mutations (~50%) with some occurrences of nonsense (~1%) mutations. We compared our 

findings with annotation results of whole genome sequencing data of 1000 Genome Project phase 

I dataset (http://snpeff.sourceforge.net/1kg.html) and confirmed that the results of variant 

annotation within 160 PGx genes are within an expected range (Appendix A - Supplemental 

figure 1). 

 

Linkage disequilibrium analysis 

We assessed the LD between associated variants within known pharmacogenomics loci and 

variants identified in our study. Analysis of LD was done in each of the four populations 

(American, European, East Asian, African) from Phase I of 1000 Genomes Project. This resulted 
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in 8,207 novel variants forming 21,256 instances of LD (r2 > 0.8) with 859 known 

pharmacogenomics variants (Appendix A - Supplemental data 3).  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Genomic regions of all variants identified from the 1000 Genomes Project 

database within 160 known pharmacogenomics genes. 

Locations of all the single nucleotide variants identified within the 160 Pharmacogenomics loci 

using sequence data from the 1000 Genomes Project. 
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High-impact variations 

We identified 8 variants predicted to have a high-impact using SNPEff from the 1000 GP database 

that were in LD (r2 > 0.8) with 22 known pharmacogenomics variants. These included potentially 

functional variants that code for an alternative splice donor site, structural interaction, frameshift 

mutation, stop gain, or stop lost variation. Table 3.1 lists these new LD variants along with the 

corresponding pharmacogenomics variants, the majority of which are predicted to be non-coding 

located within introns, up/downstream, and synonymous, with only few instances of missense and 

frameshift variants).  

 

Moderate-impact variations 

We identified 19 missense variants that are in LD with 32 pharmacogenomics variants, which are 

predicted to have a moderate, low, or modifying effects by SNPEff (Table 3.2). Among the newly 

identified variants, two are regulatory variants that could potentially affect protein binding, and 

one has been associated with neural tube defects and spina bifida cystica.  
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Table 3.1 Variants with high impact predictions, which are in LD with known pharmacogenomics variants. 

Chr New 

Varian

t 

Gene Functional annotation PharmGKB 

Variant 

Gene Functional annotation EUR 

r2 

EAS 

r2 

AMR 

r2 

AFR 

r2 

3 rs1314

6 

UMPS structural interaction 

variant 

rs1801019 UMPS missense variant 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.98 

4 rs2836

4311 

ADH1A splice donor variant & 

intron variant 

rs6811453 ADH1A downstream gene variant 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 

6 rs6778

30 

OPRM1 stop gained rs558025 OPRM1 downstream gene variant 1.00 1.00 0.98 <0.8 

7 rs6977

165 

CYP3A5 stop lost rs41303343 CYP3A5 frameshift variant <0.8 <0.8 <0.8 0.80 

17 rs4330 ACE stop gained rs4341 ACE 3 prime UTR variant 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.95 

rs4343 ACE synonymous variant 0.95 0.95 0.87 <0.8 

rs4344 ACE upstream gene variant 0.99 0.96 1.00 0.90 

rs4331 ACE synonymous variant 0.86 <0.8 0.88 0.84 

rs4359 ACE intron variant 0.96 <0.8 0.91 <0.8 

rs4363 ACE splice region variant & 

intron variant 

0.93 <0.8 0.86 <0.8 

19 rs1132

2783 

IFNL4 frameshift variant rs12980275 IFNL3P1 upstream gene variant <0.8 0.87 0.87 <0.8 

rs8105790 IFNL3P1 upstream gene variant <0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

rs4803217 IFNL3 downstream gene variant 0.83 0.97 0.87 <0.8 

rs11881222 IFNL4 downstream gene variant 0.87 0.94 0.84 <0.8 

rs28416813 IFNL3 5 prime UTR variant 0.88 0.86 0.94 <0.8 

rs12979860 IFNL3 upstream gene variant 0.94 0.87 0.93 <0.8 

rs8109886 IFNL4 upstream gene variant <0.8 0.89 <0.8 <0.8 
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rs8113007 IFNL4 upstream gene variant 0.88 0.97 0.84 <0.8 

rs8099917 IFNL4 upstream gene variant <0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

rs7248668 IFNL4 upstream gene variant <0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

21 rs8817

12 

CBR3 structural interaction 

variant 

rs8133052 CBR3 missense variant 0.94 1.00 0.83 <0.8 

22 rs3761

423 

ADORA2A-

AS1 

splice donor variant & 

intron variant 

rs5996696 ADORA2A upstream gene variant <0.8 0.90 <0.8 <0.8 

 

Abbreviations: Chr = Chromosome, EUR r2 = linkage disequilibrium in the European Population of 1000 Genomes project measured 

in r-squared; EAS r2 = linkage disequilibrium in the Eastern Asian Population of 1000 Genomes project measured in r-squared; AMR 

r2= linkage disequilibrium in the American Population of 1000 Genomes project measured in r-squared; AFR r2 = linkage 

disequilibrium in the African Population of 1000 Genomes project measured in r-squared.  

 

Annotation definitions: structural interaction variant = These are "within protein" interaction loci, which are likely to be supporting 

the protein structure. They are calculated from single protein PDB entries, by selecting amino acids that are: a) atom within 3 

Angstrom of each other; and b) are far away in the AA sequence (over 20 AA distance). The assumption is that, since they are very 

close in distance, they must be "interacting" and thus important for protein structure. 
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Table 3.2 Variants predicted with moderate impact identified in this study, which are in LD with known pharmacogenomics 

variants 

Ch

r 
New Variant Gene Functional annotation 

PharmGKBVaria

nt 
Gene Annotation 

EUR EAS AMR AFR 

r2 r2 r2 r2 

18 rs2853533★ 
C18orf5

6 

missense variant & TFBS 

variant 
rs2853741 

RP11-

806L2.5 

upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.85 <0.8 <0.8 

1 rs55867221 
C1orf16

7 

missense variant & TFBS 

variant 

rs17367504 CLCN6 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.9 <0.8 <0.8 

rs3737967 C1orf167 missense variant <0.8 0.98 0.87 <0.8 

rs2274976 MTHFR missense variant <0.8 0.96 0.87 <0.8 

1 rs1537514 
C1orf16

7 
missense variant 

rs3737967 C1orf167 missense variant <0.8 0.98 0.87 <0.8 

rs2274976 MTHFR missense variant <0.8 0.96 0.87 <0.8 

rs17367504 CLCN6 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.9 <0.8 <0.8 

1 rs1800595 F5 missense variant rs6018 F5 missense variant 1 1 1 1 

1 rs6027 F5 missense variant rs6018 F5 missense variant 0.94 0.89 0.97 <0.8 

1 rs6033 F5 missense variant rs6018 F5 missense variant <0.8 0.83 <0.8 <0.8 

3 rs3732765 
MED12

L 
missense variant 

rs9859538 MED12L intron variant <0.8 0.97 <0.8 <0.8 

rs10935842 P2RY12 
upstream gene 

variant 
1 0.99 0.97 <0.8 

rs6798637 P2RY12 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.89 <0.8 <0.8 <0.8 

4 rs1693482 ADH1C missense variant 
rs1662060 ADH1C 

downstream gene 

variant 
1 1 0.96 1 

rs698 ADH1C missense variant 1 1 0.96 1 

4 rs4963 ADD1 missense variant rs4961 ADD1 missense variant 0.88 0.99 0.96 <0.8 

7 rs2307040 CALU missense variant 

rs1043550 CALU 
3 prime UTR 

variant 
0.82 <0.8 0.96 0.89 

rs11653 CALU 
3 prime UTR 

variant 
0.82 <0.8 0.96 0.89 
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9 rs56350726 
SLC28A

3 
missense variant rs10868138 SLC28A3 missense variant 0.81 <0.8 0.83 <0.8 

11 rs11604671 ANKK1 missense variant 

rs2734849 ANKK1 missense variant 0.97 1 0.98 <0.8 

rs6277 DRD2 
synonymous 

variant 
<0.8 1 0.88 <0.8 

rs2587548 DRD2 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 1 <0.8 <0.8 

rs2734833 DRD2 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 1 <0.8 <0.8 

rs1076563 DRD2 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.97 <0.8 <0.8 

16 rs115629050 CES1 missense variant rs2307240 CES1 missense variant <0.8 <0.8 0.9 <0.8 

16 rs2307227 CES1 missense variant rs2307240 CES1 missense variant <0.8 <0.8 0.9 <0.8 

16 rs79711700 CES1 missense variant rs2307240 CES1 missense variant 0.88 <0.8 1 <0.8 

19 rs2336219 CD3EAP missense variant 
rs967591 CD3EAP 

5 prime UTR 

variant 
0.83 1 0.96 <0.8 

rs735482 CD3EAP missense variant 1 1 0.96 0.93 

19 rs12971396 IFNL4 missense variant 

rs12980275 IFNL3P1 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.84 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8105790 IFNL3P1 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.92 0.97 0.97 <0.8 

rs4803217 IFNL3 
downstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

rs11881222 IFNL4 
downstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.91 <0.8 <0.8 

rs28416813 IFNL3 
5 prime UTR 

variant 
<0.8 0.83 <0.8 <0.8 

rs12979860 IFNL3 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.84 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8109886 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.86 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8113007 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8099917 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.93 0.97 0.86 <0.8 
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rs7248668 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.93 0.97 0.86 <0.8 

19 rs4803221 IFNL4 missense variant 

rs12980275 IFNL3P1 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.84 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8105790 IFNL3P1 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.93 0.97 0.95 0.81 

rs4803217 IFNL3 
downstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

rs11881222 IFNL4 
downstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.91 <0.8 <0.8 

rs28416813 IFNL3 
5 prime UTR 

variant 
<0.8 0.83 <0.8 <0.8 

rs12979860 IFNL3 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.84 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8109886 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.86 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8113007 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
<0.8 0.94 <0.8 <0.8 

rs8099917 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.95 0.97 0.89 <0.8 

rs7248668 IFNL4 
upstream gene 

variant 
0.95 0.97 0.89 <0.8 

19 rs762562 CD3EAP missense variant 
rs967591 CD3EAP 

5 prime UTR 

variant 
0.83 1 0.92 <0.8 

rs735482 CD3EAP missense variant 1 1 1 1 
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Low-impact variations 

From the total of 8,207 variants in LD, 7,751 variants are classified by SNPEff as variants with 

unpredictable impact or “modifier” variants. These are in LD with 920 known pharmacogenomics 

variants with similar impact features. Of these, 324 modifier variants were potential regulatory 

variants affecting gene expression, protein binding, or transcription factor binding. In this study, 

we will focus on modifier variants that are classified under category 1 of RegulomeDB database, 

which are known eQTLs or variants correlated with variable gene expression. Among 324 modifier 

variants with RegulomeDB scores, 84 variants were classified as category 1, forming 213 instances 

of LD with 73 pharmacogenomics variants which are predicted to have low or modifying effects 

(Appendix A - Supplemental data 4). 

 

Variants associated with clinical outcomes 

Using SNPedia database, we discovered 46 variants in LD that are correlated with clinical 

phenotypes as documented in Appendix A - Supplemental data 5. 
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Discussion 

 

This manuscript reports the identification of potentially functional genetic variants within genes 

previously correlated with drug response outcomes. We show that some of the novel variants 

identified from next-generation sequencing (NGS) of whole genomes (Phase I of the 1000 

Genomes Project) are in LD with well-known pharmacogenomics variants and could account for 

the functional basis underlying the association signals. Many of these LD variants code for non-

synonymous amino acid substitutions, frame-shift mutations, introduce a splice variant that results 

in alternative splicing of the transcript, or located in non-coding regions but are correlated with 

gene expression levels (expression quantitative trait loci or eQTL) or other clinical phenotypes.  

 

In this study, we used LD analysis to determine the correlation between novel genetic 

variants identified from the 1000 Genomes Project database and known pharmacogenomics 

variants. We reasoned that any variant(s) in strong LD (r2 > 0.8) with the known 

pharmacogenomics loci could account for the association signal and have potential to be the actual 

causal variants at these genomic loci. In order to prioritize the identified variants, we used a popular 

annotation toolbox (SNPEff) to predict the function of each variant. In addition, we used additional 

information such as RegulomeDB and SNPedia to prioritize the variant(s) of higher impact from 

those with low impact. 

 

Many of the variants we identified are “novel” in that these have not been reported in 

earlier pharmacogenomics studies. For example, we identified a splice donor variant (rs28364311) 

located on a VIP gene ADH1A. This variant is in LD with a pharmacogenomics associated variant, 
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rs6811453, which is associated with acute myeloid leukemia and various chemotherapy agents.187 

The associated pharmacogenomics variant is non-coding and have no known biological function 

as it is located downstream (3’) of the gene. Considering the potential impact of rs28364311 on 

splicing and its strong LD with the associated pharmacogenomics variant, it is plausible that the 

splice variant identified is the functional variant that accounts for the original association signals 

at this locus. 

 

 Moreover, we identified that a stop gain variant rs4330 from the VIP gene ACE, encoding 

the angiotensin-converting enzyme, is in LD with 6 known pharmacogenomics variants (rs4341, 

rs4344, rs4331, rs4359, rs4363, and rs4343). Whereas the latter are intronic or code for 

synonymous changes, which are less likely to have detrimental effects on the gene product, the 

identified rs4330 codes for a truncated protein that is likely to have detrimental effects.  

 

Another example is a modifier variant (rs2854509), which we report to be in LD with a 

pharmacogenomics variant (rs3213239) that is associated with platinum compounds in pulmonary 

carcinoma. They are both upstream or 5’ of a gene encoding X-Ray Repair Cross Complementing 

1 protein (XRCC1). Our analysis revealed that variant rs2854509 is a cis-eQTL variant acting on 

CPIC gene XRCC1, which is associated with variable response in platinum-based chemotherapy 

agents. Additional findings from RegulomeDB showed a direct evidence of binding-site alteration 

through ChIP-seq and DNase with a matched position weight matrix to the ChIP-seq factor and a 

DNase footprint. These findings suggest the possibility that rs2854509 has regulatory effects on 

the gene XRCC1, which could modulate response to platinum based chemotherapy treatments. 
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Our proof of principle study demonstrates that many of the well-known 

pharmacogenomics loci from PharmGKB are genetic markers that tag causal variants. Often the 

latter remain elusive and are likely to be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the associated 

markers. Using NGS data, we identified a number of sequence variants in LD with these 

pharmacogenomics loci with supporting functional evidence from current annotation softwares. 

These findings, pending experimental evidence, will ultimately facilitate the translation of 

improved clinical assays to predict response for a particular drug or dosage prior to administration. 

The implementation of these clinical tests promises to improve efficacy of drug therapy while 

reducing the incidence of adverse events.188 

 

 One limitation of the approach taken is the exclusion of rare variants (minor allele 

frequency < 0.01). While rare variants are more likely to be functional and clinically relevant, our 

decision to exclude them from this study was based on the limited sample size (approx. 200-400 

in each of the four main populations: American, European, East Asian, African) of 1KGP Phase 

1. Specifically, we would not be able to determine LD among rare variants (MAF < 0.01) in such 

small populations. Another limitation is that this study was based on bioinformatics methods and 

we did not experimentally validate the potentially functional variants identified, nor confirm their 

correlation with drug response outcomes. Instead our study was proof of concept that associated 

variants in well-established pharmacogenomics genes could represent markers of drug response 

rather than the casual variants. Further studies are needed to identify and ultimately validate the 

often elusive functional variants in these loci. These additional studies include genotyping of these 

potentially functional variants (identified in LD with the associated variants) and testing them 

directly for correlation with drug response outcomes in clinical trials. Other experiments are 
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needed to confirm the biological impact of these variants on the resultant RNA transcripts or 

proteins, which depends on the predicted impact of the variants identified. For example, variants 

of high impact (Table 3.1) include splicing effects, premature stop codons, and structural 

interactions, which could be validated through direct sequencing of transcripts and mass 

spectrometry to detect truncated and mis-folded proteins.  
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Conclusion 

 

Our study identified novel genetic variations located in well-established 

pharmacogenomics genes, which could account for the association signals at these loci and have 

strong impact on the resulting gene products. We applied an innovative approach that combined 

bioinformatics resources such as PharmGKB, sequencing data from the 1000 GP, population 

annotation software such as SNPEff as well as databases such as RegulomeDB to identify novel 

variants and predict their functional effects within pharmacogenomics loci. Moreover, we 

determined that a number of these potentially functional variants are in LD with known 

pharmacogenomics variants and could account at least in part for the original association signals. 

Identification of these elusive causal variants could facilitate more accurate genetic tests to predict 

treatment response prior to drug administration. The improved accuracy results from direct testing 

instead of relying on LD, which varies among populations (as noted by our study of LD across 4 

populations in the 1000 GP). Thus, identification of causal variants will improve the translation of 

pharmacogenomics findings into clinical practice and ultimately replace the current trial and error 

approach for drug therapy, moving us closer towards precision medicine. 
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Chapter 4: Interactions with early-life exposures modulate polygenic risk of 

recurrent wheeze and asthma in preschool-aged children of the CHILD Cohort 

Study 

 

Abstract 

 

Background: Asthma is a multifactorial disease with numerous associated genetic and 

environmental risk factors, however, gene-environment interactions are poorly understood in 

modulating disease risk. This study determines the polygenic effects of multiple genetic loci and 

interactions with environmental exposures during early infancy on risk of recurrent wheeze and 

asthma in pre-school aged children.  

 

Methods: Recurrent wheeze was defined as two or more episodes in one year between ages 2-5 

years and asthma was diagnosed at age 5 years. We conducted genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) and applied a thresholding method to calculate genetic risk scores (GRS) of recurrent 

wheeze and asthma in 2835 children of the CHILD Cohort Study. In addition, we tested for 

interaction effects between the GRS and environmental exposures on these respiratory outcomes. 

 

Results: GWAS identified associations with known asthma loci on chromosome 17q12 - 17q21  

(p < 5e-8). GRS analysis determined that the weighted addition of alleles at four childhood-asthma 

loci correlated with more than 2-fold higher prevalence of recurrent wheeze (p =1.5e-08) and 

asthma (p = 9.4e-08) between high vs. low GRS groups. In addition, the GRS interacts with 
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breastfeeding (p = 0.02) and traffic air pollution (NO2; p < 0.01) during the first year of life to 

modulate risk of recurrent wheeze and childhood-onset asthma.  

 

Conclusions: This study reports polygenic effects of multiple genetic loci, which interact with 

early-life exposures, to determine risk of respiratory outcomes during early childhood. Thus, 

asthma risk may be determined early in infancy when exposures may modulate genetic risk.  
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Introduction 

 

Asthma is a complex, multifactorial disease with numerous reported genetic and environmental 

risk factors.189 It is estimated that genetic factors contribute to approximately 55-74% of asthma 

heritability, which is the proportion of the phenotypic variability caused by genetic 

differences.190,191 Genetic studies of asthma to date have reported hundreds of genes associated 

with asthma and related respiratory outcomes such as lung function122, however, these genetic loci 

account for only a small fraction of the estimated heritability. For example, Vicente at al. reported 

that 31 well-established asthma variants collectively explain for only 2.5% of asthma heritability. 

Moreover, this study estimated that all common genetic variants (i.e. single nucleotide 

polymorphisms or SNPs) account for up to 14% of asthma heritability.192 The difference between 

the estimated asthma heritability and that explained by known genetic variants is referred to as the 

missing heritability.  

 

In this manuscript, we test the hypothesis that the missing heritability of asthma may be 

explained in part by polygenic effects of multiple genetic factors as well as interactions with 

environmental exposures. Genetics studies of asthma to date have focused on associations of single 

variants, with few evaluating the polygenic or additive effects of multiple genetic factors.193 Such 

polygenic effects are assessed as genetic risk scores (GRS), which is calculated as the total number 

of risk alleles multiplied by their individual weights or allelic effect sizes.194,195 Moreover, we 

investigate the potential interactions between genetic risk and environmental exposures during 

early infancy on risk of developing childhood-onset asthma.196 For example, past studies have 

reported interactions between a well-established locus on chromosome 17q21197–199 and exposures 

to rhinovirus infection200 and cigarette smoke.201  
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This is the first genetic study of asthma using data from the Canadian CHILD Cohort 

Study (N=3,455) and the first to determine GRS using results from the largest genome-wide 

association study (GWAS) of childhood-onset asthma to date.202 Furthermore, we tested for 

interaction effects of the GRS with modifiable exposures (e.g., breastfeeding, pet ownership, 

cigarette smoke, traffic air pollution) on respiratory outcomes including recurrent wheeze and 

asthma by age 5. Recurrent wheeze between ages 2-5 years was the primary outcome of this study 

given that clinical diagnosis of asthma during early childhood is known to be difficult due to 

heterogeneity of asthma phenotypes.203 In addition, standard assessments of lung health for the 

diagnosis of asthma such as spirometry measures or methacholine challenge tests are not typically 

used for children before age 7.204  

 

In addition to polygenic effects of multiple genetics variants on childhood-onset asthma, 

this manuscript is one of few studies to assess interactions with environmental exposures during 

infancy. The GRS may be used to determine genetic risk of developing recurrent wheeze and 

asthma in early childhood, however, this risk may be modified by exposures.  
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Methods 

 

Study population 

The CHILD Cohort Study is a Canadian birth cohort consisting of 3,455 children and their 

parents.205,206 Mothers were recruited during the second or third trimesters of pregnancy from four 

provinces across Canada: British Columbia (Vancouver), Alberta (Edmonton), Manitoba 

(Winnipeg, Morden and Winkler), and Ontario (Toronto). Their children have been followed from 

birth onwards, with a home visit at 3-4 months of age, repeated questionnaire surveys examining 

environmental exposures, and clinic visits for detailed assessments and obtaining biospecimens 

(e.g., blood, stool, urine, nasal swabs) at ages 1, 3, and 5 years.206–208 

 

Lung health and questionnaire data 

Health questionnaires were used to determine presence and frequency of wheeze and its triggers, 

and physician diagnosed asthma among the children. These questionnaires were administered at 3 

and 6 months postpartum, repeated every 6 months from ages 1 year to 3 years, then annually to 5 

years. Recurrent wheeze was defined as two or more episodes of wheeze symptoms in one year 

between 2-5 years of age. Asthma diagnosis by age 5 was determined by a pediatric consultant 

with expertise in asthma at clinic visits. This diagnosis resulted in three classifications: definite, 

possible or no asthma. Children who showed consistent symptoms and objective evidence of 

bronchodilator response (greater than 12% enhancement in FEV1) were classified as definite 

asthma. Those who had consistent symptoms but did not show response to bronchodilator or had 

no symptoms but showed response to bronchodilator were classified as possible asthma. In order 

to maximize statistical power, we combined definite and possible asthma cases into a single case 

group and those with no asthma symptoms as the control group.  
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In addition to recurrent wheeze and physician diagnosed asthma, questionnaires 

completed by parents at 3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 months of age documented exposures to pre- and 

postnatal cigarette smoking, traffic air pollution measured by nitrogen dioxide (NO2), pet 

ownership, and breastfeeding duration. Exposure to NO2 was measured using city-specific land 

use regression (LUR) models, while accounting for residential mobility and temporal variance in 

ambient concentrations.209 Estimates of exposure were measured for each residence reported by 

participants from address at conception to the address where the participating child resided at age 

1 year.209 All measures were temporally adjusted based on local ambient monitoring data per 

biweekly basis.209 NO2 exposure were grouped into three categories: high, moderate, and low 

exposure. High was defined as 1 standard deviation above the mean (z score > 1), low as 1 standard 

deviation below the mean (z score < -1) and moderate exposure fell between high and low groups 

( -1 < z score < 1). 

 

Genotyping arrays 

Cord blood was collected at birth for DNA extraction and genotyping (Genetic and Molecular 

Epidemiology Laboratory, McMaster University). DNA was extracted using QiaSymphony 

automated large sample nucleic acid purification system. Subjects were genotyped using the 

Illumina HumanCoreExome BeadChip comprising over 500,000 single nucleotide variants 

(SNVs).  
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Genotype data pre-processing and imputations 

Quality control of genotyped SNV data was carried out at both subject- and SNV-level using Plink 

1.9, an open-source whole-genome analysis toolset.210 Details are included in Appendix B - 

Supplemental Data 1. In brief, subjects who were missing more than 10% of genotypes were 

omitted, as were those with sex discrepancies (i.e. reported sex did not match sex as determined 

by genetic markers on the sex chromosomes), and related subjects as determined by identity by 

descent measures. The processed genotype data was then imputed using the Michigan imputation 

server.211 First, chromosomes were phased using ShapeIT (v2.r790)212, then SNVs were imputed 

using the Minimac algorithm 213 and the Haplotype Reference Consortium reference panel  

(r1.1 2016).214 SNVs that passed the quality score R2>0.3 were retained for further analysis.  

 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)  

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to determine genetic differences such as allele 

frequencies due to different ethnicities in our admixed cohort (i.e. population substructure). We 

used SMARTPCA 215 from the Eigensoft package to conduct PCA of the genomics data. In 

addition, we used 1000 Genomes Project phase 3 database as a reference cohort to identify 

ethnicities within the CHILD Study based on genetic information.216  

 

Genome-wide association study (GWAS) 

Genome-wide association analysis of recurrent wheeze and asthma diagnosis used a logistic 

regression model, adjusted for sex and three significant PCs using Plink 1.9.210 All variants with 

minor allele frequencies (MAF) less than 1% in the population were filtered out due to the lack of 

statistical power for detecting associations with rare variants. For significantly associated SNVs, 
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local plots of recombination rates were visualized using LDassoc function of the LDlink web 

application.217 Manhattan plots and quantile-quantile (qq) plots of GWAS analysis were generated 

using the qqman package in R.218 

 

Genetic risk score (GRS) analysis and classification 

In order to compute the polygenic effects of multiple SNVs, genetic risk scores (GRS) were 

calculated using summary statistics from the largest GWAS of childhood asthma published to 

date.202 Our GRS used the pruning and thresholding approach as previously described 131:  

1) Identified shared SNVs between the discovery (published GWAS summary statistics) and target 

(CHILD study) cohorts; 2) Eliminated redundant signals by pruning SNVs in high linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) using a window size of 50kb, shift distance of 2, and LD threshold (R2) of  

> 0.8; 3) Employed a stepwise, forward regression analysis to calculate GRS for each individual, 

starting with the most significant SNV from the published GWAS, by summing the risk alleles 

weighted by the effect size (β) obtained from the discovery cohort202; 4) Identified a set of genetic 

variants that best predicted the target trait using regression analysis while accounting for sex and 

the first three PCs as covariates.  

 

Subjects were classified into high (1), moderate (0) and low (-1) GRS groups: defined as 

high if their GRS was 1 standard deviation higher from the mean (z score > 1), and low if 1 standard 

deviation lower than the mean (z score < -1). Individuals who fall between high and low risk group 

( -1 < z score < 1) were defined as having a moderate risk.  
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SNV annotations 

Associated variants from the GWAS and GRS analysis were annotated using the Ensembl Variant 

Effect Predictor219 to determine their potential impact on gene transcription and translation (e.g. 

transcript expression, splicing, protein sequence) as well as reported associations with traits and 

diseases. Non-coding variants were assessed for potential regulatory effects (i.e. expression 

quantitative trait loci) using RegulomeDB184 and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) 

databases.220 

 

Gene-environment interaction effects  

Interaction effects between the GRS and environmental exposures were investigated using a 

multiple regression model with an interaction term. This analysis used GRS classified as high, 

moderate, and low in addition to pre- and post-natal exposure to cigarette smoke, pets (dog, cat, 

furry, and non-furry animals), nitrogen dioxide, and breastfeeding duration. Sex and the first three 

PCs were included as covariates in the model. 

 

Heritability estimates 

Heritability, which is the proportion of variance in a particular trait (i.e. recurrent wheeze, asthma) 

accounted for by genetic factors was estimated using the Dsquared function in the modEvA 

package, which calculates the amount of deviance accounted for by a generalized linear model.221 

As above, this analysis included sex and the 3 first PCs as covariates. 
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Results 

 

A total of 557,006 SNVs were genotyped in 2967 infants from the CHILD Cohort Study using the 

Illumina HumanCoreExome BeadChip. Following quality control (QC), a total of 2835 children 

remained for analysis, of whom 381 (13.4%) had experienced recurrent wheeze from ages 2-5 

years, and 372 (13.1%) were diagnosed with asthma (including both definite and possible cases). 

Appendix B - Supplemental Data 1 and Figure 1 outlines the QC steps and the number of 

subjects omitted from analysis at each step. Furthermore, we determined the genetic variance (e.g. 

allele frequencies) explained by each of the principal components (PCs). Appendix B - 

Supplemental Figure 2 depicts changes in the eigenvalue (i.e. amount of variance captured) per 

addition of each PC, which demonstrates that PCs 1, 2 and 3 collectively capture the majority of 

genetic variance. Moreover, we overlaid PC plots of CHILD subjects with participants of the 1000 

Genomes Project (see Appendix B - Supplemental Figure 3), which identified that 2090 CHILD 

subjects originated from central Europe (approximately 74% of the CHILD Study cohort).  

 

GWAS of recurrent wheeze and asthma validated associations with known asthma loci  

GWAS of recurrent wheeze identified 98 significantly associated SNVs (p < 5e-8) in the full 

(multi-ethnic) cohort (n=2835, Figure 4.1a). No significant findings were identified in the smaller, 

Caucasian sub-cohort (n=2090, Appendix B - Supplemental Figure 4). All of the associated 

variants are located on chromosome 17q12 - 17q21, are in strong LD (r2>0.8), and maps to known 

genes GRB7, IKZF3, ZPBP2, GSDMB, and ORMDL3 (Figure 4.1b). 
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Figure 4.1 Genome-wide association study of recurrent wheeze between age 2-5 years. 

a) Manhattan plot showing SNVs on chromosome 17q12 - 21 associated with recurrent wheeze in the CHILD Study Cohort (p < 5e-

8). Y-axis depicts the -log10 transformed p-value and x-axis shows chromosomal positions. Suggestive significance (p=5e-5) and 

genome-wide significance (p=5e-8) are respectively marked as blue and red horizontal lines, respectively. b) Locus-zoom plot 
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showing the specific region on chromosome 17q12 - 21 associated with recurrent wheeze. Red circles indicate that the SNVs are in 

strong LD, and numbers within each circle indicate that they are likely to be regulatory. These SNVs span 5 well-known asthma 

genes: GRB7, IKZF3, ZPBP2, GSDMB, and ORMLD3.  
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Annotation analysis identified that 5% of these variants are coding or regulatory (3% missense, 

1% splice acceptor, and 1% located within known regulatory regions) whereas the majority are 

non-coding (53% intronic, 19% downstream, 13% intergenic, 4% located within the 5’ or  

3’-untranslated regions (UTRs), 2% are synonymous; Appendix B - Supplemental Figure 5). 

Moreover, 28 SNVs are cis-eQTLs identified from lymphoblastoid cell lines, which were 

correlated with the expression of nearby genes. Annotations of the identified variants using 

Ensemble Variant Effect Predictor219 database show association with traits such as allergy, atopic 

march, hay fever and eczema. Additional annotation details of associated SNVs such as predicted 

effects can be found in Table 4.1 and Appendix B - Supplemental Data 2. 

 

GWAS of physician diagnosed asthma in both the multi-ethnic, full cohort (Figure 4.2a) 

and the Caucasian sub-cohort (Figure 4.2b) identified one significant association for variant 

rs145454327. This SNV is located within an intronic region of the Calmodulin-regulated spectrin-

associated protein 2 (CAMSAP2) gene on chromosome 1. Chromatin state model analysis of fetal 

lung tissue using RegulomeDB identified that this variant is located within an enhancer region 

(chr1:200753800..200754400), and affects the motif for 4 transcription factors: GATA-4, TBP, 

FOXP1, and Sox8 (Appendix B - Supplemental Data 3).  
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Table 4.1 Annotation findings of variants identified from GWAS targeting recurrent wheeze 

Rsid Location Consequence Gene Amino 

acids 

SIFT PolyPhen Genes affected by eQTL 

rs115574

67 

17:398723

81 

missense_variant ZPBP2 S/I tolerated(0.0

8) 

benign(0.266) 
 

rs230548

0 

17:399059

43 

missense_variant GSDMB P/S tolerated(0.0

8) 

benign(0.087) 
 

rs230547

9 

17:399059

64 

missense_variant GSDMB G/R deleterious(

0) 

probably_damaging(0.

999) 

 

rs110789

28 

17:399082

16 

splice_acceptor_var

iant 

GSDMB . . . 
 

rs115574

66 

17:380246

25 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . ORMDL3 

rs129465

10 

17:379123

76 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . ORMDL3, KRT222P, MED24, NR1D1 

rs231343

0 

17:379298

15 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . ORMDL3 

rs907092 17:379222

58 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs110789

27 

17:380644

04 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs100872

3 

17:380662

66 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 
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rs930327

7 

17:379764

68 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs104453

08 

17:379380

46 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs110789

26 

17:380629

75 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs129362

31 

17:380291

19 

cis-eQTL ZPBP2 . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs990959

3 

17:379701

48 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs721992

3 

17:380745

17 

cis-eQTL ORMDL

3 

. . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs990708

8 

17:380351

15 

cis-eQTL ZPBP2 . . . ORMDL3 

rs229040

0 

17:380662

39 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . ORMDL3 

rs230547

9 

17:380622

16 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs479540

0 

17:380670

19 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs722412

9 

17:380754

25 

cis-eQTL ORMDL

3 

. . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs806917

6 

17:380571

96 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs105460

9 

17:380332

76 

cis-eQTL ZPBP2 . . . ORMDL3 
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rs110789

25 

17:380252

07 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . ORMDL3 

rs907091 17:379217

41 

cis-eQTL IKZF3 . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs230548

0 

17:380621

95 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . KRT222P, NR1D1, ORMDL3 

rs129507

43 

17:380492

32 

cis-eQTL intergenic . . . ORMDL3 

rs869402 17:380680

42 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs990114

6 

17:380433

42 

cis-eQTL intergenic . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 

rs806737

8 

17:380513

47 

cis-eQTL intergenic . . . GSDML, ORMDL3, KRT222P, GSDMB, 

MED24 

rs126033

32 

17:380828

06 

cis-eQTL ORMDL

3 

. . . ORMDL3 

rs721638

9 

17:380699

48 

cis-eQTL GSDMB . . . MED24, ORMDL3, KRT222P 
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Figure 4.2 Genome-wide association study of asthma at 5 years. 

a) Manhattan plot showing one SNV on chromosome 1q32.1 associated with asthma in the multi-ethnic CHILD Study Cohort (p < 5e-

8). Y-axis depicts the -log10 transformed p-value and x-axis shows chromosomal positions. Suggestive significance (p=5e-5) and 

genome-wide significance (p=5e-8) are respectively marked as blue and red horizontal lines, respectively. b) Manhattan plot showing 
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one SNV on chromosome 1q32.1 associated with asthma diagnosis in the Central European (CEU) CHILD Study Cohort (p < 5e-8). 

Y-axis depicts the -log10 transformed p-value and x-axis shows chromosomal positions. Suggestive significance (p=5e-5) and 

genome-wide significance (p=5e-8) are respectively marked as blue and red horizontal lines, respectively. 
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Polygenic effects of four asthma loci on chromosome 17 were associated with prevalence of 

recurrent wheeze and asthma during childhood   

GRS analysis determined that the combined, weighted effects of 4 reported asthma variants 

(rs3816470, rs3902920, rs8076131, rs12603332) on chromosome 17q12-21 had the strongest 

association with recurrent wheeze between ages 2-5 in the CHILD cohort (Appendix B - 

Supplemental Data 4). This association using a regression model was significant for the full, 

multi-ethnic cohort (p = 1.5e-08) and the Caucasian sub-cohort (p = 8.9e-05; Appendix B - 

Supplemental Figure 6). The SNV rs3816470 was associated with reduced risk (i.e. protective 

effect) whereas variants rs3902920, rs8076131, rs12603332 were associated with increased risk 

of recurrent wheeze. Three of these variants (rs3816470, rs8076131, and rs12603332) are known 

eQTLs correlated with the expression of nearby genes ORMDL3 and GSDMB within lung and 

immune cells, reported by the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project.  

 

In a separate GRS analysis targeting asthma diagnosis by age 5 in the CHILD Study, the 

most correlated GRS (p=9.4e-08) consisted of the same four variants as for recurrent wheeze 

described above. Appendix B - Supplemental Figure 7 demonstrates that GRS including 

additional variants is less associated with asthma and recurrent wheeze (shown in p-value). 

 

 The prevalence of recurrent wheeze was 8.7% among children in the low GRS group, 

14.7% in moderate GRS group and 19.7% in high GRS group (Figure 4.3a). This shows a  

2.3-fold increase in wheeze prevalence between the low vs. high GRS groups. Similarly, the 

prevalence of asthma in the low GRS group was 9.3%, 15.5% in the moderate GRS group and  
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Figure 4.3 GRS moderating the risk of recurrent wheeze and asthma. 

Y-axis indicates prevalence of recurrent wheeze (age 2-5 years) or asthma (diagnosed by age 5), and x-axis indicates 

low/moderate/high GRS. a) The prevalence of recurrent wheeze increases with GRS. b) The prevalence of asthma increases with 

GRS. c) The prevalence of recurrent wheeze decreases among children who were breastfed until 12 months, particularly among those 
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with low or moderate genetic risk. d) The prevalence of recurrent wheeze increases among children who are exposed increasing 

amounts of NO2 in the three months of life as well as e) during months 4-6, especially among those with moderate to high genetic risk. 
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19.9% in the high GRS group (Figure 4.3b). This indicates a 2.2-fold increase in asthma 

prevalence between the low and high GRS groups. 

 

Environmental exposures modulate polygenic risk of recurrent wheeze  

Several environmental exposures were tested for interaction with GRS in a multiple regression 

model (see list in Appendix B - Supplemental Data 5) accounting for sex and PCs. Breastfeeding 

status at 12 months of age showed a significant interaction (p=0.02) with GRS in modifying the 

risk of recurrent wheeze. As shown in Figure 4.3c, breastfeeding at 12 months was associated 

with a 2.2- and 1.5-fold lower prevalence of recurrent wheeze among those with low and moderate 

GRS, respectively. Interestingly, the prevalence of recurrent wheeze was not modified by 

breastfeeding among those in the high GRS group. In addition, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) exposure 

in the first six months of life significantly interacts with GRS to increase risk of recurrent wheeze 

for the first quarter or 0-3 months (p=0.005) of age and for the second quarter or months 4-6 

(p=0.01); Appendix B - Supplemental Data 4). Figure 4.3d & 4.3e demonstrate that the 

prevalence of recurrent wheeze increases with genetic risk, however, the prevalence is highest for 

those exposed to high levels of NO2. Specifically, among those with high GRS, the prevalence was 

2.7-fold higher among those exposed to high NO2 compared with low exposure from birth to 3 

months of age. This effect of NO2 exposure is reduced but still significant in the second quarter 

(4-6 months) among those with high GRS, showing that those with high NO2 exposure had a 1.5-

fold higher prevalence of wheeze compared to those with low exposure. 

 

Interaction analysis did not identify any modulating effects of environmental exposures 

on GRS for physician diagnosed asthma (Appendix B - Supplemental Data 6). 
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Heritability estimates 

Each of the four variants identified in the GRS analysis individually accounts for up to 1.4% of 

the heritability of recurrent wheeze (rs3816470, 1.3%; rs3902920, 1.3%; rs8076131, 1.4%; 

rs12603332, 1.4%). In comparison, the GRS, which combined the weighted effects of all four 

variants, explained for 2.0% of the variance in recurrent wheeze (Table 4.2). When the 

breastfeeding interaction term was added, 2.7% of variance in recurrent wheeze was explained. 

When both breastfeeding and NO2 exposure interaction terms are added, 3.6% of recurrent wheeze 

was explained.  

The four variants identified in GRS each explained for up to 1.5% of the variability in 

asthma (rs3816470, 1.25%; rs3902920, 1.12%; rs8076131, 1.13%; rs12603332, 1.51%). When the 

weighted effect of the four variants were combined in the GRS, this explained for 1.8% of the 

variance in asthma. When breastfeeding interaction term is added, 2.0% of asthma can be 

explained. When both breastfeeding and all NO2 exposure interaction terms are added, 2.1% of 

asthma could be explained (Table 4.2). 
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Table 4.2 Heritability estimation of GRS and GRS interacting with environmental factors 

Trait / Variance explained (%) GRS GRS x BF GRS x BF x NO2  

Recurrent wheeze (2y-5y) 2.04 2.72 3.64 

Asthma diagnosis at 5 years 1.77 1.98 2.1 
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Discussion 

 

This manuscript reports polygenic effects of multiple genetic variants as well as modulating effects 

of environmental exposures on recurrent wheeze and asthma during early childhood. First, we 

determined GRS for recurrent wheeze and asthma based on four genetic variants located on 

chromosome 17q12-21. These loci were previously associated with childhood-onset asthma in the 

largest published GWAS to date202. In addition, we observed that breastfeeding until one-year 

reduced prevalence of recurrent wheeze, especially among children with moderate or low genetic 

risk but not among those with high genetic risk. This suggests that breastfeeding at one year of life 

reduces risk of recurrent wheeze but does not offset high genetic risk. In contrast, NO2 exposure 

appeared to increase the risk of respiratory outcomes, particularly among children with moderate 

or high genetic risk but did not affect those in the low GRS group. Overall, our findings support 

the notion that asthma is a polygenic disease that is modulated by interactions with environmental 

exposures, which could account in part for the missing heritability. Moreover, our results indicate 

that while asthma may be difficult to diagnose in preschool-aged children, risk of respiratory 

outcomes can be detected during early infancy using recurrent wheeze between ages 2-5 years.   

 

 Our GWAS of recurrent wheeze identified 98 associated SNVs, albeit all are in strong 

linkage disequilibrium (LD, r2 > 0.8), suggesting that they represent a single associated locus. Of 

these, 19 have been previously correlated with asthma or a related trait (e.g., allergy, atopic march, 

hay fever and eczema) and two are coding. For example, SNV rs2305479 is a missense variant 

located within the GSDMB gene, resulting in an amino acid substitution (Glycine to Arginine at 

position 304/416 of the Gasdermin-B protein), and has been previously implicated in inflammatory 

processes. An earlier study reported that rs2305479 leads to abnormal sulfatide transport, which 
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might compromise the integrity of the epithelial cell barrier and promote inflammatory processes 

in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD).222 In addition, rs11078928 codes for a splice acceptor, 

which could result in an alternative mRNA isoform. Further experiments are needed to determine 

the biological effects of these genetic variants as well as others in the same associated LD block. 

 

In addition to SNVs associated with recurrent wheeze on chromosome 17, which is a well-

established locus for childhood asthma202, we identified that SNV rs145454327 on chromosome 1 

was also associated with asthma by age 5 years. This intronic variant was previously associated 

with childhood-onset asthma in the largest GWAS to date202. Furthermore, chromatin state model 

analysis of fetal lung tissue identified that this variant could potentially alter the motif for 4 

transcription factors, GATA-4, Tbp, FOXP1, and Sox8. Expression of GATA-4 have been 

previously implicated with pathogenesis in bronchial asthma.223 Similarly, transcription factor 

FOXP1 is known to regulate epithelial cell fate and regeneration during lung development.224   

 

 While our GWAS of recurrent wheeze and asthma both identified associations with loci 

previously associated with asthma, there was no overlap of associated loci. These discrepancies in 

results may reflect the phenotypic heterogeneity of asthma 203 and challenges in clinical diagnosis 

of asthma among young children before age 7 when spirometry is difficult and the use of 

methacholine challenge tests are not typical.204 In addition, we combined definite and possible 

asthma into one group for GWAS, which may have further reduced the accuracy of asthma 

diagnosis by age 5. Furthermore, the lack of association signal from the GWAS of recurrent 

wheeze in the Caucasian subcohort may be the result of reduced statistical power.  
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In addition to individual SNV associations with recurrent wheeze and asthma, we 

identified the polygenic effects of four genetic variants correlated with both recurrent wheeze  

(p = 1.53e-08) and asthma diagnosis (p=9.39e-08). While the four variants identified in the GRS 

analysis are non-coding, located either within intronic and 3’UTRs, these have been previously 

identified to have potentially regulatory effects. For example, the three risk variants associated 

with increased prevalence of recurrent wheeze (rs3816470, rs8076131, and rs12603332) are 

known loci that alter the expression of genes (eQTLs), as reported by the Genotype-Tissue 

Expression (GTEx) project. Similarly, Toncheva et al. reported that the protective SNV rs3902920 

alters the expression of ORMDL3, a well-established asthma locus.225 All three risk variants 

identified in the GRS are correlated with increased expression of ORMDL3/GSDMB in lung cells 

and immune cells (leukocytes) while the protective variant is correlated with decreased expression 

of the same genes. Studies have found that mice expressing increased levels of human ORMDL3 

or GSDMB have an asthma phenotype characterized by increased airway responsiveness and 

increased airway remodeling in the absence of airway inflammation.226 This suggests that the four 

variants used in calculating GRS in this study may affect wheeze and asthma by regulating the 

expression of these well-established asthma genes.  

 

It is note-worthy that while GWAS of asthma did not yield associations with loci on 

chromosome 17, our GRS analysis indicates that SNVs on this chromosome may be used to assess 

risk of asthma as well as recurrent wheeze. This may be explained by the modest effects of each 

individual SNV on chromosome 17, which could not be detected in an univariate analysis  

(i.e. GWAS) of single SNVs but the additive effects of these variants could be detected in a GRS 

study.   
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 In addition to polygenic effects of multiple genetic variants, we determined that 

breastfeeding until 12 months and NO2 exposure during the first 6 months of life significantly 

interact with genetic factors to modulate risk of recurrent wheeze during early childhood. 

Specifically, we observed lower prevalence of recurrent wheeze among infants who were breastfed 

at 12 months compared to those who were not breastfed until 12 months. The protective effects of 

breastfeeding on wheeze in the CHILD study was previously reported by Azad et al. 227 In the 

current study, this protective effect was detected in children with modest or low genetic risk but 

not in the high GRS group, which suggests that high genetic risk offsets the protective effects of 

breastfeeding at one year of life. In contrast to breastfeeding, we detected higher prevalence of 

recurrent wheeze among infants exposed to higher NO2 in the first 6 months of life. The 

detrimental effects on NO2 on recurrent wheezing during the first two years of life in the CHILD 

study was previously reported.228 However, our study shows that this effect is most evident among 

children with high genetic risk, whereby those exposed to high NO2 have a 2.7-fold higher wheeze 

prevalence than those exposed to low NO2. 

 

This GRS study is the first to use results from the largest GWAS of childhood-onset 

asthma published to date, which reported distinct association signals between childhood vs. adult-

onset disease, suggesting different mechanisms of disease 202. Prior GRS studies used summary 

statistics from GWAS of both adult- and childhood-onset asthma. Thus, our study uniquely 

focused on early-onset disease associations, resulting in an associated GRS based on four genetic 

variations on chromosome 17, which was the most significant peak from the childhood-onset 

asthma GWAS. We observed more than a 2-fold higher prevalence of recurrent wheeze and asthma 
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between the high vs. low GRS groups. Moreover, compared to single associated SNVs, the GRS 

accounts for higher heritability estimates of recurrent wheeze and asthma (h2 = 2% vs. 1.4%). In 

fact, the GRS based on the additive effects of risk alleles at these four loci accounts for a similar 

heritability as 31 of the most replicated asthma variants (h2 = 2.5%). While a heritability estimate 

of 2% may seem low, common variants (all SNVs) are estimated to account for up to 14% of 

asthma heritability.192 Furthermore, we demonstrated that genetic risk interacts with environment 

exposures, which accounts for some of the missing heritability of asthma. In fact, this interaction 

accounts for up to 3.6% of the heritability of recurrent wheeze, which is an increase from 

considering the GRS alone. 

 

While this manuscript reports a novel GRS of asthma and recurrent wheeze that is based 

on additive effects of childhood-onset asthma genes and identifies novel interactions with 

environmental exposures, our study has several limitations. First, while our GRS analysis utilized 

results from an independent GWAS of childhood asthma, the largest to date, replication of our 

GRS results in an independent asthma cohort is needed to validate our findings. A challenge for 

replication studies is the identification of another cohort with both genetics and environmental 

exposures data in order to assess gene-environment interactions on childhood asthma. A second 

limitation is that our results are in silico-based and experimental studies are needed to test the 

functional impact, if any, of the identified variants on chromosomes 1 and 17. Given the large LD 

block on chromosome 17, which consists of numerous SNVs spanning multiple genes, 

identification of casual variants will be challenging. Finally, we have yet to assess additional 

environmental exposures as well as the long-term effects (i.e. beyond the first few year of life) on 

respiratory outcomes among the children as they grow. For example, methacholine challenge tests 
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are ongoing in the children at the age 8 clinical assessments, which will result in more accurate 

diagnosis of asthma.  
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Conclusion 

While it is well established that both genetic and environmental factors contribute to risk of asthma 

and related traits (i.e. recurrent wheeze), few studies have evaluated polygenic effects as well as 

interaction effects of multiple genes and environmental factors. This lack of evidence is likely due 

to heterogeneity of asthma phenotypes as well as the lack of studies with both available exposure 

and genetic datasets. The CHILD Cohort Study successfully addressed these limitations with in-

depth phenotyping, as well as the availability of environmental and genetics data to allow for 

assessment of interaction effects. In this study, we calculated the polygenic effects of multiple 

genetic risk factors, which account for greater heritability of asthma and recurrent wheeze 

compared to each individual variant. Moreover, we observed modulating effects of breastfeeding 

at one year of life and exposure to traffic air pollution (NO2) on risk of recurrent wheeze during 

childhood. Our study identifies a period during early infancy when genetic risk of developing 

asthma and respiratory diseases may be assessed, and when early life interventions might modify 

risk of developing life-long respiratory diseases.  
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Chapter 5: Gene networks and expression quantitative trait loci associated with 

adjuvant chemotherapy response in high-grade serous ovarian cancer 

 

Abstract 

 

Background: A major impediment in the treatment of ovarian cancer is the relapse of 

chemotherapy-resistant tumors, which occurs in approximately 25% of patients. A better 

understanding of the biological mechanisms underlying chemotherapy resistance will improve 

treatment efficacy through genetic testing and novel therapies. 

 

Methods: Using data from high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGSOC) patients in the Cancer 

Genome Atlas (TCGA), we classified those who remained progression-free for 12 months 

following platinum-taxane combination chemotherapy as “chemo-sensitive” (N=160) and those 

who had recurrence within six months as “chemo-resistant” (N=110). Univariate and multivariate 

analysis of expression microarray data were used to identify differentially expressed genes and co-

expression gene networks associated with chemotherapy response. Moreover, we integrated 

genomics data to determine expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL).  

 

Results: Differential expression of the Valosin-containing protein (VCP) gene and five co-

expression gene networks were significantly associated with chemotherapy response in HGSOC. 

VCP and the most significant co-expression network module contribute to protein processing in 

the endoplasmic reticulum, which has been implicated in chemotherapy response. Both univariate 

and multivariate analysis findings were successfully replicated in an independent ovarian cancer 
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cohort. Furthermore, we identified 192 cis-eQTLs associated with the expression of network genes 

and 4 cis-eQTLs associated with BRCA2 expression.  

 

Conclusion: This study implicates both known and novel genes as well as biological processes 

underlying response to platinum-taxane-based chemotherapy among HGSOC patients.  
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Introduction 

 

Ovarian cancer is the most lethal gynecological malignancy and the 8th leading cause of cancer 

death in women around the world.229 According to the Global Cancer Observatory report in 2012, 

ovarian cancer accounts for 3.6% of all cancer cases and 4.3% of all cancer related deaths 

worldwide.230 High-grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGSOC) is the most common form of 

ovarian cancer that accounts for up to 70% of all cases.231 Routine diagnosis is often difficult due 

to the lack of mass screening methods and the heterogenous manifestations of symptoms, which 

results in approximately 75% of HGSOC patients diagnosed with advanced stages.232 The average 

5-year survival rates are 39% for Stage 3 and 17% for Stage 4 cancers.229 

  

 The current standard of care for ovarian cancer is aggressive cytoreductive surgery 

followed by platinum-taxane combination chemotherapy.232 However, this standard of care is not 

effective for all patients, with approximately 25% experiencing relapse within six months 

following chemotherapy containing platinum-based compounds, likely due to the development of 

antineoplastic resistance.233 The median survival time for recurrent ovarian cancer ranges from  

12-24 months.234,235 Treatment options for patients with recurrent ovarian cancer include non-

platinum-based chemotherapy regimens, immunotherapy, and molecular targeted therapy.235,236 

 

 Ovarian cancer has a multifactorial etiology that includes genetic and non-genetic risk 

factors. An estimated 23% of cases are hereditary, but the majority are sporadic with multiple 

reported risk factors such as history of gravidity, infertility, and late age menopause.237,238 A better 

understanding of the etiology of ovarian cancer, as well as the genetic mechanisms underlying 
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variable response to platinum-based chemotherapy, is needed for improved diagnosis and 

treatment. For example, previous studies reported that the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, which are 

associated with increased risk of ovarian cancer, harbor mutations associated with platinum drug 

sensitivity and survival.239 Similarly, tumor suppressor genes such as RB1, NF1, RAD51B, PTEN 

have been associated with acquired chemotherapy resistance.240 Earlier studies have also 

highlighted the importance of the immune system in the treatment of ovarian cancer. For example, 

loss of chemokines and disruptions to the IFN-γ pathway have been associated with poor treatment 

outcomes in HGSOC paients241 whereas the NFκB signaling pathway and elevated expression of 

STAT1 were associated with increased response to platinum therapy.242,243,244 However, these 

known genetic variations do not account for all of the variability in chemotherapy response among 

HGSOC patients and there is currently no screening method to accurately predict prognosis prior 

to start of chemotherapy. Thus, further studies are necessary to determine additional modulators 

of chemotherapy response, which can be used as biomarkers for genetic testing. 

 

The majority of earlier studies of chemotherapy response in ovarian cancer patients used 

univariate analysis of gene expression data known as differential gene expression (DGE) analysis. 

For example, DGE analysis identified genes correlated with ovarian cancer subtypes in the TCGA 

cohort 245, which have also been associated with differential response to platinum-based 

chemotherapy246. Moreover, similar univariate methods have been applied to investigate gene 

expression differences in cisplatin sensitive vs. resistant ovarian cancer cell lines after cisplatin 

exposure.247 A limitation of DGE analysis is that it assumes each gene functions in isolation within 

the genome, which fails to capture the effects of complex gene-gene interactions. Our study of 

chemotherapy response in HGSOC patients applies a multivariate approach to identify groups of 
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co-expressed genes, which may contribute to common biological pathways. These genes may each 

have modest effects that are not detected by conventional univariate analysis. Specifically, we 

applied Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis142 (WGCNA), which uses an 

unsupervised machine-learning algorithm to identify clusters of highly correlated or co-expressed 

genes. Moreover, we correlated sequence variations with co-expressed gene networks to identify 

expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs), which are potentially regulatory variants associated 

with gene expression. In addition, our study used gene expression data profiled from whole patient 

tumors, which were obtained during the initial cytoreductive surgery. This allows us to examine 

the tumor microenvironment and tumor cell intrinsic events which are difficult to study in cell-line 

derived expression datasets. A better understanding of the biological mechanisms regulating 

chemotherapy response will enable more effective treatment by improving the accuracy of genetic 

testing and identifying novel therapies for HGSOC patients. 
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Methods 

 

Patient Classification:  

We retrieved 587 high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGSOC) patients with available clinical 

data from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Genomic Data Commons (GDC) portal248 using the 

TCGAbiolinks R/Bioconductor package.249 We selected for patients who received platinum-based 

adjuvant chemotherapy, the majority of which (96%) also received taxane treatment (see 

Appendix C - Supplemental Table 1 for characteristics of the cohort). A small percentage of the 

cohort has received additional adjuvant therapies in combination with platinum compounds, such 

as gemcitabine (9%), doxorubicin (2.6%), topotecan (2.6%), bevacizumab (2.2%), and tamoxifen 

(2.2%) (Appendix C - Supplemental Table 2). The interval between a patient’s last primary 

chemotherapy treatment and the onset of a recurrent tumor or progression of an existing tumor was 

used as a metric for determining chemotherapy sensitivity. Patients who developed a new tumor 

in less than six months following their last primary chemotherapy treatment were defined as 

resistant (N=110). In contrast, those who did not have a recurrent tumor event for over a year after 

their last primary chemotherapy treatment were defined as sensitive (N=160). Individuals who had 

a recurrent tumor event between six months to one year following chemotherapy were excluded 

from the study. This strategy for dichotomizing resistant and sensitive patients was used to enrich 

for genetic differences.  

 

Transcriptomics Data Processing and Analysis:  

Expression Microarrays: Of the 270 HGSOC subjects classified as sensitive or resistant to 

chemotherapy, 238 (138 sensitive, 100 resistant) had primary tumor microarray expression data 

available (Affymetrix ht_hg_u133a chip) in the GDC portal. The robust multi-array average 
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(RMA) method250 in the affy package from Bioconductor251 was used for background correction, 

log-transformation, and quantile normalization of the probe intensities. Two potential outliers and 

two duplicated samples were removed from the study during the quality control step using the 

arrayQualityMetrics252 package (see Appendix C - Supplemental Data 1 for steps of pre-

processing), resulting in 135 sensitive and 99 resistant HGSOC subjects in the expression set. Next, 

probes were filtered using the median absolute deviation (MAD) whereby the top 50% with highest 

variation (n=11,107) were selected for analysis. This non-specific filtering step removed probes 

with low variability in expression across the cohort, which are not likely to be differentially 

expressed between sensitive and resistant patients, reducing the number of multiple testing 

corrections and, therefore, the likelihood of false positives.60 

 

Covariates: We assessed multiple potential confounders for correlation with therapeutic outcome 

including age, race, surgery (cytoreductive) outcome, cancer grade, and cancer stage (Appendix 

C - Supplemental Table 1). With the exception of age (p = 0.0041), all factors showed no 

significant difference between chemo-sensitive and chemo-resistant patients. For this reason, age 

at diagnosis was included as a covariate in all subsequent analyses. 

 

Differential Gene Expression Analysis: The Limma59 package in Bioconductor253 was used to 

identify differentially expressed genes between chemo-sensitive and resistant groups using linear 

models. The false discovery rate (FDR) method was employed as a measure for multiple testing 

correction to control for type I error.  
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Weighed Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA): We performed hierarchical clustering 

of genes using the R package WGCNA142, which groups genes based on their similarity in 

expression. This was achieved by first creating a similarity matrix using Pearson correlation of 

expression among all genes. The resulting matrix was raised to a power of 9, as suggested by the 

soft-thresholding power estimation plot (Appendix C - Supplemental Figure 1). Raising the 

correlation matrix to a power enriches for differences between weak and strong signals, allowing 

for better quantification of gene-gene interactions. The similarity matrix was transformed to a 

Topological Overlap Matrix (TOM), where the strength of association between a pair of genes is 

reinforced by the common neighbors shared by them. To avoid excessive splitting of genes into 

smaller modules, minimum module size was set to 30, split sensitivity (deep split) was set to 4, 

and modules with similar expression profiles were merged at a height of 0.5 (Appendix C - 

Supplemental Figure 2). Using principal component analysis, we calculated the module 

eigengene for each co-expression cluster to summarize module gene expression with a single 

measure. Each module eigengene was tested for association with chemotherapy response using 

generalized linear models. Finally, we used Cytoscape254, an open source bioinformatics platform, 

to visualize significant gene co-expression networks. 

 

Gene function and pathway annotations: The Database for Annotation, Visualization and 

Integrated Discovery (DAVID) 255 was employed to identify biological pathways and functions 

that were enriched in each significant gene co-expression module. We also screened significant 

genes in the GeneMANIA256 database to identify functional connections reported in published 

literature. Next, we searched the UCSC transcription factor binding site (TFBS) conservation sites 

track using DAVID to identify enriched motifs of transcription factors that may co-regulate genes 
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within each cluster. Finally, we used the Drug–Gene Interaction database (DGIdb)257, a public 

database with curation of data describing relationships between genes, chemicals, drugs, and 

pathological phenotypes, to identify genes with prior reported associations with chemotherapeutic 

agents.  

 

Validation of differentially expressed gene: The Kaplan–Meier plotter tool was used to cross-

validate the differential expression of VCP in an independent ovarian cancer cohort (GEO 

accession identifier: GSE9891).258 This replication cohort included gene expression profiling 

(Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array) of 285 ovarian tumor samples. Patients were 

filtered to include those with cancer histology of serous carcinoma and who received 

chemotherapy containing a platinum compound to allow close comparison with the TCGA ovarian 

cancer cohort. This step omitted a total of 60 subjects from analysis, which included 21 with 

endometrioid carcinoma cases and 43 who did not receive platinum therapy (4 overlapping 

subjects). Thus, 225 patients remained for replication analysis. Patient survival was evaluated 

using a Cox proportional hazards model and progression-free survival (PFS) was the primary 

outcome used in the replication analysis.259  

 

Validation of co-expression networks: 

For validation of co-expression networks, the SurvExpress database was used, which allows users 

to validate the combined effect of multiple gene expression measures with a target trait.260 The 

same cohort and filtering steps were used for validation (GSE9891, N = 225). The survival curve 

was evaluated using a Cox proportional hazards model and PFS was the primary outcome used in 

the replication analysis. 
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Genomics Data Processing and Analysis:  

Genomics Data: Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) data from germline tissues (DNA 

extracted from blood or solid non-tumor ovarian tissue) were obtained from the TCGA legacy 

database. The Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 was used to capture genetic 

variations, which detected 906,600 SNPs. Of the 270 subjects from TCGA classified as resistant 

or sensitive to chemotherapy, 266 (157 sensitive and 109 resistant) had genotype data available.  

 

Imputation: The imputation of autosomal chromosomes was performed using the Michigan 

imputation server pipeline211. We used the 1000 Genome Project phase 3 sequencing data (version 

5)182 reference panel for the imputation of missing genotypes. We then used Eagle v.2.3261 for 

phasing of the genotypes to their respective chromosomes. For the imputation of variants on the X 

chromosome, SHAPEIT262 was used for phasing in combination with the 1000 genomes project 

phase 3 (version 5) reference panel (Appendix C - Supplemental Data 2).  

 

Quality control: 

Subject level: Two pairs of individuals had a relatedness coefficient (pi-hat) > 0.9, which were 

likely duplicated samples. One subject from each pair was randomly removed from the dataset. 

Next, inbreeding coefficients (F) were computed for each subject using PLINK53. A total of 18 

subjects with high homozygosity (F>0.05) or heterozygosity (F<-0.05) rates were excluded. 

Moreover, genetic sex was estimated based on heterozygosity rates (F) of the X chromosome, and 

four subjects who had undefined genetic sex (F>0.2) were removed from the study. 
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SNP level: SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 1% or with genotyping call rate less 

than 90% were removed. This step removed 38,430,595 SNPs with MAF < 0.01, resulting in 

9,528,963 SNPs to be used for further analysis. 

 

Genome-wide Association Study: After imputation and quality control, 240 subjects (N= 142 

sensitive, 98 resistant) and a total of 9,528,963 SNPs (MAF > 0.1) remained available for analysis 

(Appendix C - Supplemental Data 3). Plink (v.1.90) was used to compute genome wide and 

BRCA1/2 targeted association analysis using a logistic regression model. We pruned variants in 

strong (r2 > 0.8) linkage disequilibrium (LD) within the BRCA1/2 loci to determine independent 

association signals. 

 

Variant annotations: Variant Effect Predictor (VEP)219 was used to predict the functional 

consequence of the identified variants. Similarly, the database of Genome-Wide Repository of 

Associations Between SNPs and Phenotypes (GRASP)263 and Clinvar264 were used to identify 

variants with known phenotype associations. 

 

Expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) Analysis: 

Common SNPs (MAF > 0.01) were tested for association with gene expressions of BRCA1, 

BRCA2, and co-expression networks using the matrixeQTL R package164. The correlation of a 

genotype with nearby gene expression indicates potential regulatory function of the SNP on the 

corresponding gene. These regulatory SNPs are known as cis-expression Quantitative Trait Loci 

(cis-eQTL). Cis-eQTLs are defined as correlated SNPs found within 1 Mb from the gene 

transcriptional start site (TSS). 
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Results 

 

Univariate or differential gene expression (DGE) analysis was used to test the association of 

11,107 probes with chemotherapy response in HGSOC patients from TCGA. This identified that 

low expression of a probe (208648_at) mapping to the Valosin Containing Protein (VCP) gene 

was significantly associated with resistance to chemotherapy (FDR adjusted p-value < 0.05; 

Figure 5.1). Replication analysis in an independent ovarian serous cancer cohort following 

treatment with platinum antineoplastic agents using the Kaplan–Meier survival curve plotter 

demonstrated that low expression of VCP was associated with poor progression-free survival  

(p = 0.015) and shorter median survival time (Figure 5.2A). In addition to VCP, DGE analysis 

yielded 628 probes mapping to 534 unique genes that were nominally correlated with 

chemotherapy response (unadjusted p-value < 0.05). We report these findings in Appendix C - 

Supplemental Table 3.  
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Figure 5.1 Differential expression analysis of platinum-based chemotherapy response in 

HGSOC patients. 
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Volcano plot showing univariate association analysis results. Red horizontal line demonstrates 

FDR-corrected p value (< 0.05) threshold. One probe, 208648_at, which maps to the Valosin-

Containing Protein (VCP) gene is significantly differentially expressed and correlated with 

chemotherapy outcome after multiple testing correction. A total of 628 probes mapping to 534 

unique genes are nominal associated, as indicated by the green line (p = 0.05)
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Figure 5.2 Kaplan-Meier (KM) plot of an independent ovarian cancer cohort for cross-validation of differentially expressed 

gene VCP and gene modules. 
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KM plot shows the Progression-Free Survival (PFS) of the replication ovarian cancer cohort post platinum-based chemotherapy 

treatment. (A) shows the PFS of patients with high/low VCP expression, while (B) shows PFS of patients with high/low module-wide 

expression for (i) honeydew1, (ii) lightcyan1, (iii) lightpink3, (iv) orangered4, (v) skyblue3 modules. Red line in (A) indicates the PFS 

of patients with high VCP expression and black line indicates the PFS of patients with low VCP or module expression. Patients with 

high expression of VCP are associated with better PFS with statistical significance. Green line in (B) indicates the PFS of patients with 

high module-wide expression and red line indicates PFS of patients with low module-wide expression. Similarly, patients with high 

module wide expression are associated with better PFS with statistical significance
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The hierarchical clustering of genes using WGCNA resulted in 86 unique modules of co-expressed 

genes (Appendix C - Supplemental Table 4). Each module was assessed for association with 

chemotherapy response (results shown in Figure 5.3B). Five gene clusters (honeydew1, 

lightcyan1, lightpink3, orangered4, and skyblue3) were significantly co-downregulated in 

platinum-resistant patients (p < 0.05) (Figure 5.3A). These were validated in an independent 

ovarian cancer cohort by Tothill et al.258 using SurvExpress, which demonstrated that the 

downregulation of the genes in the five modules was significantly associated with reduced patient 

survival (Figure 5.2B). These five significant modules were annotated using DAVID, which 

identified gene enrichment for biological pathways including protein processing in the 

endoplasmic reticulum, apoptosis, negative regulation of the Wnt signaling pathway, transcription, 

immune response, and DNA double-strand break processing involved in repair via single-strand 

annealing. GeneMANIA analysis showed that genes in these modules were previously reported in 

49 publications, some of which documented associations with oncogenic pathways and 

chemotherapeutic outcomes (Appendix C - Supplemental Data 4).  
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Figure 5.3 Gene co-expression modules correlated with platinum-based chemotherapy response. 

(A) Network plot displaying the five significant gene co-expression modules from WGCNA: honeydew1 - centre, lightcyan1 - left, 

lightpink3 - top, orangered4 - bottom, and skyblue3 - right. Nodes represent probes and edges are connections among the probes. Co-
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expressed probes (i.e. belonging to a single module) are indicated by the same color. (B) Heatmap demonstrating the association 

strength between the expression of gene modules and chemoresistance phenotype. Significance (p-value) of module-trait association is 

displayed beside each module. Colors represent strength of correlation, where red color indicates higher expression in chemoresistance 

population and green indicate higher expression in sensitive population.
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We performed a search of network module genes in the gene-drug interaction database 

(DGIdb) and found that 35 genes were associated with chemotherapeutic agents. These include: 

carboplatin and paclitaxel, which are often used as a first-line chemotherapy option for ovarian 

cancer patients; gemcitabine and bevacizumab, which are approved agents for the treatment of 

ovarian cancer; and various tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI), which are a type of targeted therapy 

commonly used for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia and other malignancies.265  

 

Furthermore, we identified common transcription factor binding sites located within genes 

from each module. For example, we identified that over 96% of genes (49/53 genes) found in the 

honeydew1 module have a matching motif for the human organic cation transporter 1 transcription 

factor (OCT1). Similarly, we report that the acute myeloid leukemia 1 (AML1) motif maps to over 

45% of genes found in orangered4 module. Both of these transcription factors are associated with 

oncogenic processes and therapeutic outcome.266,267 A detailed list of functional annotations, 

transcription factors and pathways related to gene modules can be found in Appendix C - 

Supplemental Data 4.  

 

 Our GWAS of SNPs did not identify any variants correlated with chemotherapy response 

after multiple testing correction. The Manhattan plot (Appendix C - Supplemental Figure 3) 

demonstrates that none of the SNPs meet the genome-wide significance threshold (p<5x10-8), as 

indicated by the red horizontal line. This is likely due to insufficient statistical power resulting 

from the low number of subjects in the TCGA-OV cohort. Next, we performed a targeted 

association analysis of two well-known genes associated with ovarian cancer and 

chemotherapeutic outcomes: BRCA1 and BRCA2. Of the 238 SNPs in BRCA1 and 256 in BRCA2, 
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we identified 56 independent variants in BRCA1 and 86 such variants in BRCA2 after pruning for 

LD (r2 > 0.8). Association analysis determined that 8 SNPs in BRCA2 and 1 SNP in BRCA1 were 

significantly associated with chemotherapy response. GRASP analysis identified that half of the 

identified BRCA2 variants (rs11571686, rs7337574, rs10492397, rs1207952) have been previously 

associated with varied Low- and High-Density Lipoprotein (LDL/HDL) cholesterol levels. 

Similarly, annotation analysis using the Clinvar database reported that 4 of the associated variants 

in BRCA2 (rs11571584, rs11571686, rs9567600, rs7337574) are linked with an increased risk of 

developing breast and ovarian cancer at an earlier age (Appendix C - Supplemental Table 5). 

 

 Next, SNPs were tested for correlation with the expression of the 5 network modules. This 

identified 192 cis-eQTLs associated with gene expression in co-expression networks. (Appendix 

C - Supplemental Data 5). Moreover, of the 8 significant SNPs found in BRCA2, 6 were identified 

as cis-eQTLs for nearby genes, including 4 that were specifically associated with BRCA2 gene 

expression (Appendix C - Supplemental Table 5).  
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Discussion 

 

In this manuscript, we identified known and novel genes and gene networks correlated with 

variable response to platinum-taxane combination chemotherapy in HGSOC patients. Using a 

univariate analysis approach, we identified a differentially expressed gene encoding the valosin-

containing protein (VCP) associated with sensitivity to chemotherapy. In addition, we applied a 

multivariate co-expression network analysis method which identified five clusters of co-expressed 

genes correlated with chemo-response. Genes in these modules were enriched for biological 

pathways such as protein processing in the endoplasmic reticulum, apoptosis, transcription, 

immune response, negative regulation of the Wnt signaling pathway and DNA double-strand break 

processing involved in repair via single-strand annealing. Moreover, we identified potentially 

regulatory variants (i.e. eQTLs) correlated with the expression of network genes and the tumor 

suppressor BRCA2, which has been previously associated with chemotherapy outcome in HGSOC. 

Our study contributes to a better understanding of the biological processes underlying 

chemotherapy response in HGSOC, which could help facilitate genetic testing and novel therapies.   

 

 The most significantly associated probe identified in the DGE analysis was for a gene 

encoding Valosin-containing protein (VCP, p = 3.91E-06). We have confirmed that this signal was 

replicated in an independent ovarian cancer cohort with statistical significance (p=0.015). VCP 

plays a critical role in disintegrating large polypeptide cellular structures for further degradation 

by proteolytic enzymes. It functions to regulate important pathways of DNA repair, replication 

and cell cycle progression by removing faulty polypeptide structures from chromatin material, 

ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria. VCP is an ovarian cancer-specific essential 

gene as demonstrated by a pooled short hairpin RNA (shRNA) screen in 25 ovarian cancer cell 
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lines268, and is also essential in cyclin E1 overexpressing cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer cells.269 

In alignment with these findings, VCP has been investigated as a drug target for ovarian cancer 

therapy. For example, Bastola et. al. (2016) reported that VCP inhibitors induce cell death in 

ovarian cancer cell lines through the endoplasmic reticulum stress pathway.270 In addition, this 

study reported an association between low VCP expression and poor response to platinum-based 

chemotherapy in multiple ovarian cancer cohorts. VCP has also been previously identified as a 

potential biomarker for predicting the success of platinum-based chemotherapy in lung cancer 

patients.271  

 

 In our co-expression network analysis, the gene module “honeydew1” showed the most 

significant correlation with chemotherapy response (p = 6.53e-05). This association signal was 

validated with statistical significance (p = 5.88e-07) in an independent ovarian cancer replication 

cohort. This module includes two probes that map to VCP, a gene that was associated with 

chemotherapy response in our DGE analysis. Genes in this module were associated with positive 

regulation of mitochondrial membrane potential, protein ubiquitination, mitosis, alternative 

splicing, and apoptotic processes. Pathway analysis showed that this module is involved in protein 

processing in the endoplasmic reticulum. A prior study found that VCP plays a crucial role in 

ovarian cancer cell survival through extraction and degradation of unfolded proteins in 

endoplasmic reticulum, and noted that lower expression of VCP was associated with poor response 

to platinum‐based chemotherapy.270 In alignment with this finding, genes co-expressed in the 

honeydew1 module were co-downregulated in chemo-resistant patients.  
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 The honeydew1 module is composed of 76 probes mapping to 53 unique genes, and of 

these, 45 genes are located in chromosome 9, demonstrating the importance of chromosome 9 in 

the regulation of chemo-resistance in ovarian cancer. These findings support previous studies, 

where genetic imbalance and alterations in chromosome 9 have been associated with progression 

of ovarian cancer and increased cisplatin resistance.272 Analysis of overrepresented transcription 

factor binding sites demonstrated that genes in this module may be co-regulated by a common 

transcription factor known as organic cation transporter 1 (OCT1). We found that over 96% of 

genes in this module (49/53 genes) contain a nucleotide motif bound by OCT1. Prior studies have 

reported that silencing OCT1 impaired cisplatin-induced apoptosis in esophageal cancer cells, and 

that cisplatin-resistant cells were already expressing significantly reduced levels of OCT1.266 

Taken together, these findings characterize a network of co-expressed genes that is associated with 

chemotherapy response in ovarian cancer. Genes within this module may be co-regulated by the 

OCT1 transcription factor, which may be used as a novel potential target for ovarian cancer 

therapies. 

 

The other four co-expression modules, which were also replicated in an independent 

cohort, include genes known to be involved in oncogenic process and drug response outcomes. 

For example, the orangered4 module, which was downregulated in resistant patients, consists of 

genes associated with regulation of the immune response. Genes in this module are associated with 

functional annotation terms including immunoglobulin receptor binding, antigen binding, B cell 

receptor signaling pathway, and phagocytosis. The repression of patient immune response is a 

well-known cancer survival mechanism, which has been shown to play a role in chemotherapy 

resistance in HGSOC.242,243 In addition, 10 of the 22 genes in this module are enriched for a 
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common transcription factor binding site: acute myeloid leukemia 1 protein (AML1). This 

transcription factor is involved in the haematopoiesis process and immune functions such as 

thymic T-cell development. AML1 expression was found to be associated with cancer cell 

proliferation, migration and invasion in ovarian cancer.267 In addition, we found that the lightpink3 

module is strongly associated with the transcription regulation process, which plays a pivotal role 

in cancer progression.273 Finally, genes in the lightcyan1 and skyblue3 modules are target regions 

of well-known chemotherapeutic agents for ovarian cancer such as carboplatin, paclitaxel, 

bevacizumab and gemcitabine. Many of these genes are also target regions for various TKIs, which 

have been reported to enhance the efficacy of cisplatin treatment and progression free survival in 

ovarian cancer.274,275 For instance, our DGIdb search showed that the expression of the non-

receptor tyrosine kinase YES1 (YES Proto-Oncogene 1, Src Family Tyrosine Kinase) in the 

skyblue3 module and the serine/threonine kinase MAPK1 (Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1) in 

the lightcyan1 module are inhibited when TKIs are introduced (Dasatinib, Ibrutinib, Rebastinib, 

Ulixertinib, etc.) (Appendix C - Supplemental Data 4). 

 

 Targeted analysis of BRCA1 and BRCA2 SNPs demonstrated that 6 out of 9 variants 

associated with chemotherapy response were also cis-acting eQTLs, correlated with the expression 

of BRCA2 as well as neighboring genes N4BP2L1, N4BP2L2, FRY, and STARD13 (nominal p-

value <0.05). Both BRCA2 and STARD13 are well known tumor-suppressors, and upregulation of 

N4BP2L1 and N4BP2L2 has been associated with positive prognosis in ovarian cancer cases.276 

The majority of cis-eQTLs in BRCA2 were associated with the upregulation of BRCA2 in 

chemotherapy resistant patients (Appendix C - Supplemental Table 5). The downregulation of 

BRCA2 reduces the expression of the homologous recombination (HR) pathway-associated 
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RAD51 protein and suppresses DNA repair in ovarian cancer cells, sensitizing them to cisplatin.277 

In addition, BRCA2 upregulation has been shown to promote HR DNA repair and radioresistance 

in pancreatic cancer cells.278 This finding indicates that the potential regulation of BRCA2 

expression by the cis-eQTLs we identified may enhance the HR pathway function in resistant 

patients. However, functional experiments are needed to confirm this finding. Finally, our 

annotation results show that half of chemotherapy response-associated variants in BRCA2 are 

linked with LDL/HDL cholesterol levels (Appendix C - Supplemental Table 5). Prior studies of 

lung and ovarian cancers consistently reported that cholesterol levels may affect the efficacy of 

platinum-based and platinum-taxane chemotherapy.279,280 Our findings indicate a new link 

between genetic variants in BRCA2 and chemotherapy response through cholesterol level 

regulation. 

 

One limitation of our study is that 96% of the HGSOC patients from TCGA received a 

combination of taxane and platinum-based chemotherapy. Thus, our results reflect response to the 

combinatorial therapy of platinum and taxane. Further studies are needed to test the association 

signals between the identified genes and platinum-specific or taxane-specific resistance. Despite 

the successful replication of our findings in an independent ovarian cancer cohort, another 

limitation is that our analysis and validation results are in silico-based. Further experimental 

studies are necessary to test the effects of down- or up-regulation of VCP and other gene networks 

on sensitivity to platinum-taxane chemotherapy. 
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Conclusion 

 

In this study, we identified genes and gene networks correlated with chemotherapy response in 

high-grade serous ovarian cancer patients, which implicate both known and novel biological 

mechanisms. Specifically, we identified that reduced expression of VCP is associated with 

resistance to chemotherapy. This gene is critical for removing unfolded proteins from the 

endoplasmic reticulum and has been known to be associated with cancer cell survival and response 

to platinum‐based chemotherapy. In addition, we identified a group of genes associated with 

chemotherapy sensitivity that are co-expressed with VCP on chromosome 9. Genes from this 

module are involved in the protein processing in the endoplasmic reticulum pathway, which has 

been previously implicated in chemotherapy resistance and cancer cell survival. Finally, we report 

potentially cis-acting regulatory variants in the BRCA2 gene that are associated with varied 

expression of BRCA2. In summary, our study contributes to a better understanding of the biological 

mechanisms underlying chemotherapy response in high-grade serous ovarian cancer. Our findings 

could help improve future patient screening and therapeutics for ovarian cancer through the 

identification of gene signatures that may predict chemotherapy response, as well as the potential 

discovery of novel drug targets.  
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

 

General discussion 

 

Recent advancements in high-throughput technologies have generated large volumes of biological 

datasets. For example, next-generation sequencing has replaced the Sanger sequencing method to 

enhance the rate of variant discovery, and improvements in microarray technologies enabled the 

simultaneous screening of up to millions of variations across the genome. Concurrently, computing 

and engineering feats enabled the storage and processing of these emerging datasets. Despite the 

significant advancements in the field of genetics, we face the limitation that identified signals still 

appear to explain a limited portion of disease heritability.104 The problem of missing heritability 

limits our insight of complex traits, and presents an impediment in accurate diagnosis, prevention, 

and treatment of complex diseases.105 In response to this challenge, numerous novel approaches 

have been proposed to address the missing signals that conventional methodologies have failed to 

explain. The objective of this dissertation is to investigate the missing heritability problem using 

current bioinformatics approaches to enhance our understanding of the mechanisms underlying 

complex traits. Using examples of three complex traits, we demonstrate that the missing 

heritability may in part be explained by polygenic effects, gene-gene interactions, gene-

environment interactions, linkage disequilibrium, and by integration of ‘omics datasets. 

 

In the first manuscript, we address the missing heritability of pharmacogenomics traits by 

investigating linkage disequilibrium (LD) among variants in previously associated genetic loci. 
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Pharmacogenomics refers to the study of how a person's unique genetics profile influences his or 

her response to drug therapies.281 Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been successful 

in identifying variants associated with complex traits, including variable response to drug 

treatments.282 However, due to non-random inheritance pattern of variants observed in the genome, 

a phenomenon known as LD, each variant identified in GWAS will typically have numerous 

correlated variants in close proximity that may also account for the association signal with the 

target trait.283 This introduces a significant problem in interpreting GWAS findings and accounts 

for a substantial portion of the missing heritability, since the association effect posed from a causal 

variant will be masked by the effect posed from its non-casual tagging variants.284  

 

One of the major challenges in the field of pharmacogenomics is that despite the high 

number of reported associated variants, significantly smaller portion of these have been 

successfully translated into clinical practice.173 One explanation for the low rate of clinical 

implementation is that the majority of associated variants may be in LD with the causal variants, 

which are yet to be identified.285 Given that LD patterns vary across population structures (i.e. 

ethnic groups), using non-causal but tagging genetic markers to predict pharmacogenomics 

response will be limited in accuracy.286 This can also pose serious problems for underrepresented 

populations, since the majority of genetics studies to date have been primarily in Central European 

cohorts.287 Furthermore, failure to identify and understand the causal biological mechanisms for a 

trait will hinder the detection of therapeutic targets and novel drug discoveries.106  

 

 This study identified a set of novel genetic variations in well-established 

pharmacogenomics genes that are predicted to be deleterious. Findings from this study can 
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potentially aid in explaining the missing heritability of associated pharmacogenomics responses 

through accurately mapping the causal genetic loci. Causal variants are defined as independent 

genetic variations that can explain the association signal at a locus and have a biological effect on 

the target phenotype.120 One method of distinguishing the causal marker is through experimental 

validation using in-vitro assays or mouse models with introduced mutations.288 However, since 

GWAS often yields hundreds and thousands of significant signals in LD, validating these signals 

in experiments is an extremely time-consuming procedure. In order to facilitate this process, we 

prioritized genetic markers across LD blocks using in-silico based annotations. 

 

In total, 27 novel variants were predicted to be deleterious (i.e. missense, nonsense), which 

are in strong LD (r2>0.8) with the reported pharmacogenomics variants. These novel variants pose 

either an equal or more severe consequence in the protein structure compared to the reported 

pharmacogenomics variants in LD. Furthermore, we identified 324 non-coding variants with 

potential regulatory effects, which are predicted to regulate gene expression of the well-established 

pharmacogenomics genes. These findings demonstrate that novel variants identified in this study 

utilizing LD and annotation algorithms may explain in part for the missing pharmacogenomics 

trait heritability. Furthermore, to account for variability in LD across population structures, we 

used the 1000 Genomes Project database to compute LD within four main human populations: 

American, European, East Asian, and African.  

 

Studies of pharmacogenomics have yielded great promise and made significant advances 

in recent years. Nonetheless, the clinical implementation or translation of these scientific 

discoveries will require the identification of causal genetic variants underlying the association 
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signals. Findings from this study will improve the translation of pharmacogenomics findings into 

clinical practice through the discovery of causal variants that are often elusive, ultimately moving 

us closer towards precision medicine. 

 

In the second manuscript, we addressed the missing heritability of childhood asthma by 

investigating the polygenic effects of multiple genetic loci and the interactions with environment 

exposures. Asthma is a complex disease that displays a large spectrum of phenotypes and severities. 

The etiology of asthma is complicated with both genetic and environmental risk factors. Family 

and twin-based studies have estimated that the heritability of asthma ranges from 55-74%.190,191 

Despite this high estimated heritability, previously associated loci with asthma and related 

respiratory outcomes were found to explain only a small portion of the estimated heritability.122 

For example, Vicente et al. in 2017 reported that the effect from 31 well-established asthma 

variants only accounted for 2.6% of heritability in asthmatic patients.192 For this reason, asthma 

genetics studies in the post-GWAS era aim to identify and better understand the missing 

heritability of this complex disease.289 

 

Studies have reported that the contribution of genetics is larger for childhood-onset asthma 

cases compared to adult-onset cases but that there is a great overlap in associated genetic loci 

between childhood and adulthood asthma.196 This highlights the benefit of studying childhood- 

onset asthma cases in genetics research, since the effect of genetics is much stronger and critical 

in shaping the asthma phenotype during this period. In addition, an increasing number of studies 

are highlighted that the missing heritability of asthma may lie within gene-environment 

interactions200,290,291, and stated that more studies need to examine the effects of long-term 
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exposure to environmental stimuli in early life when asthma risk may still be modified.292–294 Our 

study cohort is taken from the largest longitudinal birth cohort available in Canada, named the 

Canadian Healthy Infant Longitudinal Development (CHILD) study206, which aims to examine the 

developmental origin of atopic diseases such as asthma. In addition, we used the largest childhood-

onset asthma GWAS published to date by Pividori et al202 to construct a GRS for each of our child 

participants. Our GRS was computed using 4 well-established genetic variants and their associated 

weights from the Pividori et al GWAS. In this manuscript, we report that our GRS was able to 

explain up to 2% of the heritability for recurrent wheeze and asthma using only 4 variants, which 

is nearly 75% of the heritability explained by Vicente et al. who used 32 unique loci.192 

Furthermore, our heritability estimate increases to 3.6% for recurrent wheeze, when the interaction 

effect between our GRS and environmental exposure data (breastfeeding and NO2 exposure) are 

added. We also observed up to 2 to 3-fold differences in the prevalence of recurrent wheeze 

moderated by breastfeeding duration and exposure to nitrogen dioxide in individuals with low 

genetic risk for asthma. Findings from GRS-environment interaction analysis suggest that asthma 

risk may be adjustable in early life by altering modifiable environmental factors. 

 

 Despite the steep increase in the prevalence of asthma in both developed and developing 

countries295, studies of asthma have been largely impeded by the issue of missing heritability.  Our 

study reports the polygenic effect posed from 4 well-established genetic variants, and their 

interaction with modifiable, early-life exposures to determine the potential asthma risk during early 

childhood. We report that our novel GRS, accompanied by environmental factors, can explain for 

a greater proportion of variance in childhood respiratory trait than heritability estimated from the 

GRS of Vicente et al. paper. From this discovery, we demonstrate that addressing gene-
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environment interaction can explain greater amount of trait heritability in childhood asthma 

compared to testing the effect of genetics alone. Findings from this study could help facilitate 

improved genetic testing and early intervention for the prevention of childhood wheeze, asthma, 

and other chronic respiratory diseases in children and aid in better addressing the challenges 

associated with missing heritability of asthma. 

 

In the third manuscript, we investigate chemotherapy response among ovarian cancer 

patients using integration of multiple ‘omics datasets and machine-learning algorithms to construct 

gene networks. Studies of chemotherapy resistance lie in an interdisciplinary field between 

pharmacogenomics and oncology, both of which are well-established examples of complex traits. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the problem of missing heritability also limits our understanding 

of the mechanisms underlying chemo-resistance. Resistance to chemotherapy remains a serious 

obstacle to the successful treatment of cancer296 and is known to have a strong genetic 

components.297 Numerous studies have demonstrated that the prediction of chemotherapeutic 

response prior to treatment is feasible using genetic screening.298–302 Furthermore, a linkage study 

from a lymphoblastoid cell line has estimated the heritability for cisplatin-induced cytotoxicity to 

be approximately 47%.303 Despite the high impact of genetics in chemotherapy response, the 

translation of findings from genetic studies to clinic has been slow, largely due to the lack of 

accuracy in predicting the treatment risk using genetic variants identified to date.304 This 

conclusion highlights the need for a more refined analysis to better examine and understand the 

genetic architecture underlying chemotherapy resistance.   
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Two areas of genomics research that are gaining popularity in pharmacogenomics of 

chemotherapy are the analysis of gene-gene interaction effects and omics data integration. The 

importance of gene-gene interactions in cancer biomarker discovery have been emphasized 

through the concept of synthetic lethality.305,306 A synthetic lethal genetic interaction is the lethal 

effect on tumor cells posed from the interaction of two or more non-lethal genetic defects. A well-

established example of this is the introduction of PARP inhibitors that promote excision repair, a 

non-lethal defect, on BRCA‐deficient tumors to promote cell-death.307 Similarly, an increasing 

number of studies are beginning to apply systems biology approaches, a method of analyzing the 

biological system in a holistic manner by integrating information from multiple omics data, to 

reveal the molecular mechanism of chemotherapy response hidden within the omics layers.308–312 

For instance, Gamazon et al have reported that chemotherapeutic drug susceptibility loci are 

mostly enriched in expression quantitative trait loci, which are variants associated with changes in 

gene expression that are examined through the integration of genomics and transcriptomics data.313  

  

In our study of genetic mechanisms underlying varied response to adjuvant chemotherapy 

in ovarian cancer patients, we applied a weighted correlation network analysis to identify and 

model the biological interaction of multiple genes. Using this approach, we were able to capture 

groups of highly connected or co-expressed genes associated with chemotherapy outcome. One 

notable finding from this is that we identified a network of genes highly connected with VCP, a 

gene we identified to be significantly downregulated in patients who were resistant to 

chemotherapy. This finding would not have been possible if we analyzed genes by employing a 

conventional analysis method that target single genes such as differential gene expression (DGE) 

analysis, since these methods are not designed to be able to detect full biological networks 
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associated with the target trait. In addition, we have integrated the information from genotyping 

with gene expression measures obtained from transcriptomics profiling to identify novel eQTLs. 

The identified eQTLs in this study were found to regulate genes in co-expression networks, 

suggesting the potential function of these variants in influencing the chemotherapy response 

through regulatory mechanisms. 

  

Pharmacogenomics of chemotherapy has a complex mechanism that includes genetic and 

environmental risk factors. While substantial effort has been placed to better understand the 

genetic heritability of chemotherapy resistance, findings to date are still in a premature stage to be 

utilized in clinical practices. We used novel approaches that utilizes omics integration and gene-

gene interaction network mapping to gain a better understanding of the complex trait of 

chemotherapy response. Specifically, we show that some of the biological signals, such as gene-

gene interaction network and eQTLs, are not detected using conventional methods of single-locus 

or single-omics analysis. This demonstrates that missing heritability of complex traits, such as 

resistance to chemotherapy, could lie within the systemic aspect of the trait etiology rather than 

univariate effect of single gene or single layer of omics. Identified biomarkers and gene networks 

from this study will offer the potential for improved screening measures to better determine the 

optimal treatment regimens for patients, as well an enhanced understanding of the pathways 

associated with chemotherapy resistance. 
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Study limitations and future directions 

 

In addition to the methodologies outlined in this thesis, other approaches have been applied to 

study missing heritability of complex traits. For example, studying genetic variations beyond 

single nucleotide polymorphisms, such as rare variations or multi-nucleotide variations could help 

in improving our understanding of complex traits.  

 

Following the GWAS-era, studies have begun to examine the potential impact of low-

frequency variants, or rare variants, in shaping complex traits.314,315 Studying association between 

rare variants and phenotype is however challenging, since the allelic frequency of rare variants are 

exceedingly low (i.e < 1% in study population) while sample size requirement increases linearly 

with the decrease in minor allele frequency (1/MAF).26 Furthermore, in contrast to monogenic 

traits, effect sizes of rare variants in complex traits may be too modest to give sufficient statistical 

power to be detected.26 A number of approaches have been developed to address this this limitation. 

One example is the previously discussed aggregation analysis, which attempts to summarize the 

effect of rare mutations occurring in a large region of the genome (i.e. gene). Aggregation analysis 

increases the number of rare alleles tested by grouping them into genomic regions, which also 

effectively decreases the total number of tests and reduces multiple testing error.74 Provided that 

rare variants are frequently overlooked in association studies316,  analysis of rarer mutations may 

aid in explaining a portion of the missing signals in complex traits.  

 

Structural variations could account for some of the unexplained heritability. These include 

changes in copy number (i.e. insertion, deletion) or chromosomal orientation (i.e. gene fusion, 
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translocation, inversion) in DNA. Recent research in structural variants have highlighted their 

importance in numerous common complex traits and diseases.317–319 Structural variations have not 

been explored in-depth in GWAS to date, but increasing number of methodologies, such as high-

throughput sequencing and comparative genome hybridization techniques allowed the integration 

of structural variation analysis to the conventional association analysis.320,321 Structural variants 

are crucial component of human genetic variation which are predicted to play a significant role in 

phenotypic variability.322 Further studies are needed to better understand their role in explaining 

heritability of complex human traits. 

 

In an effort to overcome the limitation of single variant association analysis (i.e. GWAS), 

studies have used multi-locus targeted approach to capture the effect of multiple variants in 

studying complex traits. While these methods (i.e. GRS) successfully captured the aggregated 

effect of multiple genetic markers, they were not successful at capturing the interaction effects 

between individual genetic variants, a phenomenon known as epistasis. Given the large number of 

variants in the human genome, testing all epistatic interactions remain a major challenge due to 

computational complexity. A number of network-based methodologies have been proposed to 

address this limitation:  

i) The Weighted SNP Correlation Network Analysis (WSCNA) incorporates network algorithms 

from WGCNA in the analysis of GWAS data to estimate GRS for traits.323  Subsequently, pairwise 

correlation of beta-coefficients from multiple GWAS are used as a weight to test variant-variant 

interactions. WSCNA provides a method for combining results of multiple GWAS to mimic 

epistasis analysis. However, since the computation of GRS relies heavily on the results of previous 

GWAS, one of the shortfalls of this approach is that including studies from unreliable sources or 
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insufficient sample size could result in inaccurate findings. In addition, absence of built-in support 

for multi-threaded computation means that running this methodology genome-wide will be very 

computationally expensive.  

ii) Another method that mimics epistasis using a network approach is the Weighted Interaction 

SNP Hub (WISH) method.324 In the WISH algorithm, a network is built based on pairwise 

Pearson's correlation between genotypes or the epistatic interaction effect between variant pairs. 

Modules of highly interconnected variants are then formulated using a clustering algorithm to 

identify groups of interaction variants. However, there are multiple limitations in this approach. In 

order to reduce computational complexity, WISH limits epistatic calculations to variants that 

passes genome-wide significance in prior GWAS. This severely limits the capability of this 

algorithm since individually non-significant variants could still pose significant interaction effects 

on modulating complex traits. In addition, parallelization of computational load has been limited 

to Central Processing Unit (CPU), making this algorithm not ideal for epistatic analysis of genome-

wide data.  

iii) A tool named GPU-based Linear Regression for Detection of Epistasis (GLIDE) has been 

developed to utilize the computational power of consumer-grade Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) 

in computing epistatic interactions.325 GLIDE works by constructing a computation matrix for 

epistasis of size n x n, where n represents the number of SNPs. Published work of GLIDE reports 

that the tool was able to compute epistasis in 500,000 SNPs from 5,000 subjects (totaling 125 

billion tests) in less than 6 hours using a relatively inexpensive setup of 12 GPUs325, allowing 

genome-wide analysis of epistasis more accessible to researchers. Epistatic interaction analysis 

has been largely overlooked in the past due to its computational complexity.325 In conjunction with 
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the development of these novel methods, more studies are needed to test the significance of 

epistasis in heritability of complex traits.  

 

We have demonstrated that genomics and transcriptomics data can be merged to detect e-

QTLs, which are genetic variants involved in regulation of gene expression. There are, however, 

numerous other types of omics datasets that can be integrated for the discovery of novel biological 

mechanisms underlying complex diseases. For example, similar to e-QTLs, studies have integrated 

DNA methylation changes with DNA sequence variations to identify mQTLs326–328, where 

methylation changes at CpG dinucleotides are correlated with genotype variations. DNA 

methylation is an epigenetic activity that can regulate gene expression. Therefore, identification of 

m-QTLs could offer insight into the functional mechanisms or gene regulation that predispose to 

complex traits. In addition, studies have attempted to utilize machine-learning methods, such as 

dimensionality reduction algorithm and clustering algorithm to integrate more than two layers of 

omics data.329–331.  One example of a well-established multi-omics integration tool is Data 

Integration Analysis for Biomarker discovery using Latent Components (DIABLO)332. This tool 

attempts to identify correlated omics variables across heterogenous data layers and clusters them 

based on their similarity, allowing users to discover multi-omics biomarker set consisting of 

functionally correlated data types. Integration of multi-omics datasets is a powerful approach to 

decipher the systematic flow of the information in a cell and can aid in an improved interpretation 

and understanding of the biological processes underlying complex traits.  
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Conclusion 

 

Genetics studies to date have identified tens of thousands of genetic associations for complex traits 

and provided valuable insight to our understanding of disease etiologies. However, translation of 

these genetic associations for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of complex diseases and 

traits have been limited with few that have been implemented into clinical practice due to poor 

accuracy across human populations. To improve the accuracy of genetic testing, the missing 

heritability of complex traits must be addressed. In this dissertation, we demonstrated that the 

missing heritability of complex traits could be investigated by examining polygenic effects of 

multiple loci, interaction effects between genes and environment, advanced annotation techniques 

targeting associated variants in LD blocks, and investigating the interplay of biomarkers between 

different layers of omics datasets. Identifying additional factors contributing to the heritability of 

complex trait will facilitate the development of novel diagnostic and interventional strategies that 

are more reliable, effective, and personalized through an improved understanding of trait etiology.  
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Supplemental Figure 1. Comparison of annotation findings between variants from 160 Pharmacogenomic genes 

and whole genome 

a) 94% of variants identified in 160 PGx genes were SNPs, 4% deletions, 2% insertions. These numbers are similar to the whole exome data from 

the 1000 GP. b) Annotation of coding regions within 160 PGx genes identified 49% missense, 50% silent, and 1% nonsense variations. 

Annotation results from the entire exome had a slightly higher rate of missense mutations and lower rate of silent mutations. However, the ratio of 

missense to silent mutations in the human exome is expected to be approx. 1.0. Thus, we concluded that our findings fall within the expected 

range. c) In both whole genome and the 160 PGx genes, the majority of variants fall within intronic regions. Whole genome annotations resulted in 

higher number of intergenic variants (~12%) compared 160 PGx genes (~1.5%). This is due to the fact that we had included limited (5000 bp) 

flanking regions in our targeted PGx genes in contrast to whole genome sequences. Other than intergenic regions, variants located 5’, 3’, exons, 

and splice sites occurred with similar frequencies in our candidate genes compared to the whole genome. 
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Supplemental Data 1. An excel file showing the list of CPIC & VIP genes 

(total of 160 unique loci) and their genomic coordinates used in this study. 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41397-018-0048-

y/MediaObjects/41397_2018_48_MOESM2_ESM.xlsx 

 

Supplemental Data 2. An excel file showing the list of 69,319 variants found 

within the 160 pharmacogenomic loci and their functional annotation results. 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41397-018-0048-

y/MediaObjects/41397_2018_48_MOESM3_ESM.xlsx 

 

Supplemental Data 3. An excel file showing 8207 novel variants forming 

21,256 instances of LD (r2 > 0.8) with 859 known pharmacogenomics 

variants. 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41397-018-0048-

y/MediaObjects/41397_2018_48_MOESM4_ESM.xlsx 

 

Supplemental Data 4. An excel file showing the list of all regulatory variants 

identified within the pharmacogenomics associated genes. 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41397-018-0048-

y/MediaObjects/41397_2018_48_MOESM5_ESM.xlsx 
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Supplemental Data 5. A table showing the list of 46 variants identified in this study that are correlated with clinical 

phenotypes. 

Variant Summary Trait Diseases Annotation 

rs1934954 NA Tuberculosis NA NA 

rs6583954 NA Migraine NA NA 

rs2853533 NA NA Neural Tube Defects; Spina 

Bifida Cystica 

Risk or phenotype-associated allele: G 

Phenotype: The G variant of 

rs2853533 was associated with Spina 

Bifida in a transmission disequilibrium 

test. Study size: 610 families (329 

trios, 281 duos) Study 

population/ethnicity: Patients affected 

with Spina Bifida and their parents; 

Houston, TX; Los Angeles, CA; 

Toronto, ON, Canada Significance 

metric(s): p=0.0213 Type of 

association: CO 

rs1042157 NA NA Endometrial Neoplasms In one case-control study of SF Bay 

Area Caucasians, a haplotype 

containing the variant alleles of 

rs9282861,rs6839 and rs1042157 was 

associated with increased risk of 

endometrial cancer. 

rs4149080 NA Methotrexate clearance (acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia) 

NA NA 

rs4725982 NA QT interval 
 

GWAS results: Common variants at 

ten loci influence QT interval duation 

in the QTGEN Study. (Initial Sample 

Size: 13,685 individuals; Replication 

Sample Size: 15,854 individuals); 

(Region: 7q36.1; Reported Gene(s): 

KCNH2; Risk Allele: rs4725982-T); 
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(p-value=0.0000000000000005).This 

variant is associated with QT interval. 

rs4351 NA   Metabolite levels Alzheimer Disease In an inbred Israeli Arab population, 

rs4351 was shown to be significantly 

associated with risk of developing 

Alzheimer Disease, especially when 

analyzed in a combined haplotype 

with rs4343. 

rs6839 NA NA Endometrial Neoplasms In one case-control study of SF Bay 

Area Caucasians, a haplotype 

containing the variant alleles of 

rs9282861,rs6839 and rs1042157 was 

associated with increased risk of 

endometrial cancer. 

rs1799922 NA   Primary tooth development 

(number of teeth) 

NA NA 

rs1934963 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs799906 NA NA 
 

This variant is in the promoter region 

of BRCA1 and has been shown to alter 

promoter acitivity in luciferase assay. 

rs11655505 NA NA Breast Neoplasms; Neoplasms This variant is in the promoter region 

of BRCA1. T allele is associated with 

increased promoter activity compared 

with the A allele. The carriers of T 

allele had a reduced risk of breast 

cancer in chinese women. The 

associate is more prominent in women 

aged >=45 years, particularly those 

without a family history of breast 

cancer. 

rs5446 NA NA 
 

Associated with blood pressure and 

hypercholesterolemia but not 

hypertension. 

rs7260329 NA Smoking behavior NA NA 
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rs1042026 NA   Esophageal cancer  (alcohol 

interaction) 

NA NA 

rs1079596 NA Select biomarker traits NA NA 

rs12767583 NA Acenocoumarol maintenance dosage NA NA 

rs1871395 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs2249694 NA   Obesity-related traits NA NA 

rs1557765 NA   Social communication problems NA NA 

rs2461823 NA NA Fatty Liver Risk or phenotype-associated allele: 

A. Phenotype: The multimarker 

composed of rs2461823/A-

rs7643645/G was significantly 

associated with severity of 

nonalcoholic fatty liver disease 

(NAFLD). Study size: 290. Study 

population/ethnicity: 188 NAFLD 

patients with different stages of 

disease severity and 102 healthy 

individuals. metric(s): P<6.9x10, beta: 

0.45. Type of association: GN. 

rs6276 NA NA Alcoholism Phenotype: In this case-control study 

the polymorphisms -141C Ins/Del 

(rs1799732); C957T (rs6277); 

A1385G (rs6276); and TaqIA 

(rs1800497) were genotyped. The 

haplotypes I-C-G-A2 and I-C-A-A1 

occurred with a higher frequency in 

alcoholics [P=0.026, odds ratio (OR): 

1.340; P=0.010, OR: 1.521, 

respectively]. Study size: 360 

alcoholics and 368 controls. Study 

population:Caucasian individuals of 

German origin. 
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rs799908 NA NA 
 

This variant is in the promoter region 

of BRCA1 and has been shown to alter 

promoter acitivity in luciferase assay. 

rs12317268 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs4148152 NA   Serum uric acid levels NA NA 

rs715 NA   Metabolite levels NA NA 

rs2842951 NA NA 
 

Risk or phenotype-associated allele: 

Not specified. Phenotype: This SNP 

was associated with clearance of 

docetaxel. Study size: 31. Study 

population/ethnicity: Patients with 

Non-Small-Cell Lung Carcinoma. 

Significance metric(s): p=0.1013 

(ANOVA); p=0.0159 (QMIS); 

p=0.0178 (KW) Type of association: 

PK. 

rs11904006 NA   Response to amphetamines NA NA 

rs7901695 NA Type 2 diabetes NA NA 

rs8002180 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs721399 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs4362 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs11891311 NA   Bilirubin levels NA NA 

rs3737965 NA NA Neural Tube Defects; Spina 

Bifida Cystica 

Risk or phenotype-associated allele: C 

Phenotype: The C variant of 

rs3737965 was associated with Spina 

Bifida in a transmission disequilibrium 

test. Study size: 610 families (329 

trios, 281 duos) Study 

population/ethnicity: Patients affected 

with Spina Bifida and their parents; 

Houston, TX; Los Angeles, CA; 

Toronto, ON, Canada Significance 
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metric(s): p=0.0076 Type of 

association: CO 

rs12611088 NA   Plasma amyloid beta peptide 

concentrations (ABx-42) 

NA NA 

rs769449 NA C-reactive protein 
 

In a GWAS of apparently healthy 

women, seven loci were found to be 

significantly associated with C-

Reactive protein levels. Two SNPs in 

APOE were significantly associated 

with CRP, and of these, this SNP 

showed the most significant 

association. 

rs1926657 NA NA Breast Neoplasms GWAS results: A genome-wide 

association study of breast and 

prostate cancer in the NHLBI's 

Framingham Heart Study (Initial 

Sample Size: 1,345 individuals 

(Framingham); Replication Sample 

Size: NR). This variant is associated 

with Breast cancer. 

rs10045497 NA   Lipid traits NA NA 

rs4148155 NA   Urate levels NA NA 

rs183130 NA NA 
 

This SNP has been associated with 

small changes in HDL cholesterol 

levels. The C allele has been 

correlated with lower HDL. 

rs8040868 NA   Pulmonary function (interaction) NA NA 

rs762516 NA   Red blood cell traits NA NA 

rs12829704 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs4148324 NA   Blood metabolite levels NA NA 

rs8042374 May affect 

lung cancer 

risk 

NA Lung Neoplasms GWAS results: Common 5p15.33 and 

6p21.33 variants influence lung cancer 

risk. (Initial Sample Size: 1,952 cases, 

1,438 controls; Replication Sample 
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Size: 7,579 cases, 8,236 controls); 

(Region: 15q25.1; Reported Gene(s): 

NR; Risk Allele: rs8042374-?); (p-

value=7.99999999999999E-12).This 

variant is associated with Lung cancer. 

rs2284219 NA   Type 2 diabetes NA NA 
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Appendix B (Supplementary data from Chapter 4) 

 

Supplemental Figure 1. Flowchart of subject-level quality control process 

Flowchart diagram showing the changes in number of subjects through the quality control process. From a total of 5531 subjects (parents + 

children) with available genotype data, 2967 children were extracted.  Check for sex discrepancy, heterozygosity and identity by descent each 

identified 56, 39, and 37 subjects that did not pass our quality control threshold, resulting in 2835 subjects available for further analysis. 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Determining the ideal number of ethnic principal components to be included as 

covariate 

Proportion of the total variance explained by each of the eigenvalues identified from PCA is displayed. Y-axis show the fraction of the variance 

explained by the individual PC (variance explained / total variance) and x-axis displays the index of eigenvalues tested. Red vertical line at x=3 

indicates the inclusion threshold we chose, which is where a steep decline in explained variance is observed.  
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Supplemental Figure 3. Identifying Caucasian (CEU) population from an admixed CHILD population using 

reference cohort from 1000 genomes project phase 3 database 

First two principal components (PC1 and PC2) derived from CHILD cohort and the reference (1000 genomes phase 3) population are mapped on a 

2-dimensional plot to identify CEU group within CHILD cohort. Two dotted lines in the figure indicate the inclusion threshold of PC1 and PC2 

chosen for CEU population within CHILD cohort.   
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Supplemental Figure 4. Manhattan plot of GWAS targeting recurrent wheeze phenotype in Caucasian (CEU) 

population 

Manhattan plot showing SNVs associated with recurrent wheeze in the CEU subgroup of CHILD Study Cohort (p < 5e-8). Y-axis 

depicts the -log10 transformed p-value and x-axis shows chromosomal positions. Suggestive significance (p=5e-5) and genome-

wide significance (p=5e-8) are respectively marked as blue and red horizontal lines, respectively.  
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Supplemental Figure 5. Annotation of 98 SNVs significantly associated with recurrent wheeze in admixed 

CHILD population 

All significantly associated (p < 5e-8) SNVs with recurrent wheeze phenotype in admixed CHILD population were annotated for their predicted 

impact. Pie chart on the left shows the breakdown of all predicted consequences and pie chart on the right shows the predicted consequences of 

protein-coding variants.  
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Supplemental Figure 6. Identification of best GRS 

In order to illustrate the process of determining the ideal number of variants for inclusion in GRS, a bar-plot with -log10 transformed p-value on 

the y-axis and number of variants included mapped on the x-axis is drawn for first 100 variants. GRS with the lowest p-value occur at the 

inclusion of first 4 variants and this is indicated in the figure in red colored bar and textbox. 
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Supplemental Figure 7. Comparison of GRS performance in recurrent wheeze vs asthma 

Performance of GRS is compared between prediction of recurrent wheeze at 2-5 years and asthma diagnosis at 5 years. Y-axis of the plot show -

log10 transformed p-value and x-axis show the number of included variants. Both plots show that best performance is reached when first 4 

variants are utilized to construct GRS.
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Supplemental Data 1 – Preprocessing pipeline of CHILD genomics data 

 

Child Study Cohort:  

The Canadian Healthy Infant Longitudinal Development (CHILD) birth cohort study recruited 

3455 pregnant women, their partners and 3537 eligible offspring across Canada. CHILD 

participants represent the general population as they were recruited from four major cities such 

as Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg and Toronto and they characterized by their geographical 

and ethnic diversity. Child/infant blood was drawn at birth (cord blood), 1 year and 5 years. 

Parent Reported Questionnaires: 

Breast Feeding Variables: Infant feeding practices, formula usage, weaning practices reported by 

questionnaire at 3,6,12,18 and 24 months. Total breastfeeding duration and breast-feeding status 

at the time of sample collection were documented in addition to the questionnaires.  

Recurrent Wheeze Variables (2 to 5 years): Two or more episodes of wheeze within one year. 

Reports from 2, 2.5, 3, 4 and 5 years of age collected by the response to the CHILD health 

questionnaire.  

Asthma Variable: Physician diagnosed probable and definite asthma combined during the 5-year 

clinical visit. 

Genotyping Dataset and Quality Control measures: 

Biological samples such as cord blood from children at birth were collected from CHILD study 

participants. Children were genotyped using the HumanCoreExome BeadChip (Illumina) 

comprising >240K tagSNPs and >240K exome-focused markers. A total of 2967 infants with 

genotyping data was available. Initial raw data was obtained with genotypes of 557,006 variants. 

Quality control procedures were performed at subject level and SNP level using PLINK 1.9.  

Samples were first removed if they had one of the following issues: 1) sex discrepancies; 2) 

Excess of heterozygosity and missingness; or 3) with cryptic relatedness determined by identity 

by descent (IBD). In order to perform the sex check, we selected variants with minor allele 

frequency above 0.01 and LD pruning with R2 0.5 excluding the pseudo autosomal regions. Any 

subjects exceeding an X chromosome inbreeding coefficient of 0.2 for female and 0.8 for male 
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were identified and removed as discrepancies. We found 56 child subjects with discrepancies in 

sex as their X-chromosome coefficient were <0.2 for female and >0.8 for male, and they were 

removed. In addition to X-chromosome, we validated the results using the Y chromosome counts 

of the subjects found to be problem based on X-chromosome. Total of 2911 subjects were 

remained after the sex check.  

 

Figure 1. Distribution of male versus female subjects based on inbreeding coefficient of X- 

chromosome 

 

Among the child subjects, we observed 39 subjects with failed heterozygosity (+/- 2 standard 

deviation) and genotype missingness at 10% and they were excluded for further analysis.  
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Figure 2 Heterozygosity and genotype missingness in CHILD cohort 

Subjects with possibility of third-degree relatives using pairwise Identify By Descent (IBD) and 

one among each pairs of subjects with inbreeding coefficient greater than 0.185 were removed as 

stated in previous studies. We identified 37 child subjects as related and those subjects were 

removed for subsequent analysis. At the SNP level QC, we selected the autosomal variants, and 

any variant exceeding a missingness of 0.05 were removed. After all the QC, 515,033 variants 

passed filters were finally chosen for imputation. No Hardy Weinberg filters were applied to this 

dataset as we have mixed ethnic population. Although, we performed a Hardy Weinberg filters 
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for Caucasian specific GWAS analysis adjusting mip-p 10e-07 to exclude variants deviating the 

threshold. We performed imputation of markers using the HRC (r1.1 2016) reference panel 

implemented through Michigan Imputation server.  First step of pipeline includes phasing of 

chromosomes using ShapeIT (V2.r790) and then imputed using the Minimac of Michigan 

imputation server pipeline and obtained ~28 million markers that pass the imputation quality 

score R2>0.3 as shown in their methods. Post imputation quality control measures as above were 

applied to the markers such as missingness and all variants passed the QC. No markers or 

subjects were excluded post imputation.  

 

Population Substructure: 

We performed a two staged Principle Component Analysis (PCA) of the CHILD cohort to 

address the population substructure. Firstly, we merged the genotypes of CHILD with 1000 

Genome (Phase 3) dataset to deduce the ethnicity of CHILD subjects from the population 

defined in the 1000 Genome subjects using EIGENSTRAT – SMARTPCA tools.  We estimated 

the geometric mean of the 1000 genome central European (CEU) subjects using the PC1 and 

PC2 and extracted the CHILD subjects within 7 standard deviations from the mean and thus 

were identified as CEU ancestry in CHILD cohort.  This includes a total of 2090 child subjects 

constituting 78% of the total CHILD cohort. Secondly, we estimated the eigenvectors of the 

CHILD subjects independently using the same SMART PCA tools to obtain the first 10 eigen 

vectors and sigma outlier threshold as 20 in order to avoid any removal of outliers. We estimated 

the total variance among the subjects using the sum of all eigenvalues and their proportion 

estimated from the total variance. We selected the first 3 eigen vectors (PCs) that can explain the 

maximum variance among the CHILD subjects. We included the total cohort for our multiethnic 

GWAS analysis without any removal of outliers. However, CEU subjects were selected for the 

CEU specific GWAS analysis excluding the subjects of other ethnicity based on our estimates 

from PCA.  
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Supplemental Data 2. Annotation of variants associated with recurrent wheeze 

Variant 

ID 

Location Consequence SYMBO

L 

SIF

T 

PolyPhen PHENOTYPES CADD_PH

RED 

eQTL 

score 

rs29415

19 

17:39747478-

39747478 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

GRB7 - - - 1.483 NA 

rs97479

73 

17:39748854-

39748854 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

GRB7 - - - 0.559 0.3037

2 

rs29415

22 

17:39754115-

39754115 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

IKZF3 - - Asthma__moderate_or_seve

re 

5.993 0.6090

6 

rs12946

510 

17:39756124-

39756124 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

IKZF3 - - Crohn's_disease 16.98 0.9975 

rs90709

1 

17:39765489-

39765489 

3_prime_UTR_v

ariant 

IKZF3 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

0.524 0.5532

4 

rs90709

2 

17:39766006-

39766006 

synonymous_var

iant 

IKZF3 - - B-

cell_chronic_lymphocytic_l

eukemia 

10.32 0.5543

6 

rs29521

40 

17:39771806-

39771806 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - - 5.617 0.1345

4 

rs23134

30 

17:39773563-

39773563 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - - 17.72 0.8403

9 

rs10445

308 

17:39781794-

39781794 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - Atopic_march 8.021 0.2384

8 

rs12942

330 

17:39783586-

39783586 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - B-

cell_chronic_lymphocytic_l

eukemia 

2.207 0 

rs11658

993 

17:39784555-

39784555 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - B-

cell_chronic_lymphocytic_l

eukemia 

0.513 0.1841

2 

rs29521

44 

17:39803764-

39803764 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - - 2.929 0.5560

2 

rs47953

95 

17:39806734-

39806734 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - Primary_biliary_cholangitis 0.502 0.1841

2 
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rs99095

93 

17:39813896-

39813896 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

17.39 0.5543

6 

rs93032

77 

17:39820216-

39820216 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - Lymphocyte_counts 1.665 0.922 

rs12110

91094 

17:39851069-

39851069 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - B-

cell_chronic_lymphocytic_l

eukemia 

- NA 

rs94883

0503 

17:39851071-

39851073 

intron_variant IKZF3 - - B-

cell_chronic_lymphocytic_l

eukemia 

- NA 

rs14535

59 

17:39864166-

39864166 

5_prime_UTR_v

ariant 

IKZF3 - - - 13.86 0.6090

6 

rs47953

97 

17:39867492-

39867492 

upstream_gene_

variant 

IKZF3 - - Asthma 4.826 0.6090

6 

rs11557

466 

17:39868373-

39868373 

upstream_gene_

variant 

IKZF3 - - - 14.57 0.0497

5 

rs11078

925 

17:39868955-

39868955 

upstream_gene_

variant 

IKZF3 - - - 2.525 0.71 

rs34120

102 

17:39869782-

39869782 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 2.772 0.1841

2 

rs11655

198 

17:39869916-

39869916 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - Asthma 1.866 0.4701

2 

rs11650

661 

17:39870033-

39870033 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 3.078 0.1841

2 

rs11655

292 

17:39870108-

39870108 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 0.294 0.1841

2 

rs12709

365 

17:39871147-

39871147 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 5.395 0.3905

6 

rs13380

815 

17:39871330-

39871330 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 14.7 0.1841

2 

rs11557

467 

17:39872381-

39872381 

missense_variant ZPBP2 toler

ated(

0.08

) 

benign(0.266) - 17.81 0.1345

4 
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rs12936

231 

17:39872867-

39872867 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

20.1 0.6670

3 

rs11870

965 

17:39873952-

39873952 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 1.184 0.2966

7 

rs99032

50 

17:39874777-

39874777 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 0.354 0.1841

2 

rs99059

59 

17:39874885-

39874885 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 3.643 0.1841

2 

rs11658

278 

17:39874911-

39874911 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - Atrial_fibrillation 3.172 0.1841

2 

rs10852

935 

17:39875421-

39875421 

synonymous_var

iant 

ZPBP2 - - - 1.763 0.1841

2 

rs10852

936 

17:39875461-

39875461 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 12.73 0.7199

8 

rs98911

74 

17:39875549-

39875549 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 0.402 0.4858

1 

rs59716

545 

17:39875604-

39875604 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - Rheumatoid_arthritis 1.307 NA 

rs34189

114 

17:39876207-

39876207 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - - 1.203 0.1841

2 

rs35736

272 

17:39876427-

39876427 

intron_variant ZPBP2 - - Chronic_inflammatory_dise

ases 

13.62 0.1841

2 

rs10546

09 

17:39877024-

39877024 

3_prime_UTR_v

ariant 

ZPBP2 - - - 11.24 0.644 

rs99070

88 

17:39878863-

39878863 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ZPBP2 - - - 4.849 0.7641

7 

rs36038

753 

17:39879117-

39879117 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ZPBP2 - - - 0.932 0.2367

5 

rs35569

035 

17:39879371-

39879371 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ZPBP2 - - - 0.511 0.1841

2 

rs99108

26 

17:39879395-

39879395 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ZPBP2 - - - 4.493 0.2254

7 

rs99046

24 

17:39880333-

39880333 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ZPBP2 - - - 9.661 0.1841

2 
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rs47953

98 

17:39881926-

39881926 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ZPBP2 - - - 2.404 0.1841

2 

rs12232

497 

17:39883866-

39883866 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - Pediatric_autoimmune_disea

ses 

7.501 0.2983

3 

rs12232

498 

17:39884110-

39884110 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - - 3.299 0.2741

9 

rs12941

333 

17:39884281-

39884281 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - - 1.929 0.5560

2 

rs28725

07 

17:39884510-

39884510 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - Crohn's_disease 0.297 0.5139

2 

rs99081

32 

17:39886524-

39886524 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - - 1.419 0.1841

2 

rs99011

46 

17:39887090-

39887090 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

0.918 0.2227

1 

rs12936

409 

17:39887396-

39887396 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - Rheumatoid_arthritis__ACP

A-positive 

2.727 0.1841

2 

rs12103

884 

17:39889472-

39889472 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - - 2.274 0.6090

6 

rs99069

51 

17:39891991-

39891991 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - Highest_math_class_taken 1.245 0.1841

2 

rs12950

209 

17:39892849-

39892849 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - - 4.482 0.1345

4 

rs12950

743 

17:39892980-

39892980 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

2.341 0.2227

1 

rs73596

23 

17:39893336-

39893336 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

6.118 0.5139

2 

rs80673

78 

17:39895095-

39895095 

regulatory_regio

n_variant 

- - - Cervical_Cancer 1.326 0.1486

7 

rs12453

507 

17:39896954-

39896954 

intergenic_varian

t 

- - - Type_1_diabetes 0.651 0.1841

2 

rs11651

596 

17:39899863-

39899863 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

GSDMB - - - 5.169 0.1841

2 
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rs12949

100 

17:39900936-

39900936 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

GSDMB - - - 1.926 0 

rs80691

76 

17:39900944-

39900944 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

GSDMB - - Asthma__childhood_onset 12.68 0.2238

8 

rs47953

99 

17:39905186-

39905186 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma__childhood_onset 2.103 1 

rs23054

80 

17:39905943-

39905943 

missense_variant GSDMB toler

ated(

0.08

) 

benign(0.087) Asthma__childhood_onset 6.157 0.2227

1 

rs23054

79 

17:39905964-

39905964 

missense_variant GSDMB delet

eriou

s(0) 

probably_damagi

ng(0.999) 

Asthma 16.88 0.13 

rs11078

926 

17:39906723-

39906723 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 0.243 0.2227

1 

rs14913

42398 

17:39907129-

39907131 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - - NA 

rs62067

034 

17:39907485-

39907485 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma__childhood_onse 1.874 0.8566

7 

rs36000

226 

17:39907676-

39907676 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 2.975 0.1841

2 

rs11078

927 

17:39908152-

39908152 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma 0.93 0.2227

1 

rs11078

928 

17:39908216-

39908216 

splice_acceptor_

variant 

GSDMB - - - 14.99 0.1345

4 

rs12939

832 

17:39908623-

39908623 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 0.208 0.2358

9 

rs22904

00 

17:39909987-

39909987 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma 0.671 NA 

rs10087

23 

17:39910014-

39910014 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma 0.676 0.2227

1 

rs56380

902 

17:39910119-

39910119 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 3.434 0.1345

4 

rs47954

00 

17:39910767-

39910767 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Allergy 6.309 0.82 
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rs47954

01 

17:39911280-

39911280 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 2.552 0.1841

2 

rs86940

2 

17:39911790-

39911790 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma 3.779 0.2227

1 

rs10110

82 

17:39912261-

39912261 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 1.235 0.4104

1 

rs92165

0 

17:39912823-

39912823 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Allergic_disease__asthma__

hay_fever_or_eczema 

1.578 0.1841

2 

rs92164

9 

17:39913021-

39913021 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 1.008 0.1841

2 

rs65035

24 

17:39913556-

39913556 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 0.637 0 

rs72163

89 

17:39913696-

39913696 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Asthma 0.094 0.2642

4 

rs72165

58 

17:39913818-

39913818 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 0.939 0.1345

4 

rs72216

05 

17:39914536-

39914536 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 0.018 0 

rs10314

58 

17:39915920-

39915920 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 1.559 0.6090

6 

rs10314

60 

17:39915994-

39915994 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 0.585 0.6090

6 

rs80657

77 

17:39916149-

39916149 

intron_variant GSDMB - - Educational_attainment 1.442 0.1879 

rs28725

16 

17:39916474-

39916474 

intron_variant GSDMB - - - 2.27 0.9488

3 

rs93032

79 

17:39917715-

39917715 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ORMDL3 - - Respiratory_diseases 2.65 0.5804

6 

rs93032

80 

17:39917778-

39917778 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ORMDL3 - - Self-reported_allergy 3.575 0.1235

7 

rs93032

81 

17:39917793-

39917793 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ORMDL3 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

1.235 0.2041

3 
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rs72199

23 

17:39918265-

39918265 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ORMDL3 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

8.02 0.5543

6 

rs72241

29 

17:39919173-

39919173 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ORMDL3 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

7.246 0.5543

6 

rs80744

37 

17:39919884-

39919884 

downstream_gen

e_variant 

ORMDL3 - - - 2.092 0.0808

3 

rs40652

75 

17:39924612-

39924612 

intron_variant ORMDL3 - - - 4.894 NA 

rs12603

332 

17:39926554-

39926554 

5_prime_UTR_v

ariant 

ORMDL3 - - High-

density_lipoprotein_choleste

rol 

19.48 0.6670

3 

 

. 
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Supplemental Data 3. Identified GWAS variants with potential regulatory effect 

 

Location Motif Reference 

chr1:200754252..200754264 GATA-4 16381825 

chr1:200754255..200754271 Tbp 19443739 

chr1:200754256..200754276 FOXP1 16381825 

chr1:200754258..200754275 Sox8 19443739 

 

Location Chromatin State Tissue Group Tissue 

chr1:200709600..200814400 Quiescent/Low Digestive Colonic Mucosa 

chr1:200709600..200815800 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T cells effector/memory enriched from peripheral blood 

chr1:200710000..200772000 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T cells fromÃ‚Â peripheralÃ‚Â blood 

chr1:200711200..200772000 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper memory cells from peripheral blood 2 

chr1:200711200..200797200 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper 17 cells PMA-I stimulated 

chr1:200711200..200815600 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper memory cells from peripheral blood 1 

chr1:200712600..200805200 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary hematopoietic stem cells 

chr1:200713400..200814200 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T CD8+ naive cells from peripheral blood 

chr1:200713800..200765200 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper naive cells from peripheral blood 

chr1:200713800..200797600 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T CD8+ memory cells from peripheral blood 

chr1:200713800..200814200 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T regulatory cells fromÃ‚Â peripheralÃ‚Â blood 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16381825
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19443739
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16381825
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19443739
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chr1:200714400..200838800 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary B cells from cord blood 

chr1:200716200..200831400 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary B cells from peripheral blood 

chr1:200720000..200813800 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary neutrophils fromÃ‚Â peripheral blood 

chr1:200723000..200835800 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary mononuclear cells fromÃ‚Â peripheralÃ‚Â blood 

chr1:200723200..200777400 Weak transcription Epithelial Foreskin Melanocyte Primary Cells skin01 

chr1:200725400..200834400 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary hematopoietic stem cells short term culture 

chr1:200732800..200776200 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper cells fromÃ‚Â peripheralÃ‚Â blood 

chr1:200738200..200792400 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary Natural Killer cells fromÃ‚Â peripheralÃ‚Â blood 

chr1:200741200..200801800 Quiescent/Low ESC ES-WA7 Cell Line 

chr1:200742200..200772000 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper naive cells fromÃ‚Â peripheralÃ‚Â blood 

chr1:200744000..200758000 Weak transcription Other Placenta Amnion 

chr1:200746200..200817800 Weak transcription Digestive Gastric 

chr1:200746400..200778800 Weak transcription ES-deriv H1 BMP4 Derived Trophoblast Cultured Cells 

chr1:200748800..200757800 Weak transcription Heart Left Ventricle 

chr1:200746200..200758400 Weak transcription Digestive Rectal Mucosa Donor 29 

chr1:200748800..200763800 Weak transcription Heart Right Ventricle 

chr1:200741200..200772000 Quiescent/Low Digestive Stomach Mucosa 

chr1:200714600..200770600 Quiescent/Low Thymus Thymus 

chr1:200741400..200794200 Quiescent/Low ENCODE Dnd41 TCell Leukemia Cell Line 

chr1:200746400..200758400 Weak transcription ENCODE HepG2 Hepatocellular Carcinoma Cell Line 

chr1:200746400..200755600 Weak transcription ENCODE HSMM cell derived Skeletal Muscle Myotubes Cell Line 

chr1:200750000..200830600 Quiescent/Low ENCODE K562 Leukemia Cell Line 
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chr1:200750600..200821200 Quiescent/Low ENCODE Monocytes-CD14+ RO01746 Primary Cells 

chr1:200749800..200772200 Weak transcription Brain Brain Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex 

chr1:200750000..200758400 Weak transcription Brain Brain Substantia Nigra 

chr1:200750000..200759400 Weak transcription Muscle Psoas Muscle 

chr1:200750000..200761800 Strong transcription Epithelial Foreskin Keratinocyte Primary Cells skin03 

chr1:200750000..200762600 Weak transcription Epithelial Foreskin Fibroblast Primary Cells skin02 

chr1:200750000..200763000 Weak transcription Brain Brain Inferior Temporal Lobe 

chr1:200750000..200776800 Quiescent/Low iPSC iPS DF 6.9 Cell Line 

chr1:200752200..200772200 Quiescent/Low ES-deriv H1 Derived Neuronal Progenitor Cultured Cells 

chr1:200752200..200776400 Weak transcription Other Placenta 

chr1:200752400..200771000 Weak transcription iPSC iPS-18 Cell Line 

chr1:200752400..200781800 Weak transcription Other Fetal Kidney 

chr1:200752600..200771000 Weak transcription iPSC iPS-20b Cell Line 

chr1:200752600..200771400 Weak transcription ESC HUES48 Cell Line 

chr1:200752600..200771600 Weak transcription ESC HUES64 Cell Line 

chr1:200752600..200777400 Weak transcription Other Liver 

chr1:200752600..200805400 Quiescent/Low Digestive Duodenum Mucosa 

chr1:200750000..200755800 Weak transcription Muscle Skeletal Muscle Male 

chr1:200751000..200772000 Quiescent/Low Digestive Small Intestine 

chr1:200752600..200803600 Quiescent/Low Other Spleen 

chr1:200750200..200755600 Quiescent/Low Brain Brain Anterior Caudate 

chr1:200750200..200755800 Weak transcription Muscle Skeletal Muscle Female 

chr1:200750200..200757800 Weak transcription Other Ovary 

chr1:200750200..200758000 Quiescent/Low Digestive Rectal Mucosa Donor 31 

chr1:200750200..200762200 Weak transcription Epithelial Foreskin Fibroblast Primary Cells skin01 

chr1:200750200..200766000 Weak transcription ESC ES-I3 Cell Line 
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chr1:200750400..200754800 Weak transcription Brain Brain Angular Gyrus 

chr1:200750400..200755800 Weak transcription Heart Fetal Heart 

chr1:200750400..200759200 Weak transcription ES-deriv H1 BMP4 Derived Mesendoderm Cultured Cells 

chr1:200750400..200763200 Quiescent/Low Sm. Muscle Rectal Smooth Muscle 

chr1:200750600..200757000 Strong transcription Mesench Mesenchymal Stem Cell Derived Chondrocyte Cultured Cells 

chr1:200750600..200763800 Weak transcription ENCODE HUVEC Umbilical Vein Endothelial Primary Cells 

chr1:200750600..200764000 Weak transcription Adipose Adipose Nuclei 

chr1:200750800..200756600 Weak transcription Sm. Muscle Colon Smooth Muscle 

chr1:200750800..200763600 Quiescent/Low Heart Right Atrium 

chr1:200751000..200763800 Weak transcription Brain Fetal Brain Male 

chr1:200751600..200763600 Quiescent/Low Sm. Muscle Stomach Smooth Muscle 

chr1:200752200..200756000 Strong transcription Other Fetal Adrenal Gland 

chr1:200752200..200759600 Weak transcription ES-deriv hESC Derived CD56+ Ectoderm Cultured Cells 

chr1:200752200..200763600 Weak transcription Other Lung 

chr1:200752200..200763800 Weak transcription ENCODE NH-A Astrocytes Primary Cells 

chr1:200752800..200765200 Weak transcription ENCODE GM12878 Lymphoblastoid Cell Line 

chr1:200752200..200763000 Weak transcription ENCODE NHDF-Ad Adult Dermal Fibroblast Primary Cells 

chr1:200752400..200755800 Weak transcription Mesench Bone Marrow Derived Cultured Mesenchymal Stem Cells 

chr1:200752400..200755800 Weak transcription Brain Brain Cingulate Gyrus 

chr1:200752400..200755800 Weak transcription Brain Brain Hippocampus Middle 

chr1:200752400..200755800 Weak transcription Brain Fetal Brain Female 

chr1:200752400..200757800 Weak transcription ESC H1 Cell Line 

chr1:200752400..200759000 Weak transcription iPSC iPS-15b Cell Line 

chr1:200752400..200763600 Weak transcription ES-deriv H1 Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cells 
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chr1:200752400..200763600 Weak transcription Mesench Mesenchymal Stem Cell Derived Adipocyte Cultured Cells 

chr1:200752600..200754600 Weak transcription Epithelial Breast Myoepithelial Primary Cells 

chr1:200752600..200754800 Weak transcription Mesench Adipose Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cell Cultured Cells 

chr1:200752600..200755600 Weak transcription Other Pancreatic Islets 

chr1:200752600..200763400 Weak transcription Blood & T-cell Primary T cells from cord blood 

chr1:200752800..200755600 Weak transcription Neurosph Ganglion Eminence derived primary cultured neurospheres 

chr1:200752800..200755600 Weak transcription Digestive Fetal Intestine Small 

chr1:200752800..200755800 Weak transcription IMR90 IMR90 fetal lung fibroblasts Cell Line 

chr1:200752800..200758000 Weak transcription Digestive Fetal Intestine Large 

chr1:200752800..200763800 Weak transcription Heart Aorta 

chr1:200753800..200754400 Enhancers Other Fetal Lung 

chr1:200752600..200755600 Weak transcription Muscle Fetal Muscle Trunk 

chr1:200752800..200755800 Weak transcription Muscle Fetal Muscle Leg 

chr1:200752800..200755000 Weak transcription Digestive Fetal Stomach 

chr1:200753000..200759800 Quiescent/Low Digestive Sigmoid Colon 

chr1:200753000..200761600 Weak transcription ENCODE A549 EtOH 0.02pct Lung Carcinoma Cell Line 

chr1:200753200..200763600 Weak transcription ENCODE HeLa-S3 Cervical Carcinoma Cell Line 

chr1:200752600..200755800 Weak transcription ENCODE HMEC Mammary Epithelial Primary Cells 

chr1:200752800..200756800 Weak transcription ENCODE HSMM Skeletal Muscle Myoblasts Cell Line 

chr1:200752800..200755800 Weak transcription ENCODE NHEK-Epidermal Keratinocyte Primary Cells 

chr1:200754000..200763600 Weak transcription ENCODE NHLF Lung Fibroblast Primary Cells 

chr1:200752800..200771400 Weak transcription ESC ES-UCSF4 Cell Line 

chr1:200752800..200771600 Weak transcription ESC HUES6 Cell Line 

chr1:200753000..200776200 Quiescent/Low iPSC iPS DF 19.11 Cell Line 
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chr1:200753000..200797800 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary hematopoietic stem cells G-CSF-mobilized Male 

chr1:200753000..200799600 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary hematopoietic stem cells G-CSF-mobilized Female 

chr1:200753200..200775800 Quiescent/Low ESC H9 Cell Line 

chr1:200753200..200821600 Quiescent/Low HSC & B-cell Primary monocytes from peripheral blood 

chr1:200753800..200772000 Quiescent/Low Blood & T-cell Primary T helper cells PMA-I stimulated 

chr1:200752800..200810800 Quiescent/Low Thymus Fetal Thymus 

chr1:200754200..200799400 Quiescent/Low Other Pancreas 

chr1:200753000..200754800 Strong transcription ES-deriv H9 Derived Neuronal Progenitor Cultured Cells 

chr1:200753000..200755400 Weak transcription Epithelial Foreskin Melanocyte Primary Cells skin03 

chr1:200753000..200755800 Weak transcription Neurosph Cortex derived primary cultured neurospheres 

chr1:200753000..200756600 Weak transcription ES-deriv H9 Derived Neuron Cultured Cells 

chr1:200753400..200755800 Weak transcription ES-deriv hESC Derived CD56+ Mesoderm Cultured Cells 

chr1:200754000..200762800 Weak transcription ES-deriv hESC Derived CD184+ Endoderm Cultured Cells 

chr1:200753000..200755600 Weak transcription Brain Brain Germinal Matrix 

chr1:200753000..200763600 Weak transcription Sm. Muscle Duodenum Smooth Muscle 

chr1:200753000..200761200 Quiescent/Low Digestive Esophagus 

chr1:200754000..200755000 Weak transcription Epithelial Breast variant Human Mammary Epithelial Cells (vHMEC) 

chr1:200754000..200755400 Weak transcription ENCODE Osteoblast Primary Cells 

chr1:200754200..200756600 Weak transcription Myosat Muscle Satellite Cultured Cells 

chr1:200754200..200757000 Strong transcription Epithelial Foreskin Keratinocyte Primary Cells skin02 
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Supplemental Data 4. Four variants used in the calculation of GRS 

 

Chr Location rsid Gene Consequence Ref allele Alt allele Pividori 

beta 

Pividori 

p-value 

Effect on asthma 

17 17:39829548 rs3816470 IKZF3 intron_variant A G -0.30182 9.88E-92 Protective 

17 17:39918763 rs3902920 GSDMB upstream_gene_variant T C 0.312664 1.33E-84 Risk 

17 17:39924659 rs8076131 ORMDL3 intron_variant A C 0.260134 4.53E-63 Risk 

17 17:39926554 rs12603332 ORMDL3 intron_variant T C 0.300446 1.15E-89 Risk 
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Supplemental Data 5. GRS x Environmental exposure effect on recurrent wheeze 

 

Breastfeeding 
 

COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-VALUE P-VALUE 

GRS * BF_EVER 0.346549 0.247533 1.4 0.1615 

GRS * BF_1M 0.346549 0.247533 1.4 0.1615 

GRS * BF_3M 0.02948 0.16101 0.183 0.85474 

GRS * BF_6M -0.01782 0.13588 -0.131 0.89566 

GRS * BF_9M 0.10376 0.12158 0.853 0.39343 

GRS * BF_12M 0.28877 0.12383 2.332 0.0197 

GRS * BF_18M 0.21317 0.17178 1.241 0.21461 

GRS * BF_24M 0.41517 0.24362 1.704 0.088348 

GRS * EBF_3M 0.09163 0.11876 0.772 0.44038 

GRS * EBF_6M 0.005038 0.168759 0.03 0.97619 

 

Smoking 

 
 

COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-VALUE P-VALUE 

GRS * ANYPETS3M 0.009304 0.117977 0.079 0.9371 

GRS * ANYPETS18WK -0.10019 0.11754 -0.852 0.394011 

GRS * ANYPETS6M -0.02948 0.12754 -0.231 0.81718 

GRS * ANYPETS1Y 0.063903 0.125508 0.509 0.61064 
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GRS * ANYPETS18M 0.05051 0.13291 0.38 0.70392 

GRS * ANYPETS2Y -0.06944 0.13304 -0.522 0.60169 

GRS * ANYPETS3Y 0.08089 0.12807 0.632 0.5276 

GRS * ANYPETS4Y -0.10353 0.14774 -0.701 0.483439 

GRS * ANYPETS5Y -0.001603 0.131543 -0.012 0.99028 

GRS * CATONLY3M -0.207943 0.156666 -1.327 0.18441 

GRS * CATONLY18WK -0.19608 0.15687 -1.25 0.21132 

GRS * CATONLY6M -0.15026 0.16872 -0.891 0.37316 

GRS * CATONLY1Y -0.185138 0.1665 -1.112 0.2662 

GRS * CATONLY18M -0.07931 0.18906 -0.419 0.674853 

GRS * CATONLY2Y -0.26686 0.19656 -1.358 0.174569 

GRS * CATONLY3Y 0.03923 0.1788 0.219 0.826323 

GRS * CATONLY4Y -0.05912 0.21522 -0.275 0.783543 

GRS * CATONLY5Y 0.12468 0.19987 0.624 0.532753 

GRS * DOGONLY3M 0.03343 0.14438 0.232 0.81689 

GRS * DOGONLY18WK -0.02461 0.13814 -0.178 0.858604 

GRS * DOGONLY6M -0.05445 0.15334 -0.355 0.7225 

GRS * DOGONLY1Y 0.155913 0.153092 1.018 0.308474 

GRS * DOGONLY18M 0.021282 0.163829 0.13 0.89664 

GRS * DOGONLY2Y -0.08421 0.15849 -0.531 0.595185 

GRS * DOGONLY3Y -0.0939 0.15765 -0.596 0.551444 

GRS * DOGONLY4Y -0.12854 0.17853 -0.72 0.471533 

GRS * DOGONLY5Y -0.17466 0.15723 -1.111 0.2666 

GRS * PREGNANTCATONLY -0.19608 0.15687 -1.25 0.21132 
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GRS * PREGNANTDOGONLY -0.02461 0.13814 -0.178 0.858604 

GRS * PREGNANTNOPETS 0.10019 0.11754 0.852 0.394011 

Smoking 
 

COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-

VALUE 

P-

VALUE 

GRS * PRENATALSMOKING 0.05957 0.1502 0.397 0.69165 

GRS * SMOKEINSIDE0_1Y -1.01113 0.84162 -1.201 0.22959 

 

NO2 exposure 
 

COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-VALUE P-VALUE 

GRS * NO2_QR1 0.0019436 0.000698 2.787 0.00537 

GRS * NO2_QR2 0.0017593 0.000714 2.463 0.01385 

GRS * NO2_QR3 0.0009417 0.000715 1.317 0.187926 

GRS * NO2_QR4 0.0013015 0.000744 1.75 0.080222 
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Supplemental Data 6. GRS x Environmental exposure effect on asthma 

 

Breastfeeding 

 
COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-VALUE P-VALUE 

GRS * BF_EVER -0.2288 0.272 -0.841 0.4002 

GRS * BF_1M -0.2288 0.272 -0.841 0.4002 

GRS * BF_3M -0.12236 0.177164 -0.691 0.4898 

GRS * BF_6M -0.2525 0.14621 -1.727 0.08418 

GRS * BF_9M -0.14274 0.1259 -1.134 0.2569 

GRS * BF_12M -0.06169 0.12203 -0.506 0.6132 

GRS * BF_18M -0.01266 0.16817 -0.075 0.939995 

GRS * BF_24M 0.33413 0.24141 1.384 0.1663 

GRS * EBF_3M 0.09006 0.12065 0.746 0.45541 

GRS * EBF_6M -0.05705 0.17 -0.336 0.7372 

 

Pet ownership 

 
COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-VALUE P-VALUE 

GRS * ANYPETS3M 0.08724 0.1189 0.734 0.46311 

GRS * ANYPETS18WK 0.009762 0.118004 0.083 0.934072 

GRS * ANYPETS6M 0.02986 0.12938 0.231 0.8175 

GRS * ANYPETS1Y 0.1413 0.12663 1.116 0.2645 
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GRS * ANYPETS18M 0.16181 0.13749 1.177 0.2392 

GRS * ANYPETS2Y 0.07635 0.13748 0.555 0.5787 

GRS * ANYPETS3Y 0.08793 0.13464 0.653 0.5137 

GRS * ANYPETS4Y 0.04828 0.15909 0.303 0.7615 

GRS * ANYPETS5Y 0.01622 0.13744 0.118 0.90606 

GRS * CATONLY3M 0.08149 0.16256 0.501 0.616 

GRS * CATONLY18WK 0.07591 0.15874 0.478 0.633 

GRS * CATONLY6M 0.02558 0.17628 0.145 0.8846 

GRS * CATONLY1Y -0.08138 0.16586 -0.491 0.6237 

GRS * CATONLY18M -0.08739 0.19273 -0.453 0.650253 

GRS * CATONLY2Y -0.00074 0.195662 -0.004 0.997 

GRS * CATONLY3Y 0.004935 0.186211 0.026 0.97886 

GRS * CATONLY4Y 0.01427 0.22439 0.064 0.94931 

GRS * CATONLY5Y -0.06871 0.19712 -0.349 0.7274 

GRS * DOGONLY3M 0.04401 0.14753 0.298 0.7655 

GRS * DOGONLY18WK 0.003244 0.141174 0.023 0.9817 

GRS * DOGONLY6M -0.05917 0.16154 -0.366 0.7141 

GRS * DOGONLY1Y 0.23652 0.16136 1.466 0.142707 

GRS * DOGONLY18M 0.23386 0.18521 1.263 0.20671 

GRS * DOGONLY2Y 0.12703 0.17803 0.714 0.475536 

GRS * DOGONLY3Y 0.07149 0.17464 0.409 0.6823 

GRS * DOGONLY4Y 0.13439 0.21365 0.629 0.52933 

GRS * DOGONLY5Y 0.09544 0.18404 0.519 0.604059 

GRS * PREGNANTCATONLY 0.07591 0.15874 0.478 0.633 
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GRS * PREGNANTDOGONLY 0.003244 0.141174 0.023 0.9817 

GRS * PREGNANTNOPETS -0.00976 0.118004 -0.083 0.934072 

 

Smoking 

 
 

COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-

VALUE 

P-

VALUE 

GRS * PRENATALSMOKING 0.02179 0.1509 0.144 0.8852 

GRS * SMOKEINSIDE0_1Y -0.93862 0.6112 -1.536 0.125 

 

NO2 exposure 

 
 

COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR Z-VALUE P-VALUE 

GRS * NO2_T1 0.0008214 0.000681 1.206 0.22799 

GRS * NO2_T2 -1.22E-09 2.63E-08 -0.046 0.96317 

GRS * NO2_T3 3.65E-09 6.19E-09 0.589 0.5556 

GRS * NO2_QR1 0.0007302 0.000727 1.005 0.3149 

GRS * NO2_QR2 0.000411 0.000748 0.549 0.5828 

GRS * NO2_QR3 0.0006504 0.000747 0.87 0.3842 

GRS * NO2_QR4 0.0006716 0.000771 0.871 0.384 
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Appendix C (Supplementary data from Chapter 5) 

Supplemental Figure 1. Selection of soft-thresholding power for weighted 

gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA) 

Selection of soft-thresholding power for weighted gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA). Scale 

independence plot on the left shows the change of scale free fit index (r2) per every increment of power. 

The mean connectivity plot on the right shows the change of average connectivity between genes for each 

power change. These two plots give guidance in choosing the optimal power in transforming the 

similarity matrix. Results from both plots indicate that at power 9, network reaches optimal scale free fit 

index. This figure was generated using the R package WGCNA (v.1.66). 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Module dendrogram retrieved from hierarchical clustering of module eigengenes 

Module dendrogram retrieved from hierarchical clustering of module eigengenes. The figure shows the dendrogram (tree diagram) of modules 

identified from co-expression clustering analysis of WGCNA pipeline. We merged modules showing high similarity to reduce excessive split of 

genes into many small sized clusters. Red horizontal line shows the threshold we used to merge modules with high similarity. This figure was 

generated using the R package WGCNA (v.1.66). 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Manhattan plot of genome-wide SNP association analysis (GWAS) 

Manhattan plot of genome-wide SNP association study (GWAS). The figure shows the association between each individual SNP and status of 

chemoresistance. Each dot in Manhattan plot represents an individual SNP, x-axis displays the chromosomes which the variants are from and y-

axis shows -log10 transformed p-value. Blue horizontal line shows genome-wide suggestive significance threshold (10e-5) and red horizontal line 

shows the genome-wide significance threshold (5e-8). This figure was generated using the R package qqman (v.0.1.4). 
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Supplemental Table 1. Summary statistics of the TCGA HSGOC patient cohort 

  Sensitive (n=160)  Resistant (n=110) P value All cases (n=270) 

Age     

Mean 57.28 61.23 0.0041 a 58.89 

Range (26 - 87) (38 - 87)  (26 - 87) 

Race   
 

 

Asian 7 (4.38%) 2 (1.82%) 0.12 b 9 (3.34%) 

Black or African American 4 (2.5%) 6 (5.46%)  10 (3.71%) 

White 139 (86.88%) 100 (90.91%)  239 (88.52%) 

Not reported 10 (6.25%) 2 (1.82%)  12 (4.45%) 

Primary site (ICD-O-3)    
 

Retroperitoneum and peritoneum (C48) 2 (1.25%) 1 (0.91%) 0.3 b 3 (1.12%) 

Ovary (C56) 158 (98.75%) 109 (99.1%)  267 (98.89%) 

Histology (ICD-O-3)    
 

8441/3 158 (98.75%) 110 (100%) 1 b 268 (99.26%) 

8460/3 1 (0.63%) 0 (0%) 
 

1 (0.38%) 

8461/3 1 (0.63%) 0 (0%)  1 (0.38%) 

Grade    
 

G1 2 (1.25%) 0 (0%) 0.24 b 2 (0.75%) 

G2 24 (15%) 10 (9.1%) 
 

34 (12.6%) 

G3 133 (83.13%) 98 (89.1%)  231 (85.56%) 

G4 0 (0%) 1 (0.91%)  1 (0.38%) 

GX 1 (0.63%) 1 (0.91%)  2 (0.75%) 

Stage    
 

I 3 (1.88%) 0 (0%) 0.17 b 3 (1.12%) 

II 9 (5.63%) 2 (1.82%) 
 

11 (4.08%) 
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III 130 (81.25%) 91 (82.73%)  221 (81.86%) 

IV 18 (11.25%) 17 (15.46%)  35 (12.97%) 

Cytoreductive surgery outcome   
 

Optimal (≤ 10 mm) 106 (66.25%) 72 (65.46%) 0.22 c 178 (65.93%) 

Suboptimal (< 10 mm) 37 (23.13%) 32 (29.1%)  69 (25.56%) 

Unknown 17 (10.63%) 6 (5.46%)  23 (8.52%) 

Progression free survival    
 

Number of recurrence events 130 (81.25%) 110 (100%) 3.83E-06 c 240 (88.89%) 

Median months 25.21 9.23 3.69E-39 a 18.16 

95% CI of median (23.24 - 27.19) (7.21 - 11.26)  (16.19 - 20.13) 

Overall survival     

Number of mortality events 61 (38.13%) 84 (76.37%) 1.3E-09 c 145 (53.71%) 

Median months 51.64 24.41 4.64E-13 a 36.24 

95% CI of median (49.68 - 53.61) (22.43 - 26.38)  (34.27 - 38.21) 

Adjuvant chemotherapy regimen    

Platinum agent only 6 (3.75%) 5 (4.55%) 0.7624 b 11 (4.07%) 

Platinum/Taxane combination 154 (96.25%) 105 (95.45%)  259 (95.93%) 

Primary tumor subtype (mRNA)   
 

Differentiated 45 (28.13%) 29 (26.37%) 0.47 c 74 (27.41%) 

Immunoreactive 26 (16.25%) 15 (13.64%)  41 (15.19%) 

Mesenchymal 24 (15%) 21 (19.1%)  45 (16.67%) 

Proliferative 35 (21.88%) 31 (28.19%)  66 (24.45%) 

Subtype unknown 30 (18.75%) 14 (12.73%)  44 (16.3%) 

Total cases 160 110  270 

Median follow up time (months)   31.87 

a p-value based on t-test b p-value based on Fisher's Exact test c p-value based on Chi-Square test 
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Supplemental Table 2. Adjuvant treatments given to patients in the study cohort 

 

Drug name Sensitive (N=160) Resistant (N=110) All (N=270) 

Platinum  160 (100%) 110 (100%) 270 (100%) 

Taxane 154 (96.25%) 105 (95.45%) 259 (95.93%) 

Gemcitabine 17 (10.63%) 7 (6.36%) 24 (8.89%) 

Doxorubicin 1 (0.63%) 6 (5.45%) 7 (2.59%) 

Topotecan 2 (1.25%) 5 (4.55%) 7 (2.59%) 

Bevacizumab 4 (2.5%) 2 (1.82%) 6 (2.22%) 

Tamoxifen 5 (3.13%) 1 (0.91%) 6 (2.22%) 

Letrozole 0 (0%) 3 (2.73%) 3 (1.11%) 

Cetuximab 2 (1.25%) 0 (0%) 2 (0.74%) 

Cyclophosphamide 2 (1.25%) 0 (0%) 2 (0.74%) 

Oregovomab 1 (0.63%) 1 (0.91%) 2 (0.74%) 

90Y-HU3S193 0 (0%) 1 (0.91%) 1 (0.37%) 

Altretamine 1 (0.63%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.37%) 

Interferon gamma 1 (0.63%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.37%) 

Interleukin-12 0 (0%) 1 (0.91%) 1 (0.37%) 

Leuprorelin 0 (0%) 1 (0.91%) 1 (0.37%) 

Megestrol acetate 1 (0.63%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.37%) 

Trastuzumab 0 (0%) 1 (0.91%) 1 (0.37%) 
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Supplemental Table 3. List of all differentially expressed genes 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM11_ESM.xlsx 

 

Supplemental Table 4. List of all associated WGCNA modules 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM12_ESM.xlsx 

 

Supplemental Table 5. BRCA targeted association analysis 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM13_ESM.xlsx 

 

  

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM11_ESM.xlsx
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM12_ESM.xlsx
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM13_ESM.xlsx
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Supplemental Data 1. Microarray QC Pipeline 

 

1. Loading of the required libraries  

 

TCGAbiolinks 

TCGAbiolinks can access The National Cancer Institute (NCI) Genomic Data Commons (GDC) thorough its 

GDC Application Programming Interface (API) to search, download and prepare relevant data for analysis in 

R. 

ArrayQualityMetrics 

This package generates microarray quality metrics reports for data in Bioconductor microarray data containers 

(ExpressionSet, NChannelSet, AffyBatch). 

Affy 

The package contains functions for exploratory oligonucleotide array analysis. 

limma 

Pacakage used for linear models and differential expression for microarray data 

#library(TCGAbiolinks) 

#library(arrayQualityMetrics) 

library(affy) 

library(limma) 

library(genefilter) 

Here, we are reading in the barcodes of sensitive/resistant patients that we identified from the TCGA OV 

cohort. 

# read in TCGA patient barcodes 

OV_sensitive <- read.table("sensitive_barcodes.txt",as.is = TRUE) 

OV_resistant <- read.table("resistant_barcodes.txt",as.is = TRUE) 

Using TCGABiolinks pacakage, raw microarray data (HT_HG-U133A) of the patient’s primary solid tumor is 

downloaded directly from the GDC database. 

# search gdc & download the raw microarray data 

OV_sensitive_query <- GDCquery(barcode = OV_sensitive$V1, 

                               project = c("TCGA-OV"), 

                               data.category = "Raw microarray data", 
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                               data.type = "Raw intensities", 

                               legacy = TRUE, 

                               platform = c("HT_HG-U133A"), 

                               sample.type = "Primary solid Tumor" 

) 

 

OV_resistant_query <- GDCquery(barcode = OV_resistant$V1, 

                               project = c("TCGA-OV"), 

                               data.category = "Raw microarray data", 

                               data.type = "Raw intensities", 

                               legacy = TRUE, 

                               platform = c("HT_HG-U133A"), 

                               sample.type = "Primary solid Tumor" 

) 

 

GDCdownload(OV_sensitive_query, method = "api",directory = "TCGA_OV_sensitive_data") 

GDCdownload(OV_resistant_query, method = "api",directory = "TCGA_OV_resistant_data") 

 

2. Pre-processing phase  

Read affy files 

1. Using the Affy package, read in the affy files (.CEL) into a single affybatch file. 

2. Assign phenotype to each batches, 0 for chemosensitive and 1 for chemoresistant 

3. Combine the two batches for pre-processing. 

# Read in the affy files 

OV_sensitive_list <- list.files("./TCGA_OV_sensitive_data/", ".*CEL",recursive = 

TRUE,full.names = TRUE) 

OV_resistant_list <- list.files("./TCGA_OV_resistant_data/", ".*CEL",recursive = 

TRUE,full.names = TRUE) 

 

Sens_Batch <- ReadAffy(filenames = OV_sensitive_list) 
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Res_Batch <- ReadAffy(filenames = OV_resistant_list) 

 

# Assigning phenotype - sensitive as 0, resistant as 1 

Sens_Batch@phenoData@data$sample<-0 

Res_Batch@phenoData@data$sample<-1 

 

# Combine two phenotypes 

CombinedBatch <- merge (Sens_Batch, Res_Batch) 

# 553536 probes exists here (PM & MM) 

BG correction, normalization 

Chips may have been hybridized to different amounts of RNA, for different amounts of time, with different 

batches of solutions, etc. Normalization will remove systematic biases and make comparisons between chips 

more meaningful. 

Here, we use RMA background correction & quantile normalization. 

The RMA method for computing an expression measure begins by computing background-corrected perfect 

match intensities for each perfect match cell on every GeneChip. 

The goal of quantile normalization, as discussed by Bolstand et al. (2003), is to impose the same emprical 

distribution of intensities to each array. Quantile normalization often can be very strigent, but it’s common for 

Affymetrix probe-level normalization (being part of MAS5). 

#Background correction  

#Probes or features are usually randomly scattered in the surface of the microarray. Therefore, 

there is no biological reason to expect such spatial effect or trend in the intensity measurements; 

it may be caused then, by irregularities in the glass surface, differences in the hybridization 

efficiency, array washing problems or scanner effects. 

#Raw Affy data contains about twenty probes for the same RNA target. Half of these are 

"mismatch spots", which do not precisely match the target sequence. These can theoretically 

measure the amount of nonspecific binding for a given target 

#Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) is a normalization approach that does not take advantage 

of these mismatch spots, but still must summarize the perfect matches through median polish. 

 

 

 

# outputs log2-transformed expression values 

# "normalize" flag -    logical value. If TRUE normalize data using quantile normalization 
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# "background" flag - logical value. If TRUE background correct using RMA background 

correction 

# Automatically "summarizes" probes by 'Tukey Median Polish' algorithm (robust regression) 

eset.rma = rma(CombinedBatch, background = TRUE, normalize = TRUE) 

## Background correcting 

## Normalizing 

## Calculating Expression 

#22277 probes here 

 

#Control spots in the array will be removed so only biological measurements remain in the 

normalized data 

#Default input of 'featureFilter' removes affy control probes (probe starting with "AFFX_") 

#Also remove probes with no Entrez Gene identifiers 

eset.rma.filtered<-featureFilter(eset.rma, require.entrez=F, remove.dupEntrez=F) 

#22215 probes here 

Quality check 

Using the arrayQualityMetrics library, we perform a quality assesement of the array. 

arrayQualityMetrics(eset.rma.filtered, force = TRUE, outdir = 'report') 
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From the inspection of an outlier detection, it is evident that two subjects, num.26 
(“FEAST_p_TCGA_B20_21_Expression_HT_HG-U133A_96-HTA_F04_516474.CEL”) and num.206 

(“FEAST_p_TCGA_B20_21_Expression_HT_HG-U133A_96-HTA_G06_516372.CEL”), are strong outliers. 
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We therefore, drop these two subjects from our population pool. 

Two duplicated samples that map to same subject were also removed. 

# Identify the two outliers 

potential_outlier1 = match("FEAST_p_TCGA_B20_21_Expression_HT_HG-U133A_96-

HTA_F04_516474.CEL", sampleNames(eset.rma.filtered)) 

potential_outlier2 = match("FEAST_p_TCGA_B20_21_Expression_HT_HG-U133A_96-

HTA_G06_516372.CEL", sampleNames(eset.rma.filtered)) 

 

# Remove two duplicate subjects we identified (from manual check) 

Duplicate1 = match("TARRE_p_MultiPlate_TCGA_SS_MA_Ref_HT_HG-U133A_96-

HTA_A06_586078.CEL", sampleNames(eset.rma.filtered)) 

Duplicate2 = match("AGARS_p_TCGA_B12_RNA_ReDo_HT_HG-U133A_96-

HTA_C07_443130.CEL",  

sampleNames(eset.rma.filtered)) 

 

 

 

# remove from the expression set 

eset.rma.outlier_controlled = eset.rma.filtered[,-potential_outlier1] 

eset.rma.outlier_controlled = eset.rma.outlier_controlled[,-potential_outlier2] 

eset.rma.outlier_controlled = eset.rma.outlier_controlled[,-Duplicate1] 

eset.rma.outlier_controlled = eset.rma.outlier_controlled[,-Duplicate2] 

Count how many subjects & probes are remaining after background correction, normalization, and outlier 

filtering. 

Export the expression matrix, so that it could be used for further analysis. 

dim(eset.rma.outlier_controlled) # number of ppl & probes 

## Features  Samples  

##    22215      234 

table(eset.rma.outlier_controlled@phenoData@data$sample) # 0 = sensitive, 1 = resistant 

##   0   1  

## 135  99 
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Supplemental Data 2. Genotype imputation log. 

 

Michigan imputation server (https://imputationserver.sph.umich.edu) was used to impute for missing genotypes. 

 

Autosomes (chr 1 – 22)  

Chromosomes: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

SNPs: 868263 

Chunks: 153 

Datatype: unphased 

Reference Panel: phase3 

Phasing: eagle 

  

Statistics:  

Alternative allele frequency > 0.5 sites: 235,699 

Reference Overlap: 99.67%  

Match: 860,761 

Allele switch: 0 

https://imputationserver.sph.umich.edu/
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Strand flip: 0 

Strand flip and allele switch: 0 

A/T, C/G genotypes: 0 

 

Filtered sites:  

Filter flag set: 0 

Invalid alleles: 448 

Duplicated sites: 2 

NonSNP sites: 0 

Monomorphic sites: 1,088 

Allele mismatch: 3,105 

SNPs call rate < 90%: 0 

  

 X chromosome 

Chromosomes: X 

SNPs: 36764 

Chunks: 8 
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Datatype: unphased 

Reference Panel: phase3 

Phasing: shapeit 

  

Statistics:  

Alternative allele frequency > 0.5 sites: 0 

Reference Overlap: 99.05%  

Match: 26,353 

Allele switch: 7,769 

Strand flip: 0 

Strand flip and allele switch: 0 

A/T, C/G genotypes: 1,383 

 

Filtered sites:  

Filter flag set: 0 

Invalid alleles: 0 

Duplicated sites: 0 
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NonSNP sites: 0 

Monomorphic sites: 785 

Allele mismatch: 133 

SNPs call rate < 90%: 0 

  

Total number of variants 

 Autosomes X-chromosome 

Before imputation 868,263 36,764 

After imputation 46,181,723 1,778,607 
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Supplemental Data 3. Genotype QC pipeline 

 

Plink (v. 1.9) was used to perform quality check of the genomics dataset 

 

Sample level: 

 

➢ Genetic sex was checked based on heterozygosity rates SNPs in sex chromosome and 4 samples marked as sex outliers (F > 

0.2) were removed from the study. 

 

➢ Samples with genotyping call rate less than 90% were removed. This removed 2 samples.  

 

➢ Genetic relatedness was calculated, and 2 pairs of highly related individuals were identified (pi-hat > 0.9). One individual 

from each pair was randomly selected and removed. 

 

➢ Observed and expected autosomal homozygous genotype counts were computed for each subject to obtain a F coefficient 

estimates. Samples with high (F> 0.05) or low (F< -0.05) heterozygosity rates were excluded. This excluded 20 samples. 

 

These steps removed 26 samples in total. Thus, of the 266 samples (157 sensitive and 109 resistant) with available genotype 

data, 240 subjects (142 sensitive and 98 resistant) have passed the QC.  

 

 

Variant level: 

 

➢ Variants with more than 10% missingness in genotyping rate were removed. This removed 772 variants.  

 

➢ Rare variants with minor allele frequency less than 1% were removed. This removed 38,430,595 variants.  

 

These steps removed 38,431,367 variants in total. Thus, of the 47,960,330 variants (after imputation), 9,528,963 SNPs have 

passed out QC. 
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Supplemental Data 4. Annotation of WGCNA modules 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM4_ESM.xlsx 

 

Supplemental Data 5. e-QTLs associated with WGCNA modules 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM5_ESM.xlsx 

 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM4_ESM.xlsx
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12885-020-06922-1/MediaObjects/12885_2020_6922_MOESM5_ESM.xlsx

